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PREFACE
The FINAL REPORT of the Florida State University Clinical
Teacher Model, Special Projects, Prototype, supported by the U.S.
Office of Education, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, is
the culminating product of the establiAment and evaluation of an
alternative, noncategorical teachei education program for special
education. Clinical teaching, i.e., diagnostic and prescriptive teach-
ing, represents the systematic application of the historical aspiration
to individualize and personalize the learning and teaching processes
for all children. Linking the heritage of the field and current aspira-
tions with contemporary educational technology, thc Clinical
Teacher Model establishes individualized, performance-based cur-
ricula for both teacher competencies and pupil behaviors.

The Training Model and Evaluation Design for the Preparation of
the Clinical Teacher for Interrelated Areas of Special Education was
developed to test several fundamental assumptions:

1. Mildly handicapped exceptional children, currently categorized
as "educable menially retarded," learning disabilities," and
"emotionally disturbed," have common desired academic and
social behaviors necessary for succeeding in the regular class-
room.

2. Generic teacher competencies of observation, dbgnosis, inter-
vention, and evaluation are requisite skills for individualizing
instruction necessary to produce the behaviors.

3. Individualizing instruction, or clinical teaching, for both
teachers and their children, can be established and evaluated
first by documenting the fact that the teachers have attained the
pre-stated competencies, and second by monitoring the be-
havioral gains achieved by the exceptional children they serve.
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The FINAL REPORT is presented in two volumes.

Volume One: Establishing the Model contains an introduction,
background, objecfives, and products of the Project:

Welcome to the System: Orientation and Guide to the Cliaical
Teacher Curriculum
Clinical Teacher Competencies for Special Education: An
individualized Performance-Based Teacher Education
Curriculum .

Clinical Teacher Desired Pupil Behaviors: An Individualized
Reading Curriculum
Clinical Teacher. Desired Pupil Behaviors: An individualized
Arithmetic Curiiculum

Volume Two: Evaluation of the Clinical Teacher Model provides
the formative and summadve evaluation strategies and data
documenting the effecfiveness of the program, in addition, the
volume contains the Documentation and User's Guide to the
Computer Management System for the Clinical Teacher
Curviculum.

Representing more than a decade of planning, research, and de-
velopment, the prototype curricula have been field tested, revised,
documented and evaluated as to their effectiveness for the popula-
tions served. Although originally critical of the existing "categori-
cal" provisions for serving children and of the preparation of
teachers, the investigators are aware of the various limitations inher-
ent in generating alternative patterns amid established inititutional
structures. This report of the development of the Clinical Teacher
Model, in a re/atively unstudied area of teacher education, required
conceptualizations, model building, and systematic design of in-
struction. it is not possible to identify all or even most of the unique
contributions made by numerous individuals during the past seven
years at Florida State University. However, key individuals are
noted for their specific contributions to the p reject, and above all, for
their willingness to be risk-takers in a hazardous and uncharted
course.

iv
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The training of teachers, like th e education of children, requires
adaptation to individual differences. Teacher trainees vary
enormously in skill level and in personality, yet most programs for
training teachers are designed for an average trainee, with few
options to accommodate trainee variation. A teach ertraining prog-
ram which provides alternative experiences modulated to trainee
differences, is not only more likely to produce an efficient direct
effect, but it will also be indirectly beneficial in providing the
teacher trainee with an experimental example of what is meant by
individualizing instruction and "meeting the needs of the stu-
dent." (p. 67)

The authors express appreciation to Phillip L. Martin, Director,
Florida State University Press, and Mary Beth Culp for their edi-
torial and technical assistance in the preparation of this Final Report.

Louis Schwartz and Andrew Oseroff
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CHAPTER 1

CLINICAL TEACHING

T he establishment and evaluation of
' the Clinical Teacher Model for

Interrelated Areas of Special Education at Florida State
University was supported by the Bureau of Education

for the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education, as a
Special Projects, Prototype, under provisions of P.L. '

91-230. The outcome of the research and development
activity is a new and viable non-categorical teacher

education program, designed, field-tested, and
documented as an alternative approach to the manpower

preparation patterns in special education.
Combining the existing separate categorical areas of

"mental retardation," "learning disabilities," and
44....notionally disturbed" into an integrated and common

teacher education program, the Model utilizes
instructional technology and evaluation research

strategies for both implementing the concept and
documenting the efficacy ofthis alternative strategy. The
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2 The Clinical Teacher

Model offers individualized and personalized performance-based
instnictiong curricula for both the Clinical Teacher competencies
and the desired academic and social behaviors for mildly handicap-
ped exceptional children. Formative and summative evaluation ob-
jectives and activities were developed and conducted from the early
design of the project through the followup year on the graduates of
the program. Evaluation research, essential to consumers of new
products, also provides alternative experimental designs and
methods for studying the effects of teaching and learning in actual
public school classroom environments.

Initial concepts underlying clinical teaching were developed dur-
ing the mid 1960's in New Jersey (Schwartz, 1967 a, b) during an era
of enormous growth of categorical programs and services for excep-
tional children and their teachers. This period was marked by an
awareness of the persistent teacher shortage, the recognition of gaps
between available knowledge and actual classroom practice, and a
growing concern for the efficacy of special education. During the
1960's, judicial decisions and legislative mandates dramatically al-
tered existing provisions for exceptional children. Emerging from
this era were conceptual shifts and a search for viable alternative
strategies in special education.

Marland (1971) reaffirmed our nation's commitment to provide
complete and equal educational opportunities for all exceptional
children and youth by 1980, indicating that of the approximately
seven million handicapped children identified as requiring special
education, only forty percent were receiving any such service. Davis
and Wyatt (1971) reported that although an oversupply of teachers
exists in Our public schools, there remains a critical shortage of
teachers in both special and regular education who can serve hand-
icapped chi ldren. In addition to the continuing needs of excep tional
children and their teachers, alternative special educational provi-
sions emerged during this period stimulated by" ... a growing level
of disappointment or disillusion with the existing system", (Gal-
lagher, 1971, p.1). These quantitative and qualitative concerns for
the special education of exceptional children and their teachers
were not new (Cruickshalik and Johnson, 1958; Mackie, 1962; and
Kirk, 1965). Gradually support for iniprovement in "professional
preparation programs" (Heller, 1968) and programs for the children
served (Reynolds, 1971) gained momentum and generated a variety
of alternative models and practices (Schwartz, et al., 1972; Deno,
1973).
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Clinkal Teaching 3

The development of the Clinical Teacher Model was initiated in
Florida (Schwartz, 1971) under provisions of a Program Develop-
ment Grant (P.L. 85-926) during 1969-70. Design of the prototype,
individualized instructional performance-based modules, a
computer-management system, and evaluation strategies by thc in-
terdisciplinary project team marked the first implementation 3,9e.r,
1970-71. Field testing, revision, and evaluation of the Model consti-
tuted project activities for 197174. Documentation, diffusion, and
dissemination activities completed the project dnring 1974-75.

AN OVERVIEW
Linking thc heritage of special education with contemporary in-
structional systems and technology, the Clinical Teacher Model
serves as a continuing attempt to define, demonstrate, and document
an "effective teacher" for exceptional children with individual
learning and behavioral differences. Clinical teaching, i.e., diagnos-
tic and prescriptive teaching, reprcsents the historical aspiration to
individualize instruction for meeting the unique and personalized
needs of the indiviaual learner.

Recognizing the importance of these generic teaching competen-
cies, the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(1970) adopted the foHowing standard:

1.3.3 Teaching and Learning Theory with Laboratory and Clini-
cal Experience. As distinguished from thc Content for the Teach-
ing Specialty and the Humanistic and Behavioral Studies, there is
a body of knowledge about teaching and learning that should be
the basis foreffective performance. If teaching is to be more than a
craft, teachers need to understand the theoretical principles
which explain what they do. For this reason, the study of teaching
and learning theory is included as part of the professional studies
component. However, like the study ofother empirical theory, the
study of teaching and learning theory requires laboritory experi-
ences through which the student may conceptualize principles
and interpret their application to practkal problems. Much of
what has been called "general methods" and "special methods"
can therefore be taught as the application of teaching and learning
thcory.
Whereas the study of teaching and learning theory provides the
prospective teacher with principles of practice and the laboratory
exercises illuminate and demonstrate these principles, clinical



4 The Clinical Teacher

experience confronts the student with individual cases or prob-
lems, the diagnosis and solution of which involve the application
of principles and theory. Certain kinds of problems (such as plan-
ning, selection of learning resources, motivation, presentation,
diagnosis of learning difficulties, individualization of in struction,
classroom management, and evaluation) represent types of clas-
sroom situations. Clinical teaching involves the student in the
diagnosis and "treatment" of the individual problem, under the
guidance of an experienced teacher. Because it is now possible to
simulate many of these situations or to display a selection of real
problems electronicallyand because the prospective teacher's
efforts can be_recorded, viewed, and reviewedit is now feasible
to give mudi effective clinical experience outside the school
classroom. (p.5)

Research on teaching, to document the "effective teacher," has
paralleled the search for a strategy that can not only be realistically
based within an actual classroom situation, but which also can be
scrutinized by other researchers through replication studies.

ESTABLISHING THE MODEL

Several common assumptions and practices have peristed in the
education of exceptional children from the early eighteenth century
to the present. Rousseau (1712-1788) proposed reform in education;
Pereire (17154780) worked with the deaf; 1tard (1774-1834) and
Sequin (1812-1880) made proposals for the education of the re-
tarded. Witmer (1897) emphasized teacher training as individual
treatment; in inore recent times, Laycock (1934) spoke ofthe teacher
as a diagnostician; Kirk and Bateinan (1962) emphasized diagnosis
and remediation of learning disabilities; and Smith (1968) clinical
teaching for the retarded. Although concerned with various
categories of handicapping condition s and representing the various
disciplines of inedicine, psychology, and education, all have prac-
ticed and urged the adoption nf the same approachcliaical teach-
ing. Clinical teaching, as originally described hy Pereire over two
hundred years ago in teaching the deaf "oral speech," significantly
influenced the development of special education. Doll (1967) has
stated:

Pereire, therefore, was in the main streain of progressive educa-
tionill thought of his day when he formulated for the deaf the
principles which have since become axiomatic in the education of

..
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the retardedscientific observation, use of the case history, adap-
tation of methods to the individuality of the pupil, sensory sub-
stitution and sensory reinforcement, progress through develop-
mental sequences, education in terms of social needs, and the
principle of proceeding from the known to the unknown. (p. 176)

These scientific pedogogical techniques, introduced by the physi-
cian Pereire, have periodically but persistently reappeared in educa-
tional individualized instructional programs. Rousseau's Emile
influenced Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi's "historic series of educa-
tional experiments." Both Rousseau and Pestalozzi expressed their
fundamental belief in the individual learner and their conviction
that education should proceed in terms of the "natural interests of
the child" and in a "series of steps psychologically connected with
the learner's development" (Saettler, 1968, pp. 31-32). Pestalozzi's
effect on American education during the formative years of the
mid-nineteenth century was most notably marked by large scale
adoption of individualized "object teaching" by school systems in
Oswego, New York (1860) and Quincy, Massachussetts (1875),
which widely influenced teaching methodology in the United
States. Shortly afterwards, individualized instructional systems for
both children and their teachers appeared at San Francisco State
Normal School (Burk, 1912); Winnetka, Illinois Public Schools
(Washburn, 1919); Dalton Public Schools, Massachussetts (Park-
hurst, 1920); and at the University of Chicago High School (Morri-
son, 1925). Saettler (1968) identified elements of these early indi-
vidualized instructional systems which included:

individualized instructional materials containing self-checkinV
devices and diagnostic tests;
self instructional bulletins in arithmetic, geography, grammar,
etc;
self-corrective practice materials (workbooks);
analysis of course content into specific objectives
[development of] a plan of instruction thit would enable the
learner to master each of the objectives at his own rate;
differentiation of assignments for different ability levels;
[plans designed to] pretest, teach, test the results, adapt proce-
dure, teach and test again to the point of actuallearning. (pp.
62.-66)

Today, historians of special education continue to plead for a
better understanding of early work in the field in order to view
contemporary problems in their proper perspective, as well as to
avoid costly duplication of efforts. Talbot (1964) reviewed Sequin's

Ko



6 The Clinical Teacher

"diagnostic teaching" pedagogy of over a hundred years ago citing
the direct implications for modern educational practice. Doll (1967)
advocated the retrie%al and dissemination of these significant histor-
ical materials for "the conservation of ideas, techniques, and data, or
in purely historical terms, the solution of specific historical prob-
lems" (p. 182). Balthazar and Steven's' (1975) renew the call for the
historical perspective as an aid to understanding the current prob-
lems and relationships between the emotionally disturbed and men-
tally retarded.

Considering teacher education programs for s pecial education as a
reflection of the general problem of translating theory into practice,
the concept of the Clinical Teacher for individualizing instruction
appears to be one of the most persistent and yet elusive ideas in
actual curricula design.

EVALUATING THE MODEL

Despite the historical precedents of clinical teaching and indi-
vidualized instruction, attempts to describe the effectiveness of this
strategy have defied educational researchers in both special and
regular education. Determining the "effects of the treatment for each
particular child" or "the educath e value of one pedagogical method
compared with another" (Binet and Simon, 1905, p.83), has persis-
tently challenged in% estigators in their search for empirically defin-
ing the "good teacher" or "quality education" (Cage, 1963; Blatt,
1966; Jones, 1966; Dubin and Taveggia, 1968; Rosenshine and
Furst, 1971; Travers, 1973; Blatt and Garfunkel, 1973).

Research on teaching reported during the last twenty years
(American Educational Research Association: Com mittee on
Criteria of Teacher Effectiveness, 1953; Handbook of research on
teaching, edited by Cage, 1963, and Review of research on educa-
tion, edited by Kerlinger, 1973) clearly indicates the frustrations in
attempting to determine the "effects of teaching." Furthermore, the
complexities irholved in conducting scientific research in actual
classrooms have been compounded by the realization that learning
is as critical a process in these in wstigations as the teaching process
being studied. According fo Gage (1972):

The two processes must be studied together, as a teaching-
learn in g process. That is, a valid conception of teaching must be
tied closely to a conception of learning. How human be)ngs learn
should provide much of the basis for our derivations of how
teachers should teach. (p. 42)
Pursuing the study of how indhidual differences among learners

interact with varied edtwational treatments, Cronbach (1957, 1967)
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Ciinigal TeachinE 7

stimulated renewed interest among investigators in an area of re-
search referred to as "aptitude-treatment-interaction" (ATI, TTI, or
TTTI). Comprehensive reviews of ATI research by Bracht (1970)
and Berliner and Callen (1973) offer "cautious optimism" to a grow-
ing cadre of workers who conceptually and methodologically be-
lieve that "the TTI approach is a sound paradigm for research on
instruction" (p. 85).

Paralleling this general interest in ATI are a rapidly growing
number of special education researchers who share this enthusiasm
(Reynolds and Balow,, 1971; Blackman, 1972; Jones, 1973; and Lilly
and Kelleher, 1973). This apparent philosophical compatability be-
tween researchers in general and researchers in special education
suggeas a high degree of promise in studying individual differences
and individualized instructionol strategies. According to Berliner
and Cahen (1973):

The areas of reading disability and special education have always
had explicit TTI notions. Working with children who have failed
to profit from conventional instruction, and believing that the
creation of a "mutant" instructional setting could change the
achievement levels of students, educators in these special educa-
tion fields were led to become proponents of instructional ap-
proaches that resemble TTI (Fernald, 1943; Younie, 1967). It was
precisely these ideas that led to the development of Montessori's
(1964) system. Her first pedagogical tasks were the developinent
of unique instructional methods, primarily tactile, for education-
ally retarded children. (p. 62)
The Clinical Teacher Model offers renewed optimism for the

continuing attempt to document the efficacy of an indivklualizecl
instructional strategy for teachers of exceptional children. Ahhough
supportive of the basic search for the validity or truth of the "effects
of treatment," the Clinical Teacher Model offers documentation as
to the vahie or efficacy of an "innovative" teacher education program
that describes explicit teacher competencies for producing academic
and social behavioral gains in mildly handicapped exceptional chil-
dren. As an initial step, formative evaluation strategies were de-
signed to provide documentation on the effectiveness of the instruc-
tion. Su mmative evaluation required evidence of the effect of in-
struction on the exceptional children served by the Clinical
Teachers. Distinguishing among the variety of educational out-
comes of learning, instruction, and policies, researchers and
evaluators have described a range of "experimental and quasi-
experimental designs" (Campbell and Stanley, 1963) appropriate to
the particular question posed. Such man (1967); Campbell (1969);

14



8 The Clinical Teacher

Tyler (1969); Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus (1971); Hilgard.(1972);
Rippey (1973); Kerlfnger (1973); and Herriott and Muse (1973);
among others, have described and advocated varying the
research/evaluation strategy depending upon the issue being inves-
tigated. .

Blatt and Garfunkel (1973) critizized "the extent to which tradi-
tional models have determined the kind of research thut is being
conducted, rather than models being determined by the nature of th e
problems studied" (pp. 632-633). These authors suggest "the de-
velopment of research strategies that are in harmony with discover-
ing and evaluating what actuallyi.,ccurs in classrooms" (pp. 635-636).
They finther state that "Our goal, as educational researchers is to
examine the components of the teaching-learning interv.tion" (p.
651).

APPROACH
Integrating the historical aspirations for individualizing instruction
and documenting the effects of education on exceptional children
and their teachers, the Clinical Teacher Model unifies several cur-
rent major conceptual developments with the emerging sophistica-
tion of educctional technology, performance-based mastery learn-
ing, and evaluation strategies (Schwartz, 1967; Deno, 1970; Haring,
1970; Dodl, 1969; Bloom, Hastings, and Madam, 1971). Planned,
designed, field-tested, revised, and evaluated by an interdiscipli-
nary team in an Educational Research Institute, College of Educa-
tion, Florida State University, the Model represents the concerted
effort of faculty, graduate assistants, and students inothe program.
Allied in this formal venture in teacher education were specialists
from Special Education, Elementary Education, School Psychology,
Educational Research and Testing, Computer Assisted Instruction,
and Instructional Television and Media. "Developmental capital"
from the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, U.S. Office of
Education, supported the planning, iniplementution, and Special
Project activities, The Special Projects Manual (1970) stated:

The purposes of the special project grants are: to plan, to try new
models of training, and to evaluate the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of these new models in preparing personnel to work with
handicapped children. (p. 2)

For establishing the Model, the interdisciplinary team recom-
mended that the project staff formulate fundamental assumptions,
specific goals and objectives, and precise project activities. The
project staff, composed of curriculum designer, experimental
teacher, and evaluator, adopted and implemented this approach.
The key elements of this strategy are presented.

161
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ASSUMPTIONS

The Clinical Teacher Model was founded upon several fundamental
assumptions:

1. Special edu cat icn, for mildly handicapped children with varying
exceptionalties, i.e., "educable mentally retarded," "learning
disabilities7 and "emotionally disturbed," should focus on
cool/non desired academic and social behaviors needed to suc-
ceed in the "mainstream" of regular education rather than on
medical, psychcdogical, and/or social deficits implied by
"categorical" classifications and labels.

2. Generic teacher competencies necessary for producing these
behaviors are the performance skills for individualizing instruc-
tion, i.e., observation and diagnosis for identifying individual
impil e ntry levels, learner characteristics, and desired outcomes;
intervention based upon a- match of task, learner, resource
characteristics; and evaluation of both pupil and'curriculum.
performance for the continuous iinprovement of learning Ithd
instruction. Demonstration of the competencies requires exten-
sive field-based experiences.

3. Theeclectic approach in the Clinical Teacher Model enables the
teacher, based upon a comprehensive diagnosis ofthe indMdual
learner, to select and employ a teaching strategy from aimmg a
variety of models (developmental, corrective, remedial,
behavioral-task-analysis, etc.). The knowledge of and skills in
the selection and utilization oftheappropriate teaching strategy
is the critical factor in producing success for exceptional chil-
dren. The Clinical Teacher judgement necessary for making this
appropriate inatch is the unique outcome ofth is ttiacher prepara-
tion program. This desired teacher behavior in any spechil edu-
cational setting is what is "special" about special education for
mildly handicapped children.

4. Innovation and change in teacher education require "develop-
mental capital" for phmning and implementing a transactional
strategy among a team of content and process specialists includ-
ing curriculum designers, experimental try-out teachers, and
researchers in both the theoretical and applied aspects of in-
struction. Above all, the explicit specifications of objectives,
criteria, and products are required in order to docuinent the
impact of th e strategy on the target populations and demonstrate
the effectiveness and replicability of the exeinplary provisions.

5. The historian attempt by special educators to teach the hand-
icapped has been accompanied by the general search for the
"good teacher" or all children with individual differences and
the individualized instnictional strategies for teaching them.

Ao
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

1.0 Project Goals
1.1 To, enhance the opportunities for mildly handicapped children

with varying exceptionalities to achieve, while retaining or
acquiring regular class membership, the educational goals
deemed appropriate for the typical student.

1.2 To demonstrate the efficacy ofthe Clinical Teacher functioning
within a resource room anclior other.diverse educational set-
tings in achieving the educational goals for the handicapped.

1.3 To train a -cadre of Clinical Teachers who can demonstrate the
ability to significantly increase the exceptional child's
academic and social adaptability to conventional classroom
practices.

1.4 To design, iinplement, and evaluate a model teacher education
program for the preparation of Clinical Teachers with the
necessary competencies for producing the desired academic
and social behaviors in exceptional children.

1.5 To demonstrate viable training practices which can be incorpo-
rated into other special education prepamtion programs in
order to:

1.5.1 Improve the quality of special education personnel
and services.

1.5.2 Alleviate current and projected personnel shortages
in special education.

2.0 Project Objectives
2.1 To specify academic and social behaviors which:

2.1.1 Constitute desired objectives for the normal popula-
tion of sehool children.

2.1.2 Define the target population of mildly handicapped
children witb varying exceptionalities.

2.1.3 Define the criteria for return to regular class member-
ship.

2.1.4 Provide adequate evidence that desired pupil gains
have been achieved.

2.2 -To develop an operational model of the Clinical Teacher con-
cept which;

2.2.1 Specifies the tasks to be performcri by someone func-
tioning as a Clinical Teacher.

2.2.2 Describes the general competencies required to per
form the tasks of a Clinical Teacher.

2.2.3 Behaviorally describes each competency to be dein-
onstrated as evidence of qualification as a Clinical
Teacher.

at
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2.3 To design a model training program for developing t1;e corn-
petencies identified as necessary for the Clinical Teacher. The
training model will specify and describe:

2.3.1 Criteria for selecting Clinical Teacher Trainees.
2.3.2 The Clinical Teacher curdculum.
2.3.3 The instructional logic employed in the training pro-

gram.
2.3.4 Tasks prescdbed for acquiring each Clinical Teacher

competency.
2.3.5 Resources needed for performing various instruc-

tional tasks.
2.3.6 Strategies utilized in the selection of instructional

activities.
2.3.7 Procedures utilized in selecting multimedia options

for instructional ev.ents.
2.3.8 The record-keeping and management system used by

the program.
2.4 To develop an evaluation design which provides for:

2.4.1 Continuous monitoring of the project and feedback of
relevant decision information to project management.

2.4.2 Collection and feedback of formative data concerning
necessary and appropriate revisions in:
2.4.2.1 The instructional materials.
2.4.2.2 The Training Model. .

2.4.3 Determination of the effectiveness of the Training
Model in preparing personnel with the competencies
of the Clinical Teacher.

2.4.4 Determination of the effectiveness of the Clinical
Teacher in achieving the pre-specified gains in excep-
tional children.

2.4.5 Relevant decision information for individuals in-
terested in adoption and installation of the Clinical
Teacher Model.

2.5 To implement the Clinical Teacher Model and evaluation de-
sign in order that:

2.5.1 Feasibility of the Model in terms of effectiveness and
efficiency can be ascertained.

2.5.2 The Model can be revised to increase its utility as a
teacher-training alternative.

2.5.3 Viable components of the Clinical Teacher concept
and its accompanying Training Model can be iden-
tified and diffused to other educational institutions.

01A
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12 The Clinical Teacher

In order to attain the designated goals of the project, the Clinical
Teacher Model has structured its activities, depicted in the follow-
ing Management Network, in :-. manner designed to facilitate
achievement of the final project objectives.

A3
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Fig. I Management Network for Clinical Teacher Project

nu, 1968
PDC Proposal
Sept., 1969

1. Project initiated
2. Rekvant literature surveyed
3. Interdisciplinary team organized
4. Rationale for model developed
5. Interrelated area defined
6. Target population described
7. Desired pupil behaviors identified
8. General functions of CT identified
9. Requisite CT competencies identified
0. CT training model conceptualized
I. CT curriculum sequence projected
2. Success criteria specified
3. Implementation activities identified
4. CTM proposal drafted

Dec., 1969
5. CTM proposal submitted
6. CTM cor.iract awarded
7. Interrelated areas organized
.8. Project staffemployed
19. C7T selection criteria specified

. First year trainees recruited
I. C1T applications reviewed
. First y?ar trainees selected

C7T orientation conducted
Sept, 1970
Design team organized
instructional development system
adopted
Major CT competencies defined

7. Requisite CTM knowledge specified
CTM objectives stated
CTM assessment criteria stated
CTM performance measures constructed

1. CTM instructional resources selected
2. CTM modules completed

:

33. Observation skills specified
34. Observation objectives stated
35. Observation assessment criteria stated
36. Observation performance measures con-

structed
37. Observation instructional resources

selected
38. Observatiou modules compkted
39. Diagnosis skills specified
40. Diagnosis objectives stated
41. Diagnosis assessment criteria stated
42. Diagnosis performance measures con-

structed
43. Diagnosis instructional resources

selected
44. Diagnosis modules completed
45. Intervention skills specified
46. Intervention objectives stated
47. Intervention assessment criteria stated
48. Intervention performance measures con-

structed
49. Intervention instruetional resources

selected
50. Intervention modules completed
51. C7T field settings selected
52. Instructional time scheduled
53. Training program implemented
54. Instructional logic conceptualized
55. Data management requirements

specified
56. Data management system identified
57. Data management system adopted
58. Data management system modified
59. Design year activities reported

Aug., 1971
60. Design year completed

..14



14 The Clinical Teacher

61. Tama population further defined
62. Observation criteria specified
63. Normal pupil behaviors identified
64. Normal pupil behaviors sequenced
61 Exceptional children described in

behavioral terms
66. Desired pupil Isehaviors specified
67. Evaluatio» criteria specified
68. Specification of CT intervention

skills completed
69. loterve»tion objectives stated
70. Intervention assessment criteria

stated
71. intervention performance meamres

constructed
72. Intervention instructional roources

selected
73. Intervention modulo completed
74. Evaluation skills specified
75. Objectives for evalsoatioio skills stated
76. Assessment criteria for es al Hat io is

skills stated
77. Performance measures for es Alsatian

skills stated .
78. Instnictional resources for csaluation

skills selected
79. Evaluation modules completed
80. Complesnentar) skilk specified
81. Objectives for complementary skilk

stated
82. Assessment criteria for complemen-

tary skills stated
53. Performance measures for

plementary skills constructed
84. lostroetionA resources for com-

plementary skills selected
85. Modules for complementary skills

com pleted
86. Second year trainees recruited
87. C1T applications reviewed
88. Second year trainees selected
89.0bjedives for CTM component re-

viewed
91. Performance ineasores for CTM

component reviewed

COI».

92. CTM inodoles entered
93. Cognitive tasks completed
94. Contractual tasks completed
95. Performance data collected
96. Attitudinal data collected
97. CIM data analyzed
98. Trainee performance reported
99. Data requirements reviewed

100. interim progress report prepared
101. Project renewal request prepared
102. University approval procured for re-

newal request
April, 1972

103. Renewal request submitted to 9E11
KIS. Objecthes for observation reviewed
105.1'erformanee oneasores for observa-

tion component reviewed
106. Observation inodoks entered
107. Cognitive tosics completed
108. Contractual tasks completed
109. Performance data collected
110. Attitudinal data collected
111. Datn for obsersation component

analyred
112. Trainee perform:me reported
113. Objectives for diagoosis component

reviewed
114. Performance measures for diagnosis

component reviewed
115. Diagnoth modules entered
116. Cognitive tasks completed
1I7. Contractual tido eompletcd
118. Performance data collected
119. Attitudinal data collected
120. Data for diagnosis component

analyeed
121.1nstrochonal effecth eness deter-

mined
122. Trainee performance reported
123. Aculeinic year completed

lone, 1972
124. Report offirst trial year adivities pre-

pared

015
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125. Project proposal renewed
126. Third year trainees recruited
127. crr applications reviewed
128. Third year trainees selected
129. crr orientation conducted

Summer, 1972
130. Revision of curriculum initiated
131. Intrinsic evaluation of objectives

completed
132. Unnecessary modules deleted
133. Content of scheduled courses re.

viewed
134. Appropriateness of each course

assessed
135 Courses incongruous with objectives

deleted
136. Quality of each course determined
137. Ineffective courses deleted
138. Replaceme nt modules devehmcd

where needed
139. Curriculum sequence revised
140. Necessary revisions in objectives

completed

141. Behavior domain established
142. Performance measures evaluated
143. Performance measures revised
144. Instructional staategy deterngned
145. Content category determined
146. Appropriate media determined
147. Instructional weaknesses diagnosed
148. Revision recommendations prepared
149. Module revisions completed
150. Competencies required for intern

ship specified
151. Internship objectives stated
152. Assessment ceteria for internship

stated
153. Performance measures for internship

constructed
154. Instructional resources for internship

selected
155. Internship modules completed

Aug, 1972
156. First year revision efforts concluded
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Sept., 1972
157. Second trial year initiated
158. CTM component entered
159. CTM pretests administered
160. Cognitive tasks completed
161. Contractual tasks completed
162. Performance data collected
163. Attitudinal data collected
164. CTM data analyzed
165. Instructional effects determined
166. Observation component entered
167. Observation pretests administered
168. Cognitive tasks completed
169. Contractual tasks completed
170. Performance data collected
171. Attitudinal data collected
172. Data for observation component

analyzed
173. Instructional effects determined
174. Diagnosis component entered
175. Diagnosis pretests administered
176. Cognitive tasks completed
177. Contractual tasks completed
178. Performance data collected
179. Attitudinal data collected
180. Data for diagnosis component

analyzed
181. Instructional effects determined
182. Diagnosis component continued
183. Cognitive skills demonstrated
184. Pretest for diagnostic competencies

administered
185. Trainees assigned to resource room
186. Diagnostic competencies demon-

strated
187. Performance data collected
188. Diagnostic data analyzed
1E4. Instructtonal effects determined

fan., 1973
190. Interim progress report prepared
191. Project renewal request prepared

427

192. University approval for renewal re .
quest procured
April, 1973

193. Renewal request submitted to BEH
194. Intervention component entered
195. Intervention pretests administered
196. Cognitive tasks completed
197. Contractual tasks completed
198. Performance data collected
199. Attitudinal data collected
200. Data for intervention component

analyzed
201. Instructional effects determined
202. Evaluation component entered
203. Evaluation pretests administered
204. Cognitive tasks completed
205. Contractual ta.lcs completed
206. Performance data collected
207. Attitudinal data collected
208. Data for evaluation component

analyzed
209. Instructional effects determined
210. Student interns assigned
211. Pre-internship competencies dem-

onstrated
212. Orientation of cooperating teachers

completed
Sept., 1973

213. Internship entered
214. Clinical Teacher competencies dem-

onstrated
215. Internship completed
216. M. S. degree requirements fuItIlled
217. Initial Clinical Teachers graduated
218. Initial Clinical Teachers certified
219. First wave training program com-

pleted
220. Training program analyzed
221. Instructional weaknesses identified
222. Trainee competencies determined
223. Academic year completed
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224. Program feasibility estimates pre-
pared

225. Project proposal renewed
226. Decision concerning opervionaliz-

ing the program reached
227. Fourth year trainees recruited
228. CIT applications reviewed
229. Fourth year trainees selected
230. CIT orientation conducted
231. Additional staff recruited
232. New staff members employed
233: Revision needs identified
234. Curriculum revisions completed
235. New resources identified and de-

veloped
236. Additional media options designed
237. instructional modifications com-

pleted
238. Preparation for pilot installation in-

itiated
239. Experinental design for testing CTM

effective Jess completed
290. Appropriate installation sites located
24L CTM graduates employed

4
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242. Preparation for fourth project year
completed

243. Fourth academic year entered
244. Pilot field test initiated
245. Resouree rooms prepared
246. Exceptional children referred
247. Clinical Teacher services performed
248. Sample from target population en-

sured
249. Achievement data collected
250. Achievement data analyzed
251. Pupil gains determined
252. Clinical Teacher effectiveness

assessed
253. Project renewal procedures com-

pleted
254. Level I training activities im-

plemented
255, Level II training activities im-

plemented
256. Level III training activities im-

plemented
June, 1974

257. Fourth academic year completed

4
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258. CTM training program reviewed
233Appropriate training program modifi-

cations implemented
260. Experimental design evaluated
261. Appropriate design modifications

completed
262. Provisions for final field test com-

pleted
Sept., 1974

263. Fifth academic year entered
264. Level I training activities im-

plemented
265. Level II training activities im-

plemented
266. Level III training activities im-

plemented
267. Project effectiveness experiment

conducted
268. Pupil performance data collected
269. Performance data analyzed
270. Program effectiveness determined
271. Program efficiency determined
272. Appropriate program revisions iden-

tified
273. Final project report completed
274. Viable training program established
275. Program specifications disseminated
276. Final report to BEH submitted
277. Spin-off projects conceptualized
278. Project findings published

Aug., 1975
279. Project completed
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED
LITERATURE

.,

Individualization of instruction has
enjoyed a long and rich heritage,

periodically attracting attention and dissension in
the educational milieu. It is the purpose of this chapter

to present a historical review of individualizing
instruction in order to provide the reader with the

philosophical, contextual, and procedural criteria upon
which this model was based. W. T. Harris said

(Search, 1901):
"Nearly all present practices that have become

established have a history of trial and experiments, and
one who studies their growth in the past is taking the
best way to discover what reforms should be taken up as

the next best step in the present" (p. XVI).
The periodic recurrence of individualized instruction

may well have been caused by the effects of new
population groups entering schools and/or problems in
public financing of education. The awareness that there
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are differences among learners and the ways in which they learn
best, plus the American goal of educating each child to the extent of
his potential, has perhaps contributed to the implementation of
individually oriented instructional programming in the public
schools. It is not within the scope of this review to analyze the
historical and socio-economic mystique surrounding the periodic
resurgence of individualizing instruction. .

A comprehensive review of both the historical and current theoret-
ical and research literature is confined to:
A. Individualizing instruction for children in the classroom.
B. The changing role of the*teacher in individualizing instruction.
C. Teacher preparation programs for individualizing instruction.
Part A describes operationaliza programs in the United States
which have utilized one or more of the components defined as
intrinsic to individualizing instruction As defined by this review;
Part B delineates tile changing teacher role as necessitated by these
programs; Part C details the teacher preparation mograms that at-
tempted to train teachers to individualize instruction.

The reader should be cautioned that due to the abundance of
applicable material, only carefully selected and representative in-
formation is presented.

INDIVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTION FOR .
CHILDREN IN THE CLASSROOM
In reviewing comprehensive educational structures related to indi-
vidualizing instruction, the following frame of reference (Caldwell
and Conrtis, 1924) is pertinent:

By individualization is meant the recognition of fundamental dif-
ferences in the native capacities and tendencies of children and
the adjustment of work in terms of these individual needs. (pp.
117-118)

The historical development of individnalized instructional
strategies emanated from thc initial questioning of Harris in 1868
(Washburne, et al, 1926) who "vigeronsly [sic) challenged the valid-
ity of requiring all pupils to do the same amount of work and to
advance at the same time" (p. 3). This provided invents to the
ensuing examples of individnalized instruction.

EARLY EUROPEAN INFLUENCES

According to Saettler (1968, ) "Befcre 1800, instruction at both the
elementary and secondary levels was predominantly individual" (p.
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26) in the typical English one-room school house where theteacher
heard individual recitatio»s of pre-assigned work. Following an
influx of students into the English schools during the early 1800s,
Lancastrian Monitoral Instruction dominated education in England.
This was a form of highly organized large group instruction provid-
ing for low-cost mass education where "... under an efficient scheme
of classroom management ... one teacher was able to take charge of
flve hundred or more students at one time" (p. 28). Monitors super-
vised the drill and practice routines and the "... pupils were grouped
according to ability" (pp. 28-29) in each subject area. Landon (1884)
stated that in France indivklualized instruction was the original,
traditional scheme of school organization and that "In 1843 there
were still 5,844 primary schools in Fmnee conducted in this way (p.
119). He added that "France seenb to have clung much longer to the
plan than some of her neighbors, though a few schools organized on
the individual plan lingered late, esen in the heart of Prussia" (pp.
118-119). Throughout Europe, saried large group instructional prog-
rams emerged. To mention a few, the Bell Method utilized students
as tutors, whfle the Glasgow or Stowe Sy stern organized sy stematk
instructional outcomes md sem ed <is a precursor to graded schools
(Landon, 1884).

A BEGINNING IN THE UNITED STATES

According to Caldwell and Courtis (1924):

By far, the most remarkable gain in the se. enty -five years that
have passed since 1845 is the grow ing tendency toward indi-
vichmlization of mass instruction. Through the years there has
been a slow but steady reduction in the size of classes, y et whethilr
a class numbers twenty -fis e or forty -fis e, the methods of teaching
have been those of "bmadside" treatment. Educational psychol-
ogy and educational measuremnt, howes er, has e produced a
mass admit, all show ing that the most constant trait .thout human
nature is its s a riability . Asa result, teachers are at kst heginning to
act on the belkf that chilaren differ, and to ins cot methoós of
classroom teaching which would enable a teacher to deal with a
large groupof chfldren and y et allow a child to grow <tt his ow n rate
and to study in his own way. (p. 124)
The object-teachthg method, an outgrowth of Pestalozian-

Froebehan.followers of the practicality of education, revised many
of the previous practices, and "... the learning-by-doing movement

. . reached its height in the 1880's" (SaettIer, 1968, p. 38). The
Massachusetts Board of Education, in evaluating education in the
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city of Quincy (Bagley, 1907), described the wider range of materials
.4.

. changing their schools into 'national history museums' and
'mud-pie fa...dories,' " while reporting that testing showed "Quincy
children .. . superior to those educated by traditional methods" (p.
37).

Organized efforts to institutimalize individualized instruction in
the United States first appeared in the early 1890's. Reviews of these
efforts follow.

Pueblo Public Schools, Colorado: One of the earliest reports of a
concerted effort to individualize instruction for children on a
system-wide basis (Search, 1894) was a "detailed description of the
principles, methads and results of the work in the Pueblo industrial
public schools ofPueblo, Colorado" (p. 154). The guiding principles
were described as follows:

The fundamental characteristic of the plan on which the schools
are organized is its conservation of the individual. The pupil is
placed purely with reference to w here he can get the most good for
himself. He works as an individual, progresses as an individual,
and is graduated as an individual. The ordinary nomenclature of
schools is continued for convenience; but the whole system is one
of flexibility, permitting pupils to pass from working section to
working section as may be expedient. The perplexities relative to
class intervals have disappeared, because there is no mechanical
classification ... In brief, the school is both graded and ungraded:
graded in so far as applies to its plan of work, but ungraded in its
accommodation of the individual.
The health of the individual child was of prime consideration,
rzsulting in a condensation of work periods, no homework, and a
total economy of time and effort geared toward mastery of a
specific skill area.
Pure love for the work itself, and the opportunity for continuous
promoion . .. were the only motivation; artificial reward systems
were eliminated.
Each child's progress was accounted for, and accredited; and .. .
there must be a place for every pupil, be his advancement or
progress what ft may. Hence, the desirability of an educatimmi
system that adapts itself to the circumstances and environot of
individual life. (pp. 154-160) .

Methodologically, the school was described as follows: "As a rule,
the entire work is by and for the individual" (p. 161). Descriptions of
"work sections" in the subject areas of Latin and Greek, modern
languages, mathematics, science, history, biography, literature,
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commercial studies, technical grammar, geography, physical cul-
ture, manual training and drawing, vocal music, and reading were
presented in detail; each had as its particular basis the fact that:
"Each child is carefully examined and appropriate exercises are
prescribed . ..and in no case is the individual lost sight oi" (p. 163).
Although the methodological descriptions encompassed the entire
range of the school curriculum, ". . . indeed it may be added the
entire plan of the school finds its keynote in the application of the
principles of the kindergarten to every department of school work"
(p. 157).

In terms of results, the Fueblo experiment (Search, 1894) con-
cluded that:

It has often been said that in view of the general demands of mass
education, provision cannot be made for the individual. If the
Pueblo experiment and this article stand for.any one thing, it is
simply this: provision for the individual can be made, for it has
been done. (p. I)
Specific mention was made of the following positive results:

1. Better health
Z. The trained, independent, self-reliant worker
3. There is more work accomplished, and the work is more

thoroughly done
4. There is more enthusiasm in work
5. There is less discouragement
6. There is more opportunity for additional and outside work.

(pp. 165-169)

In conclusion, the Pueblo Plan as delineated in An ideal school
(Search, f901) ascertained that:

Unquestionably the school of individual differentiation will be
more complex and more difficult to conduct than one of Procrus-
tean method. It is infinitely harder to adapt one school to the
needs ofa thousand pupils than to adapt one thousand pupils to a
single plan. (pp. 11-12)

Therefore:
We need, then, a radical departure from the uniformization prac-
tised Niel so much in schools. We need an education that will
develop differences and conserve individuality. This will not
render school work easy; it makes it hard and difficult, but it will
certainly be more scientific. (p. 7)
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Batavia Public Schools, New York: While the early emphasis on
indis idualizAtion of instruction may has e been historkally related to
the westward pioneer efforts, the age of the "Rugged Individual,"
Teddy Roosevelt, etc., evidence of thb innovation in education was
not lit. ited to the "wild., of the West" mid/or mind habitats. In 1897
Batavia, New York, population 10,000, was the setting for the begin-
nhig of the so-called "Batavian System of Individual Instruction."
First reported as a review of a three-y ear study (Kenned), 1901), this
plan of individualizing instruction was devised "... not as a subt .i.
tute for class recitation, but as a svplement to ir (p.295). Due to the
managerial probkm of not being abk to subdi% ide an co. ercrowded
classroom -

We were compelled to handle all those children in that one room
(78) ... to find the weak spots in the room and make them strong
spots, and to do this in such a way as not to disturb the established
work of the room . . . to use two teachers in one room. (p. 296)

In this accidental occurrence of inch. idualized instruction, the
motivating principks were those of (1) expediency, (2) effkiency,
and (3) space utilization. Out of this, the praginatk determination of
indhidthdizing instruction through the dual inethodologies of sdf-

-instruction phis group orientation was born. It was described as "...
not only a re. elation, but a revolution" (p. 297). In ringing superla-
ti.es and metaphors of the era, methods o ere described which
aboimded v,ith positi. e reinforcements and appeared to be gu;ded
by the tenet: "Just warm up the slow ones, and they will put the
quick ones onto the 'double rinkk' "(p. 298). Results were measured
by success in attaining high school entry:

Our high school has increased 30 percent in the past year, but
eren more noticeAle than the increase in munbers is the im-
pros ement in the work of the students and in the general esprit de
corps . .. and ever), test shows the advancing standard of scholar-
ship (p. 300)
Kennedy concluded:

From ,un experience of three years v, ith individual instmetion as
the supplement and corrective of class-teaching, I am compelled
to look upon it not only as a great educational departure, but as an
imperative humanitarian reform. (p. 300)

Bagley, in 1907, summarized ten years of the Batavian plan as
follows:

The "backward pupil" is eliminated .. .soine good results may be
found in almost every school, but in the Batavian schools the
results areuniformly good with all pupils [italics mine)... no one
is allowed to fall behind. (p. 218)
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CONTINUING EFFORTS AND EXPANDED DIALOGUES

The literature in the following years featured the debates between
the proponents and the protagonists of individualized instruction
versus group instruction across the country'. The salient characteris-
tics inherent in the support of individualizing instniction are the
very components proposed by Cronbach (1967); Ed ling (1971);
Schwartz (1967); and others today: those of diagnosis, intervention,
and evaluation.

Andrew (1905) in an attempt to implement individual instruction
in Cincinnati, Ohio, proposed that teachers study each child in order
to "learn the peculiarities and characteristics of th e child" in orderto
IC. . give each individual the instniction needed" (p. 136). He
continued:

The product of such work will be of such a denomination as will
come from multiplying the possibilities of the child by the
number of horse-sense units the teacher really possesses. (p. 136)

Erskine (1906) in describing St. Louis, Missouri's implementation
of individualized instniction, emphasized the economy of effort and
funds, and the independence of the learner in attaini ng hi s particular
educational objectives.

The recognition of the pupirs'individuality as a factor in his own
advancement is of inestimable value to him; it arouses his en-
thusiasni, awakens belief in his own ability, and develops that
power of initiative so vital to success . . . (p. 640)

In terms of diagnosing individual learning patterns, Young (1907)
first raised the basis fur current-day interest in Aptinidt -Trca tment-
Interactions which are congruent with the individualized instruc-
tional system depicted in the Clinical Teacher conceptual model.
He discerned the differentiation between cbntent methods of teach-
ing and modes of learning as potential instructional delivery systems .
and their interdependency Jipon each other.

The nature of the topic discussed, the character of the class, the
needs of the individuals, the material surroundings and classroom
equipment, all exercise influence on the determination of the best
mode. (p. 67)

By analyzing each of the above components (task analy6is proce-
dures) the emergent mode became the predictor of success to be
modified as the components and the pupil varied ". . . in what is
really the most successful mode for him today" (p, 67).

Parkinson (1908 Part 1) defined individuality as "the integrity of
the individual , . . interests, aptitudes, the powers, the limitations,
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the resources iequired, the native endowments . . (P. 17) all
prerequisite to determining a course of study. Compromise and
conservation in maintaining a balance between the individual and
his social adjustment was consklered primary in ascertaining the
course of study; multiple presentations of subject matter, and wide
choice deliberations within constraints were necessary in prescrib-
ing instructional interventions to afford success in both realms of
endeavor.

Apparently, concurrent models of individualizing instruction pat-
terned after the aforementioned programs spread across the United
States. Of specific local interest to the authors are the records of the
Leon County Board of Public Instruction, Tallahassee, Florida
(1910), which stipulated that "These Trustees also recommended
that a `Batavian Teacher' be employed for Leon Graded High
School" (p. 172),

Kennedy (1912) in reviewing the Batavian plan after fourteen
years of operation, summarized the results in terms of teacher effec-
tiveness, school sanitation, and preoccupation; "Our children all
move forward and arrive on time ... there is no longer any retarda-
tion" (p. 451). The increase in enrollment in the high school was
viewed as a positive outcome of the individual instructional program
in the elementary school "Also our students are going to college in
larger numbers and seeking the benefits of higher education" (p.
454). From a cost effectiveness point ofview, Kennedy ascertained a
". . . maximum of registration and a maximum of average daily
attendance" resulting in "reducing the per capita cost since the
introduction of the Batavia plan" (p. 455).

Philosophical debates in the literature continued with emphasis
focusing on individual differences, how to study and detect them,
and then what to do about them. McManus (1916) maintained that
the recognition of individual differences, of necessity, must be de-
lineated and proper educational guidelines provided as soon as the
child enters school to prevent early school failure:

They have not yet reached a stage where they can adjust their
differences to the needs of the group to which they belong ... he
must act in his own way when he wants to act, or he is left
helplessly following the accident of circumstances. (p. 290)

Consequently, "No two can be treated alike until they have been
carefully studied and understood" (p. 291), and a flexible course of
study was recommended for first graders, utilizing kindergarten
adaptations. In harsher language, Perkins (1916) stated, "A kind of
management that win rule one child will ruin another .." (P. 235).
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Burk (1918) president of San Francisco State Normal School, en-
tered the debate of "individualized instruction vs. The Lockstep
System." Besides translating the philosophical arguments into an
operational teacher education program in 1913, Burk presented a
cost analysis procedure designed to reduce educational procedures
by halfi

We could double the number of teachers in a school with no
addition to the cost of schooling provided that by so doing we cut
the time of schooling one-half. (p. 330)

Burk's data, inclusive of the eight grades of elementary school "...
indicate that the variation for completing these eight elementary
grades will lie between five and seven years" (p. 328).

Under an individual system, pupils vary in the time required to
complete a unit of work, bnt they are practically identical in
thoroness [sic) in results; under the class system the time is un-
iform, but they vary in thoreyaRts. (p. 328) -

in terms of reading, Sutherland (1922) questioned the ability of a
teacher to "... reasonably be held accountable for adapting work in
reading to the needs of the individual pupils .. ." (p. 37) since after
eliminating the grossly different children "a careful study of the
remaining pupils of a grade will show that 30 to 35 percent of the
pupils are retarded in their development be,ause of failure to 'use
their minds in reading' " (p. 37).

in 1918 procedures and techniquts in the form of performance
objectives with criteria were developed and implemented for
albackward and misfit children in the Los Angeles schools," (p. 39),
in so-calleti "adjustment rooms" utilizing reading continuums, self-
scored exercises, and achievement records that the thild himself
kept Sutherland concluded that:

SeMdirected practice in developing reading skills toward a
known and fully-comprehended objective develops these skills
more than four times as rapidly as they develop under the hit-or-
miss methods of many classrooms. (p. 42)

Perhaps the past eighty years of review ofindividualizing instruc-
tion suggests a philosophy that encompasses pragmatic evidence of
attempts to operationalize some of the components contained in the
Clinical Teacher Model. The essential characteristics are:
L Formal and informal diagnosis of individual learners
2. Task analysis and sequencing of instruction
3. Designation of varied learning methods, strategies and

techniques
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4. Prescription of learning formats utilizing above components
5. Appropriate criteria designation
6. Evaluation mechanism
7. Feedback necessitated for instructional revision purposes
8. Accountability of the system of instruction for learning gains of

student.

POPULARIZED PLANS

Subsequently, the debate within the educational forum changed
from "lockstepping versus individualizing" to "ability grouping ver-
sus individualizing." Together with the emergence of new forms of
research procedures and :dined statistical analyses, large systema-
tic operational izations of individualized instruction became evident
throughout the country. According to Saettler (1968):

Burk developed one of the first systems of indMdualized instruc-
tion at the San Francisco State Normal School, in 1911 . . . He
and his faculty rewrote courses of study to permit learners to
advance at their own rate of progress with a minimum of teacher
direction. Self-instruction bulletins in arithmetic, geography,
grammar, history, language, and phonics were written, published,
and distributed throughout the United States and in foreign coun-
tries. Over one hundred thousand bulletins were sold without any
advertising or profit to authors. However, a 1917 ruling of the
California attorney general abruptly stopped their publication, as
the power to publish textbooks or printed instructional materials
wasjudged to rest entirely with the State Board of Education. As a
result of the California ruling, the fruitful work begun by Burk was
curtailed. It remained for two of his associates, Cark ton W. Wash-
burne and Helen Parkhurst, to develop two of the most outstand-
ing and distinct plans of individualized instruction. (p. 63)

Burk (1924) contended that:

The class lockstep by which pupils are expected to march through
school grades in the even step of a platoon front without personal
deviation should be replaced by the introduction of individual
instruction by which pupils may develop native endowments of
acquired tendencies, each according to h is measure. The course of
study should no longer fixedly determine in advance what and
how all pupils shall uniformly study. Beyond the tool subjects and
the powers that all people use in common, the course of study
should be determined by the "desires to know" of different
pupils. A new pedagogy will concern itself, not so much with what
pupils shall learn and how they shall learn, but with shaping
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school conditions to give that freedom of mind and action by
which pupils may leap to their destinies, not follow unwillingly
duties arbitrarily dictated to them. (p. 30)
The Winnetica Plan and the Dalton Plan were two of the most

outstanding results of this movement toward individualizing
instruction. I

Winnetka: Saettler (1968) most adequately summarized
Washburne's efforts in Winnetka, Illinois, in 1919, as follows:

The plan provided for self-instructional and self-corrective prac-
tice materials (workbooks), a simple record system on which each
pupil's progress was noted, and prepared materials appropriate to
each pupil's particular project assignment. Thus, the twofold
problem of the faculty was to analyze course content into specific
objectives and to develop a plan of instruction that would enablt
the learner to master each of the objectives at his own rate.
The Winnetka Plan not only provided for learners to proceed at
different rates, but also recognized that the learners proceeded at
different rates in different subjects. As a result, diagnostic tests
were given each learner to determine what goals and tasks he
should undertake. When the learner thought he had accomplished
his goals, he took a self-administered test to see whether he was
ready for testing by the teacher and whether he was prepared to
undertake new goals and tasks. (pp. 63-64)
Simultaneously with the opemtionalization of Burk's initial en-

deavors, Washburne and Vogel (1926) developed and validated an
array of reading materials based upon:
1. Graded competencies
2. Age interest level 'indices
3. Sex differences
4. Children's enjoyment of specified books.

According to Voegelein (1929), these books were recommended
for usage following a pre-instructional evaluation of each child to
ascertain his skills in reading, interest level, and rate of learning;
then the selection of the matched reading material was determined.

in each academic area objectives were developed, sequenced
according to difficulty, mastery levels pre-determined, alternative
instructional procedures described, and evaluation mechanisms
presented (Washbume, 1929). Positive results in terms of children's
attainment of mastery level in this individualized instructional sys-
tem were summarized by the statistical results of research studies
conducted mainly in Detroit and Winnetica, to answer the following
nine questions:
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1. Do pupils fall into natural ability-groups? No . . .
2. Does individual work save time? For at least 50 percent of

children it does save time.
3. Does it provide more time for social and self expressive ac-

tivities? Yes.
4. Does it put children through school too fast? No. The median

age of eighth-grade graduates in June, 1924, was 13 years, 11
months.

5. Does it decrease retardation? All studies indicate that it prob-
ably does. 14.4 percent of children over-age, as compared with
22.2 percent in schools . . . using class methods.

6. Does it increase efficiency in tool subjects? . . . definitely
increased by individual instruction.

7. Does it cost more? . . . it does not.
8. Does it place a heavier load on the teacher? Data are inade-

quate.
9. Does individual work in elementary schools increase or de-

crease efficiency in high school? Data are inadequate. (pp.
214-215)

In conclusion,

Ability-grouping (as opposed to individual instruction) does not
adequately provide for individual differences; individual instruc-
tion saves the time of many children; it tends to raise the level of
efficiency in the tool subjects. (p. 214)

Pursuant to a comprehensive "on sfte analysis of various forms of
individualized instrucdonal formats in Europe, Washburne and
Stearns (1926) contended that there was, indeed, a trend in that
direction both there and in America. They summarized as follows:

. . . our school organization (must) be less rigid more flexible
and more easily modified from day to day and hour to hour, so that
it may mold itselfto the needs and interekts of the children ... Let
the children be recognized as individuals,Illowed to progress and
develop at their own rates, each one's special needs or abilities
being made a basis for his fullest iossigle development (p. 173)

Dalton: Saettler (1968) summarized Parkhurst's Dalton Plan,
inidated and adopted by the high schools of Dalton, Massachusetts,
in 1919, as follows:

Its principal features were: differendation of assignments for dif-
ferent ability levels, self-instructional practice materials, and as-
sistance with individual study difficulties. Under this plan, the
teacher made a contract with the student concerning his assign-
ments. Having undertaken it, the student was free to budget his
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time in completing the contract. His only limitation was that he
could not reeeive another contract until he had completed every
phase of the one he had in progress. (p.64)

Contrary to Washburne's emphasis on programmatic and cur-
riculum revisions in order to provide for the individual learning
needs of children, Parkhurses plan provided a management plan for
individualizing instruction with no directions for changing the cur-
riculum content. Parkhurst (1929) "... considered (the plan] a vehi-
cle for the curriculum (p. 84)7 a reorganization of the school time
and school facilities into so-called "laboratories" to provide for the
efficient operation of the curriculum.

Underlying principles for the implementation ofthese managerial
strategies for use with older elementary and high school-aged stu-
dents were:

1. Freedom . . . to work without interruptions . . . which . . .

impede his complete development
2. Interaction of group life or community living ... through ...

subject laboratories and specialists
3. Budgeting time . . . according to the demands of their indi-

vidual needs and difficulties. (pa. 84-85)
Thus, the day was divided into units and the student contracted

with the teacher as to the specific laboratory to be used and the time
allotment for the mastery of any one subject area.

Dewey (1922) stated that the plan was a simple and economical
reorganization of school machinery, preserving the grade structure
while permitting individual growth, and insistent upon group in-
teractions to be used with children from fourth grade through high
school.

Many adaptations ofthe Dalton Plan were reported. lnteres t in the
United States followed initial enthusiasm and popularity in England
and throughout Europe. Notwithstanding the numerous descriptive
"experiments" ascribed to the Dalton plan (Voegelein, 1929), indi-
cations of research endeavors with any data cannot be found in the
literature.
Morrison: Consistent with the growth and development of or-
ganized programs in the early and late 1920s to facilitate and pro-
mote individualization of instruction, the Morrison plan emerged
(Saettler, 1968). This system, designed for secondary schools:

. . . _provided for units in sequence, and guide sheets for lesson
assignments. . . . The classroom was viewed as a laboratory
where units and assignments were differentiated for learners of
varying ability. Morrison's formula for mastery was: "pretest,
teach, test the result, adapt procedure, teach and test again to the
point of actual learning7 (pp. 64-65)
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According to Morrison (1931):

The essential characteristic to be developed in each learner is that
of sustained application ... In a sense, the fundamental problem of
teaching is so to train the pupil, so arrange his studies and so apply
an effective operative technique that he will eventually be able to
become absorbed in any study . . . (p. 141)

Today's principles of contingency management were well integ-
rated into this system as were time-sampling reports of oWon be-
havior, inherent in today's behavior modification programs. Statisti-
cal indices for training these practices in all children were indicated,
plus a multitude of observational systems and methods of analysis.
These activities are not referenced in present-day "new" methods
for changing behavior in children.

Although predictions of the overwhelming "take-over" of indi-
vidualized instructional systems were indicated throughout the lit-
erature of the 1920's, it never occurred. Indeed, there appeared to be
a dearth of inquiries and/or reports between 1930 and 1960. Perhaps
the renewed attention on achieving excellence, due to the advent of
Sputnik, caused the reassessment of the practice of group education.
In any event, in the early 1960's, The National Society for the Study
of Education published their second yearbook regarding indi-
vidualized instruction. It is interesting to note that thirty-five years
following the initial reporting of specified successful program struc-
tures in terms of urging public adap tat ions of said models, this newer
version (Tyler, 1962) dealt with "... broad issues and general princi-
ples rather than with specific proposals" (p. 5). Discussions and
studies were reported that appeared to attempt to prove one statisti- 1

1

1cal method more effective than another in determining the "better" i

method of teaching individuals. Variability of the learner and the
"heterogeneity of the homogeneous" group were discussed
throughout from either theoretical references or normati ie refer-
ence data, thus providing no so-called "recipes" for implementation
of individualizing instruction.

CONTEMPORAIW VARIATIONS AND
RESEARCH ISSUES

Current practices, procedures, and theoretical justifications for
individually-oriented curricula for improving learning have been
manifest throughout the country, both in general and in specific
operationalizations of program formats.
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Variations: "Diagnostic," "prescriptive," "personalized," "inde-
pendent7 and other terms are currently used to convey the re-
vitalized efforts in individualizing instruction. A systematic tax-
onomy was initially developed by Cronbach (1967) and later
operationalized by Ed ling (1971) in a review of forty-six designated
individualized instructional programs throughout the country. Edl-
ing concluded that there was no ". . .. one way to individualize
instruction. . . ." and further stated that:

There are no reports of individualizing instructional programs
resulting in less achievement; ... individualized instruction may
not help but it won't hurt either. (pp. 6-7)

Singular reports of success in individualizing instruction did appear
in the literature regarding changes in attitude and interest in learn-
ing. Replications of achievement research were non-existent and
research findings, themselves, were rare. Indications of statistical
implications of methodology appeared, and evidence of usage of
educational technology as a given method of individualizin g instruc-
tion was found.

This paucity of research in individualized instruction may well be
a reflection of the general limitation of research in schools. Edling
(1971) studied 46 individualized instructional programs in 24 states.
In urban Los Angeles, Project PLAN determined that achievement
scores on standardized tests increased due to grouping learning
activities in modules containing objecfives and alternative routes of
instructional strategies. Individually Prescribed Instruction desig-
nated prescribed sequences, specified objectives, and clearly
spelled-out systems of instruction with methods and materials. An
increase in the achievement of reading and arithmetic skills in low
socio-economic schools in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania area was
documented. Riedesel and Burns (1973), however, in reviewing
specified current research in individualized mathematics instruc-
tion, found no significant results as measured by standardized
achievement tests.

Current reporting may also be a limiting factor in the dissemina-
tion of new means of instructional delivery systems. The authors of
the most recent reviews of educational research, as selected by
Travers, (1973) clearly state their geographic biases in limiting their
discussions of individualized instructional formats to IPI
(Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) and PLAN (Los Angeles, California).
Thu:. may have limited further inquiries into other formats, and thus
continued the prevalence of comparing one method of instruction
against another. This ignores the heterogeneitP ot the learner who
may benefit from selective parts of both.
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Positive findings were further limited by research efforts focusing
on proving that one particular brand of individualized instruction
was better than the more traditional model.
Research Issues: Research strategies in Aptitude-Treatment-
Interaction (ATI) were designed to determine which variables
would predict success in specified instructional formats. ATI is a
research method for assessing the value of alternative individual
strategies matched with an individuars varied leaning aptitudes.
Bracht (1970) in synthesizing the research on ATI reiterated that
there was ". . . no single instructional method more effective than
another" (p. 627). On the contrary,

The goal ofresearch on ATI is to... develop alternative programs
so that optimal educational payoff is obtained when students are
assigned differently to the alternative programs. (p. 627)
Roberts (1968-69) in support of the hypothesis of interactions

between learning tasks and human abilities, recommended that
"Many more investigations using more relevant learning materials
... [be] conducted showing systematic relationships" (p. 8). Ripple.
Mellman, and Clock, (1969) in an analysis of learner types and
structures of materials, concluded that:

It may be that the interrelationships between characteristics and
modes of instruction employed are far less simple and more
specific than at first thought. (pp. 119-120)

Snow (1970) reiterated that in the use of varied media with varying
types oflearners, there was "... no one best method for everyone" (p.
65). In his preferential model he attempted to show that treatments
are designed to capitalize on the apparent strengths and preferences
of each kind of learnerab,;

Britt (1971) developed* management system utilizing the con-
struct of learner types which he translated for input and output
schedules via computemnanaged systems with the purpose of clas-
sifying learning types so that one could expect 'substantial im-
provement by allowing the curricula to be precisely created and
integrated for the separate, predetermined, specific needs of each
individual's type" (p. 14). Tobias (1970) extended the theoretical
basis for ATI into a. triple interrelationship of Aptitude-
Task-Treatment-Interactions. This closely paralleled the Clinical
Teacher Model (Schwartz, 197Ib) which operationalized the inti-
mate, inextricable interrelationship between learner, task, and in-
structional variations in defining his instructional logic. Austin and
Leonard (191) synthesized the accommodation of varying learning
characteristics and matching models ofindividualized instniction in
a most recent taxonomic approach:

so
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1. Single characteristics accommodated with a single set of
learning materials and activities (i.e., learning rate)

2. Multiple characteristics accommodated with instructor-based
selection among alternative materials and activities

3. Multiple characteristics accominudated with student-based
selection among alternative materials and activities. (p. 59)

CHANGING ROLE OF THE TEACHER
IN INDIVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTION
Concern has been shown historically in terms of redefining the role
of the teacher in the implementation of individualized instruction.
Search (1901) posed the question:

Who made the schoolman so omniscient and omnipotent that he
can justly take into consideration all these conditioning elements
of heredity and environment when he sits down to measure mind
by a scale of percents or other mechanical nomenclature, which
too often measures himself and not the pupil whose infinitude he
has failed to comprehend? (pp. 6-7)

The recognition of the changing role and function of the teacher in
individualizing instruction was expressed universally by the early
proponents and appeared congruent with their partictdar program-
matic format.

VARYING ROLES IN VARIED
ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

Search (1894) used the term "artist teacher" to describe the bulwark
of the Pueblo plan of individualization:

This teacher does not "spend the night in perusing and marking
their written manuscript." All work of this kind is done at the time
of th e pupils qualification, excepting in special cases. The spirit of
the school is to discourage all post-mortem work of the character
mentioned. The teacher's energy is required in general advance
preparation, and specifically at the time of the pupil's need. (p. 85)
This was in contrast to the desolption by McMurray (1895) arthe

class-oriented teacher ofthat day: "Teachers are mr.1 more likely to
think of simply a group of twenty or one twenty, then twenty ones"
(p. 245). Therefore, it followed that if, indeed, one was to indi-
vidualize each child's instruction, ". . . then the first duty for the
educator is to attempt to furnish that edu cation" (Search, 1901, p. 74).
Concomitantly, if there was to be a systematic instructional program
to meet the uniqueness of each learner '. . . the recognition of the
variations of these individual differences must be fundamental in
scientific education" (p. 166).
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Kennedy (1912) represented the Batavian teacher as having almost
omnipotent competencies, but in need of an equally strong structure
to support the implementation of these skills:

It will be maintained, no doubt, that the power is in the teacher
rather than in the method. And, in a measure, this is true. It was
David who struck down Goliath, and not the sling. It was the
Theban formation, hnwever, that struck down the hegemony of
Sparta. Epaninondas won by creating and perfecting his instru-
ment. It was the Macedonian development ofthe Theban phalanx
that changed the history of the world.
The work ofthe needle-gun and the ironclad battleship is fresh in
our mind. The whole military world is watching with feverish
interest for the appearance of the next empire-maker. (p. 299)

And the total success of Batavia again was described as "not only a
revelation but a revolution" (p. 297).

Andrew (1905) proposed smaller classes to fulfill the new role of
the teacher as an individualizer of instruction, stating, "In large
classes there is no opportunity for knowing students and much of the
teaching k 'wasted sweetness on the desert air' " (p. 134). What was
proposed was "the strong, personal interest and individual touch ofa
man or womanr' (p. 134) Furthermore:

This grouping ofchildren brings the teacher into closer touch with
each child, and she is thus enabled to learn the peculiarities and ,

characteristics of the child. By so studying the child she is better
enabled to give to each individual the instruction needed.
The great fault with most teachers is that they talk all the time and
to little purpose. Talking much less, but directing a great deal
more, will bring about a needed change in our work. The time will
come in our lives, ro doubt, when a scLoolroom will not be a
prison, or a place where children will dread to be sent. (p. 136)

The expected result of the proposed reorganization ofthe schools in '
order to permit the teacher to function in individualizing each
student's education was that: .

The genuine teacher will work with but one, yet they are all with
her. The product of such work will be of such a denomination as
will come from multiplying the possibilities of the child by the
number of horse-sense units the teacher really possesses. (p. 136)

Erskine (1906) stressed the economy of effort and the resultant
economic-educational gains in individualizing instructiort
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We have shown, we believe conclusively, that the scope of indi-
vidual instruction is much broader than that of class teaching. Its
chief strength, however, is in another quality and that economy.
For, is there anyone who, surveying his own educational career in
retrospect, does not deplore much of its futility? Could we have
been but our own teachers! Or could they who taught us have
noted more closely our own peculiar type of mind, what untold
benefit might have accrued to both. Progressive education is sim-
ply the effort to lessen for each succeeding generation the area of
the waste places in the educational field. (p. 639)
In the determination efthe appropriate method and mode to effect

mathematical gains in the individual learner, Young (1907) streued
the needed flexibility and constant awareness of the teacher of the
differences in the proposed task objectives and the reiultant
strategies.

The good teacher will not confinehimself to any one mode. Dif-
ferent modes will be employed at different times, often even in
the same class exercise, and procedures will be used which so
combine features of various ones of the modes named that they
can be classified under none of them. The nature of the topic
discussed, the character of the class, the needs of the individuals,
the material surroundings and classroom equipment, all exercise
influence on the determination of thc best mode.... No teacher
can select even for himself a permanent mode of handling any
subject or topic. The teacher must grow, and next yew? s viewpoint
may require modification in what is really the most successful
mode for him today. (pp. 66-67)
Bagley (1907), evaluating ten years of the Batavian schools, de-

fined the teacher's role as an effector of balance between "class
individual" instruction:

... to preserve the stimulus which comes from group-instruction,
and, a. the same time, to provide explicitly and systematically for
whatever extra instruction ...
The initiative in individual instruction must always be taker' by
the teacher (who) must discover his weakness and proffer aid. All
individual instruction must be given by the developmental
method . by helping him to help himself .. . (pp. 215-216)

Parkinson (1908) reiterated this position:,

The teacher who is absorbed wholly in class exercises cannot
safely prescribe for the individual, and the teacher who relies
wholly upon tutoring each individual will narrow the pupil and
make him a passenger, rather than a traveler. (p. 24)
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Therefore, Parkinson continued, the teacher must:
.. .have th e opportunity to observe th e pupil's habits of m ind and
his peculiar difficulties, and to discover wherein th e clas s instruc-
tion has failed to meet his needs. (p.24)

Parkinson appeared to stress initial selection of the teacher as an
all-important prerequisite for the attainment of individualization of
instniction for the resultant pupil gains.

The one real agency for forwarding of both education ends is the
teacher, who influences the processes of interpretation by which
the student translates outward occurrence into personal experi-
ence. Organization has little effect except insofar as it adjusts the
teacher's contact with pupils, and that organization is best which
under the particular conditions gives greatest scope to the exer
cise of the teacher's personal influence, and favors his broader
acquaintance with the pupil's personal point of view.
The two improvements in administration which will avail most,
both for the higher development of individual power and for the
more effective adjustment of the individual to society, are the
reduction of the quota of pupils to a teacher, and the securing of
teachers of higher power, able outof a depth ofexperience to point
the pupil to the leal significance of the panorama which unfolds
before him. (p. 109)
On the one hand, the literature revealed the omnipotence of the

teacher best summarized by Kennedy (1912):

Children have many debtors because they have many needs; but
there are few on whom they have as great and as sacred claims as
on 661. teacher. (p. 459)
McManus (1916) described another role for the teacher as an

individualizer of instruction which closely resembled that of the
team-teacher of today:

Teachers might just as well be assigned to teach groups of in-
terests as groups of children. They could be assigned to teach
children needing special care along some of the lines already
pointed out. One could teach construc6on work, another the art
and music, another the play and games, and still another, the
reading and spelling. (pp. 294-295)

It followed that administrative provisions must be adequate for the
emergence of this role:

54-
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We dare not merely lump our class into one whole, seated in
regular order. Flexibility of work means facilities for work of
different kinds. There must be a place ibr each child after we have
found out what his capacity and his limitations axe. Simply to
know that a child has such and such peculimities will be of little
value unless provision is made for the utilization of the peculiar-
iti. (1). 294)
Perkins (1916) defined the rum role ofthe teacher as all-important,

and warned against the adherence to any one administrative provi-
sion and/or management strategy.

To the child's teacher the school is nothing in itself; it is simply an
instrument, made necessary by circumstance for the education of
the boy and girl. (p. 234)

Perkins concluded that, "A kind of management that will rule one
child will ruin another . . .'' (1). 235).

Burk (1918) argued for structural innovations and justified these in
terms of time analyses to permit the teacher to function as an indi-
vidualizer of instruction:

This new relationship between pupil and teacher is the mother of
an education which has a far horizon. It means an open door to
ambition, motives and all conditions favorable to education. It
means freedom to the latent birthrights for each different person-
ality. The pupil can think in his own way and at his own rate. His
teacher is not his taskmaster, but his friendly helper. School is not
a treadmill but an exercise-ground for his ambition, his desires
and his personal ingenuity. (p. 229)
In order to implement a program of individualized instruction,

Was hburne (1932) defined the teacher's role in a manner parallel to
that of the model presented for the purposes of this project (see p.
82)

Clinical Teacher Model of Washburne's Definition of
Teacher Role: Teacher Role:
I. Objective Determinator: ... mustdetermine specifically what

it is he expects the children to mas-
ter. To set down in black and white
exactly what it is that they expect
every child to master. (p. 2)

2. Criterion Setter: . . . must be clear.. . . in the form of
specific statements as to ex actly what
things the child must master and
how he must master them. (p. 2)
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3. Diagnostician: There must be complete, diagnostic
tests to cover the objectives the
teacher has specified . . . (p. 4)

4. Intervener: . . . making of materials which are
sea-instructive and self-corrective.
(P. 5)

5. Evaluator: Determining mastery of the unit.
(rop. 7-.8)

6. Reporter: Thkough self-correction, the child
was immediately aware of level of
mastery and advancement owe-
mediation indicated and' riursued.
(pp. 7-8)
"Goal cards" with dated indices of
100% mastery together With narra-
tive explanations were. sent to par-
ents. (pp. 166-167)

Dewey (1922) defined the Dalton teacher as an observer of be-
havior and a specialist in managing the necessary instruction. "The
children are the experimenters. The instructors ale observers, who
stand ready to serve the community (school) as thcir special talents
are needed" (pp. 1-2).

As observers, they study the children to find out what environ-
ment will best meet the immediate educational needs. As
specialists, their fulietion is to give technique, to point the way to
the acquisition of information, and to maintain intellectual and
technical standards. (pp. 1-2)
Coratis (1929) mainta;ned that the new role-designate for the

teacher as an individualizer of instruction involved a complete
change in attitude; he contrasted the "class-minded teacher" with
the teacher who must "adjust . . . to individual needs" as follows:

The conventional coraception of teaching is "doing something to
the child" in contrast with "assisting the child to do something to
him self." It is possible for a teacher to use individualized material
exactly as she has always used textbooks, blackboards, etc. When
so used, the material does not function and produces only conven-
tional results. True individualization of instruction involves a
change of view, a shift of emphasis. The maximal benefit from the
new methods of work cannot be secured without such an awaken-
ing of the teacher to the fact of indivAual differences that she
makes for herself the generalization that it is impossible for one
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human being to plan adequately for another and futile to try. Once
this stage is reached, she will see that true teaching consists in
"salesmanship" and "service." She will at once take the child into
partnership and strive to help himself to learn. (p. 250)
The "Monison Teacher" was envisioned by Morrison (1931) as a

"supervisor" of instruction for mastery "pretest, teach, test the
result, adapt procedure, teach and test again to the point of actual
learning" (p. 81).

Synthesis of the future role ofthe teacher in order to individualize
instruction was presented by Caldwell and Courtis (1924). The
trend, as they described it, was for the teacher to serve as an educa-
tional manager. The components of diagnostics, intructional vari-
ables, and testing for mastery levels were projected into the system.

Levels ofdevelopment ofknowledge and skill will be more objec-
tively and scientifically defined than they have ever been . . .

Individuals will do such work as is most required for their own
development. The individual himself, as he matures, will have an
ever enlarging share, under guidance, In choosing his activities
and taking charge of his own education. (p. 156)

THE EMERGING CLINICAL TEACHER

A thirty-year void in the literature was evident until Swenson (1962)
and other proponents of individualized instruction deliberated the
question, "Why has so little progress been made?" Jackson (1962)
defined the teacher as a variable who functions in terms of both the
child and/or the learning task, and further stated that:

Providing for individual differences ... calls for the creation of an
educational climate in which the psychological complexity of
both the student and the teacher is recognized and respected..(p.
90)

Swenson (1962) reflected the view:
Individual teachers . . . have competence in setting the stage for
learning and directing the learning drama in such a way that each
participant may plan his role so as to realize optimum success for
himself and for his fellow actors, Individually and as a company.
(p. 288)

Schwartz (1967) conceptualized the role of the Clinical Teacher
for individualizing instruction for the handicapped as one of a
"Diagnostician-Educator." He chronologically traced this role
through its one hundred years of development and synthesized his
findings. He subsequently (197I,a) translated these historical aspira-
tions into a teacher preparation program for teachers of exceptional
children based upon these competencies.
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Wolfson (1968) departed from the teacher-as-doctor analogy
(Diagnostician-Prescriber) and defined the role of the teacher as one
"... of consultant and resource person to the learner.... a managerof
tbe classroom environment" (p. 362). He stated that the teacher
should be "more like a travel consultant ...open minded, responsive
... andallow ... for s&-direction.... She would help pupils learn to
plan, to evaluate and to consider alternatives" (pp. 360-362). This
work was a purely theoretical treatise with no preparation program
indicated.

The University of Pittsburgh (U.S.O.E., 1968) justified their
Model of Teacher Training for the individualization of instruction,
and as one index of the federally-supported models throughout the
country, summarized the role of the teacher as:

... planning and conducting, with each pupil, programs of study
and day-to-day lessons that are tailor-made to suit his learning
requirements and his characteristics as a learner. (p. 1)

They stated that "Individualized Instruction demands a new part-
nership between the pupil and teacher to accommodate the human
variable in learning" (p. 22).

Steen, et al. (1969) through Project PLAN, Los Angeles, California,
sought to identify the new role of the teacher through a task analysis
of teacher behaviors, and discovered that most teacher-classroom
time was spent in organization and managerial activities. Therefore,
there needed to be ". . . new emphasis for all teachers and . . . the
acquisition of new skills" (p. 1).

Ott, et al. (1971) in order to "... identify the types of knowledge
teachers need as a background in order to consistently provide ap-
propriate experiences for each child in their classrooms . . ." (p.
surveyed the disciplines of social work, psychology and medicine.
An analogy to education was drawn from these realms for they
traditionally were concerned with treatment and personal contact.
Results of this endeavor determined that diagnosis was the place to
begin, before

. . . the practitioner can use this information to set appropriate
treatment goals and to prepare an appropriate treatment plan
within the limits of available resources. (pp. 2-3)
Merrill (1971), in a secondary teacher-education program, concep-

tualized the role of the teacher in Project STEP as functioning as a
team member: horizontally, in terms of specified behaviors; verti-
cally, in terms of level of preparation.
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Indicative of a national direction toward the development of a
teacher with specified skills and competencies was the recent state-
ment of the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Edu-
cation experimental standards (1971):

Clinical teaching involves the student in the diagnosis and
"treatment" of the individual problem, under the guidance of an
experienced teacher. (p. 5)

TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAMS
There were indications that teacher preparation programs, both
pre-service and in-service training programs, were malting major
changes in their content and process components in order to ensure
that teachers would be able to individualize instruction. This review
now focuses on the changing role of the teacher in terms of indi-
vidualizing instruction, and the teacher education programs. The
N.E.A. (1899) reported that:

In spite of all the theory that we offer to students in regard to the
method of teaching, they will always teach largely as they have
been taught; that is, even with adults the tendency to imitate is a
very marked characteristic, and shows itself very plainly in teach-
ing. !fa normal school professor himself teaches in one way and
still expects his students to follow essentially a different way with
children, he is likely to be greatly disappointed. . . . One of the
very best ways, therefore, for a normal school to secure good
teaching from its students is for the faculty itselfto impart instruc-
tion essentially in the same way in which it hopes to have the
students impart it. (pp. 853-854)

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION:
AS A PROCESS

The Committee on Normal Schools of the N.E.A. (1899) reported:

A few years ago almost every school had its fixed, ideal course of
study, the gauntlet of which every child that remained in school
had to run. At present, this is not true. There is no constant course
of study. It is variable. It is tentative. The course of study is
beginning to be as variable as individuals. This is as it should be,
and it should be expected in this nascent period of pedagogics. (p.
842)

It was not surprising that the search of the literature revealed
diverse means of meeting the specific teacher competencies that
were desired plus a dearth of research studies in the general area of
teacher education.
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Saettler (1968) summarized the teacher role in the pre-1900 era as
"Anyone could and did" (p.30). The basic theoretical considerations
of those days ".. . are still retained in teacher education programs
today: (1) that teaching consists in imparting knowledge, and (2) that
all that is necessary to impart this knowledge is simply to know as
much as is to be imparted" (p. 30).

Some of the earliest teacher training institutions attempted to
develop". .. techniques of transmitting information and of control-
ling learner behavior" (p. 46).

Search (1894) obviously relied upon the selection of teachers
and/or administrative provisions to effect individualizing of
instruction.

It is apparen t that this method of work calls for strong teachers, but
that is no loss to the school. The teacher cannot rely merely upon
the preparation of the previous evening to meet the demands of
the day. She must be equally ready upon a hundred points. No-
thing will successfully carry her through her work except good
previous training and wide general preparation. The schools of
Pueblo are well blessed in teachers in this class. (p. 269)

There was no indication of a pre-service and/or in-service training
program for their teachers.

Presented herein are selected comments of experts in a round
table discussion on observation as a means of training teachers,
(N.E.A., 1901).

G. STANLEY HALL noted that any one method of training
teachers is, in the main, wasteful of time. Observation by outlines
was criticized as being somewhat too mechanical. On the other
hand, it was argued that definite directions are necessary, b ut th at
these outlines should be varied in character to suit the needs ofthe
student observing.
MR. GAYLORD suggested a plan of sending a student to observe
a lesson with the purpose of telling or dramatizing in the psycho!.
ogy class what takes place on the part of both child and teacher.
This report is to indice careful, concrete observation and a sym.
pathetic attitude on the part of the observer. Objections were
made to his plan on the ground that the teacher observed may be
displeased with such a method.
MISS HUGHES, London, England, spoke of the necessity of
observation of children as well as of teaching. Spealcing of her
training school in England, she said that the student teacher was
required to give a party to her class before beginning to teach it.
"Unless she is fit to play with her class, she is not fit to teach it."
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DEAN JAMES E. RUSSELL of Teachers College, Columbia
University, said that he had no use for a perfect model school; that
the student teacher should learn to teach in a practice school; and
that experienced teachers are incapable of getting good from the
observation of petfect teaching.
PROFESSOR DIMON ROBERTS, of the Normal School at Yp-
silanti, Michigan, suggested that at least half of the teaching in a
normal training school should be done by the regular critic. (pp.
294-295)

Kennedy (N.E.A., 1901) reported results ofthe Batavian plan indi-
cating the following: the high school population "increased 30 per-
cent in the past year .. . improvement in the work of students and in
the general esprit de corps . . . every test shows the advancing
standing of scholarsh ip" (p. 300). Hall (N.E.A., 1901) referred to the
above findings a.i.a change in the "mechanics ofthe schools" (p. 30).
Andrew (1905) stated that:

Emerson saidio his daughter something to this effect, when she
was going away to school, "I t matters little where you go to school,
but it make s all the difference in the world with whom you study."
(p. 135)

He subsequently became an advocate of smaller class sizes in the
colleges and normal schools.

In so doing classes will be reduced to the minimum number, and
the teacher will do real, personal work instead of pouring down
upon all at once. The innovation will become contagious and
every large school in this country will fall into line within the next
decade. (p. 134)

Erskine (1906) maintained:
That the educational world of today regards individual instruction
as its most vital issue is attested in many ways: the quantity of
literature on th e subject as well as the action of one ofour univer-
sities in returning to the preceptorial system, which, in itsclf, is
the recognition of the individual as an entity in teaching rather
than the class. (pp. 639-640)

During the early 1900s, Young (1907) came the closest to approx-
imating the relationship between pre-service training of teachers
and the improvement of instruction through thc use of "The
Teacher's Self-Examination":

Has each pupil profited by my presence in the classroom today?
Has the mode of instruction employed enabled me to give the
class, taken as a whole, more help, more insight, more inspiration
than any other mode would have permitted? (p. 68)
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In attempting to reflect some of the concerns about teacher prepara-
tion, Young stated that

Actual teaching is beyond question the most effecti ve of all ways
of learning the art, but it does not follow that it should not be
preceded by special preparatory instructions as to the work to be
done, or that the first teaching should not be attempted under the
sympathetic guidance of teachers of experience, present and as-
sisting at the time and suggesting improvements afterwards. This
variety of learning by practice is far removed from turning the
novice loose upon helpless children with nothing but his inex-
perience to guide him. (p. 8)
One of the first indications that professional teacher educators

were concerned with the area of teacher effectiveness was when
Burk and Washburne (1918) reorganized the teacher preparation
program at the State Normal School, San Francisco.

Normal schools have from the beginning struggled in a network of
courses in pedagogy and educational psychology. Until recently
no one questioned the inane practise of giving inexperienced
normal students a year or more oflectures on the abstractions and
complexities of an abortive psychology and on the theoretical
solu tions ofhypothetical problems as preparation for teaching live
children. Fortunately the practical world is beginning at last to
call the normal schools to an account, and an effort is being made
to reorganize completely the normal school professional courses.
A personality of initiative, enthusiasm, responsibility, sympathe-
tic motherliness toward children and intuition for handling class-
room problems this seems the essential characteristics of the
good teacher. Can this personality be developed or produced? At
any rate to produce such teachers is the problem teacher-making
institutions have set themselves. (p. 832)

The initial use of specific problems to discover "intuitive" means of
problem solving and then reinforcing thesc "learnings" through "...
clinical experience in the classroom (wasl the concrete foundation
formed for the professional work in education and sociology" (p.
834).

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION:
AS A CONTENT

Caldwell and Courtis (1924) predicted the onset of present-day stu-
dent teaching practices when they stated that the future preparation
of teachers would require "Teachers of greater skill, paid larger
salaries than at present ... will be assigned to those who are begin-
ning their school careers" (p. 157).
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Subsequent to the 1917 California ruling against individualizing
instruction and the withdrawal of these materials from both the State
Normal School and the classrooms, Washburne was forced to leave
the state to install the indivi&alized program in Win netka, Illinois.
He first relied upon the selective process of identifying teachers for
individualizing instruction. Washburne and Marland (1963)
conclude3:

Most of our choices proved right. But about one new teacher out of
ten was unable to adapt to our situation and had to be dropped
after the first or second year. One or two others, out often, needed
so much help that we would not have employed them if we had
anticipated the difficulty of helping them become really effective.
(p. 124)

Therefore, they were forced to rely almost completely on supervi-
sionand pre-school orientations as the mechanism for implementing
individualized instruction.

Recognizing the inadequacies of these provisions plus the fact that
no teacher preparation program at that time was involved in indi-
vidualizing instruction, Washburne (1932) concluded that "The
right sort of teacher training is to our thinking the most serious need
in the educational world today" (p. 170). Subsequently, Washburne
and Marland (1963) reported:

In 1928 we conducted a six-weelc summer training course at the
University of Minnesota, with demonstration classes taught by
some of the best Winnetka teachers. We required all new appoin-
tees to the Winnetica schools to attend this course. The course
proved so very successful, that thereafter, for the next twelve
years, we conducted it independently in Winnetka as "The Win-
netka Summer School for Teachers." This was open to teachers
from any schools, but was required of all new teachers appointRd
to the Winnetka schools.
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Even then we were not fully satisfied. It was impossible in six
weeks of lectures, seminars, and observations to undo the habits
and techniques learned by teachers trained for dealing with clas-
ses rather than with individuals, to teach them to organize group
and creative activities, to give them insight into the causes of
undesirable behavior of children and how to deal effectively with
children who exhibited such behavior. (pp. 124-125)

Therefore, in 1932, Washburne organized the Graduate Teachers
College ofWinnetka which functioned for the next twenty-two years
"... for the training ofteachers in the revolutionary ideas, techniques
and processes of the Winnetka Schools" (p. 204). Washburne (1932)
described the college thus:

This graduate training college is itself organiz ed on an individual
basis so that each student works out, with advice, his own cur-
riculum. His work consists of seminars and conferences for plan-

. ning and assimilating his reading and practical work, of carefully
planned reading in each of the various fields he is studying, and
particularly of a large amount oractual work with children right in
the classroom. (pp. 173-174) ,

-
Morrison (1930, as an administrator, obviously relied upon on-

the-job training as the final stage of teacher training. The following,
in 1926, appeared to indicate a precursor to performance-based
teacher education:

The most that the school of education can do is to train him into the
capacity of sound and effective methods of educational study, to
pu t hi m in possession ofthe technology ofhis calling to equip him
with fir at body oflcnowledge and capable use thereof which makes
him an educational scholar.
His academic department ought not to grant a teaching degree
until it is assured that the candidate is pedagogically equipped to
teach . .. his supervisory officer should be capable of guiding him
in his further professional and academic study until youth has
hardened into the mature habit oftaking it for granted that study is
never ended... ends only when he arrives at pedagogical maturity
and trustworthiness based upon conviction and not upon confor-
mity. (pp, 583-584)

This author was unable to ascertain that Parkhurst and/or any of
her proponents ofthe Dahon plan made any pre-service or in-service
training provisions for the perpetuation of their programmatic for-
mat; it was assumed that the structure ofthe instruction provided the
necessary constraints within which the teacher operated.
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Courtis (1929) described Detroit Teachers' College prograth in
"Training Teachers for Individual Work," and demonstrated the
only statistical study found in the literature showing the relationship
between the effect of individualizing reading instruction for chil-
dren and/or 4upervision and/or preparation of teachers for this func-
tion. Beginning in 1922, with a "...carefully-controlled experiment"
in individualized reading materials and proceeding through five
trial periods using teacher training and/or general/intensive supervi-
sion as the variables studied, Courtis concluded that:

Individual methods employed by teachers who have not the indi-
vidual point of view are ofrelatively little value. It is fundamental,
therefore, to give each teacher the ideal of adapting her woric to
the needs of each.individual child. (p. 255)

Furthermore:
I. [that] individualization of instruction involves a radical

change of point of view in teachers;
2. that the most effecfive way to bring this change about is

intensive and continuous supervision by an expert;
3. that teacher-training courses ... are not in themselves produc-

tive of power ... and that more effecfive forms of supervision
and teacher training must be devised before there can be
efficient individualization of instrudion. (pp. 253-254)

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION:
AS A PROCESS AND A CONTENT

In retrospect, according to Trent and Cohen (1973) the rebirth of
interest in individualizing instruction on the college level, and its
subsequent reflection in the classroom, stemmed both from the
dissatisfaction of students as to the relevancy of content and method
of instruction and from the availability and usability of the new
educational technology. Swenson (1962), stated:

In thepreservice preparation of teachers ... those responsible for
the professional education of teachers must somehow also prac-
tice individualization while preparing their students to practice it.
No matter how earnestly they talk and write about individualiza-
tion, the talking and writing will have less than optimum effect
unkss they practice individualization of learning experiences in
their instruction of those who will subsequently be inducte(" Ito
the teaching profession. (pp. 287-288)
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Teachers are themselves so different that their readiness for ac-
cepting responsibility for the individual development of their
pupils is bound to vary widely. Thei r learnings, as they prepare for
teaching, must vary as their learning goals vary; hence, the impor-
tance of helping them accept responsibility for dealing with indi-
vidual differences among pupils as one oftheir professional goals.
(p. 291)
Swenson denied the applicability of any one recipe-type teacher

preparation program for teaching individualized instruction by indi-
vidualization, but, rather maintained the inclusion of the following
components necessary for 'leaching individualization through ex-
ample" (p. 300).

1. College teachers should know the students in their classes.
2. College teachers should consider readiness of their students

for learning what they are taught.
3. Assignments should be adapted to individual background,

ability, and need.
4. Instructional material should be adapted to individual use.
5. Teaching techniques should be varied enough that students

may observe their suitability for different purposes and make
choices among them as to their helpfulness.

6. Co-operative planning oflearning shoiattl certainly be experi-
enced by the college student.

7. Evaluation of student progress should be done in relation to
individual backgrounds, abilities, and total situation. (pp.
300-301)

While teacher preparation programs using individualized instruc-
tion were few, there were indications showing positive research
results in individualized instructional programs in higher education
(Trent and Cohen, 1973). Most emphasis on the re-formulati-....n of.the
role of the teacher and the translation of this role into the instruc-
tional format was found in prototype teacher preparation programs
where individualization of instruction was introduced as content
material. Producing teachers who would be able to transfer their
own expedences in individualized instruction to those ofchildren in
the classroom were among the objectives of these prototypical prog-
rams.

"Individnalized Instruction demands a new partnership between
the pupil and teacher to accommodate the human variable in learn-
ing . . ." (U.S.O.E., 1968, p. 22). The University of Pittsburgh or-
ganized a program for"... preparing new professionals and upgrad-
ing the licensed practitioners to individualize instruction" (p. 1)
based upon planning with each student and then teaching according
to the plan. Accordingly, greater flexibility was stressed:
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because instructional modes will be used which allow.for differ-
ent rates and styles *of learning (andj . . . student's assume more
responsibility for making decisions about their.training. (p. 2)

Steen, et al. (1969) in Project PLAN emphasized reinforcement
theory in their preparation program designed to train teachers as
managers of instruction. Reinforcement of specific objectives, per-
formance criteria, and conditions for performance were stated to
ensure eventual transfer into the classroom. They stated ihat the
teacher trainee was responsible for learning and the PLAN consul-
tant for facilitating that learning; they concluded that the most ian-
portant variables for teacher development

... have been the individualization of the techniques used by the
PLAN consultant and the involvement of the teacher trainee in
decisions about his own behavior. (p. 6)

Dodl (1970), involved in the development and implementation of
elementary teach er models, projected the inclusion of indi-
vidualized instruction on a pre-service level, he utilized simuhftion
modeling with direct feedback to ascertain the attainment of com-
petencies.

Mitchell, Santmire, and Howard (1970) contracted with thirty-four
prospective elementary sch ool teachers at the University of Roches.
ter. As individual learners they:
1. identified their own deficiencies in teacher preparation
2. developed instructional objectives for amelioration
3. selected activfties appropriate to tasks
4. determined evaluation procedures to test attainment of

objectives.

Results were positive in that ninety percent of the students "... felt
that in terms of their present needs and professional goals the course
hadbeen valuable" (p.364). This study concluded that"85% felt that
individualized instruction courses of this type should be made avail.
able to students on a much wider basis" (p. 364).

Scanlon and Brown (1970) reviewed the literature on in-service
training designed to enable teachers to perform the tasks relevant to
individualizing instruction in terms of implementing Individuall)
Prescribed Instruction (IN) in selected schools in Pennsylvania,
Delaware, and New jersey.

The investigators concluded that ". . . training programs for
teachers that practice what they preach needed to be developed ...a
retraining program . . . that is individualized about individualiza-
tion".(p. 63). Retraining appeared "to overemphasize the mechanics
of the system"; indications pointed to the necessity of developing a
"conceptual model of individualization (as)... part of the retraining.
(IL 63) ..
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Trent and Cohen (1973) in reviewing the research in individualiz-
ing instruction for college youth revealed "paradoxicar results re-
flective or the summary by Dubin and Taveggi... (1968) that there
were no outstanding characteristics attributable to improvement or
instruction.

SUMMARY AND SYNTHESIS
The review dr the historical and research literature span tied some
one hundred years or specified programming k,r the individualiza-
tion o r instruction for children and their teachers. The away or infor-
mation substantiated the claim (Edling, 1971) that there was no one
way to individualize instruction.

The varied educational formats suggest a framework based upon a
concept of a matching model ofinstruction designed to cuhance the
teaching-learning environment in order to change definitive social
and/or academic behaviors or children. These models require uni-
que teacher competencies to implement a particular version or indi.
vidualized instruction. As both the formats or instruction and the
expected behaviors or tedchers varied, so did the provisions k,r the
training and preparation of the teachers to perpetuate the systems.

Few of the studies utilized research designs and/or evaluation
techniques. No one provision appeared to have more promise than
any other, in terms ofits specified objective ofchanging the behavior
or children and/or their teachers.

The common objective or most ofthe individualized formats was
to change the social and/or academic behavior of either the child or
his teacher. The common components that appeared varied in de-
gree or emphasis within the specified framework. Several indi-
vidualized instructional formats attempted to match specified in-
structional objectives to the varying aptitudes of the learners with
alternative instructional strategies.

The early workers were explicit as to what they expected of chil-
dren in terms of academic and social behaviors. They manipulated
the teaching environment to produce the appropriate results. They
relied upon the process of the defined individual plait of instruction
to produce the teacher behaviors that would effect the achievement
or the expected objectives.

Subsequently, some programs reflected a change of emphasis to
the acquisition of knowledge about the content of individualization
or instruction on the part of the teachers as a means of producing the
appropriate behaviors in the children. This was done with the expec-
tations of eliciting the changing teacher role commensurate with the
particular version or individual instruction.
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Presently, the trend appears to be dualistic in that the desired,
behaviors of the children are explicitly stated and the teacher com-
petencies are both knowledge and fteldbased to effect the antici-
pated changes in children.

.. An aura of omnipotence appeared to emerge as a major factor in
individualizing instruction for both children and their teachers. His-
torical evidence suggested that this,omnipotence was a prevalent
factor in the perpetuation of any particular framework for indi-
vidualizing instruction. It was generally believed that the teacher
was the all-prevailing factor, necessary strengths and all-pervasive
competencies were designated and expected in terms of changing
the behaviors of the children. Subsequently, the stress appeared to
fall upon the materials, techniques, and administrative provisions of
the learning environment of the particular formats. Presently, the
omnipotence has shifted to highly-structured systems for indi-
vidualizing instruction for both children and their teachers.

This review of the related historical and research literature con-
cerned with individualizing instruction for children and their
teachers recognizes that individualized instruction in the classroom
has been concerned with more than assignment of children to inde-
pendent work based only on general ability; furthermore, it has been
seen as more than the manipulation oftime as the prevailing factor in
individualization. Interest has been demonstrated in devising in-
structional formats based upon other learning characteristics. Con-
sequently, the changing role of the teacher as a diagnostician, de-
signer, and manager of learning within the framework of indi-

.. vidualized instruction has emerged. This new role for teachers re-
quires the inclusion of these competencies on the preservice level of
teacher education.
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CHAPTER 3

WELCOME TO THE SYSTEM:
ORIENTATION AND GUIDE

TO THE CLINICAL
TEACHER CURRICULUM

Welcome to the System is designed
to provide an orientation and guide

for using the Clinical Teacher Competencies for Special
Education. The outcome of this teacher education

curriculum is the preparation of Clinical Teachers of
mildly handicapped children. Graduates of the five-year
program, NCATE and state approved, are awarded the
Bachelor's and Master's Degrees and Florida's Rank 2

Certificate in Exceptional Child Education in four
specific areas: Mental Retardation, Emotional

Disturbance, Specific Learning Disabilities, and
Varying Exceptionalities.The individualized and

performance-based teacher preparation curriculum
enables the Clinical Teacher functioning in public school
resource centers to (1) identify individual pupil entry

levels, learner characteristics, and desired outcomes, (2)
-
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provide individualized instruction based upon a match of task,
learner, and resource characteristics, and (3) monitor pupil and cur-
riculum performance and provide feedback for the ongoing im-
provement of learning and instruction.

The requisite academic and social behaviors for succeeding in the
regular classroom are the desired Objectives of special education for
mildly handicapped children (educable mentally retarded, learning
disabilities, and emotionally disturbed). The Clinical Teacher com-
petencies of observation, diagnosis, intervention, and evaluation
necessary for achieving these outcomes are the products of the
teacher education curriculum.

Preparation of the Clinical Teacher for Interrelated Areas of Spe-
cial Education at The Florida State University represents a decade of
planning, design, try-out, and evaluation of an innovative approach
to solving the manpower problems and challenges ofthe field. Link-
ing the best of traditional practices with the most promising tech-
nological advances available in instniction, the Clinical Teacher
concept and provision offers a viable alternative to the numerous
dilemmas confronting special education today. Part 1 of this chapter
briefly discusses the problems that have confronted special
educators during the past twenty years. Part 2 identifies alternative
strategies for solving the dilemmas. The Clinical Teacher Model is
presented in Part 3. Part 4, A User's Guide, provides procedures and
responsibilities for students.

Clinical teaching, orindividualizing of instruction, is an historical
aspiration for implementing the fundamental philcg,ophy ofthe right
to an education for all children.

Individual differences among learners, teachers, and instnictional
systems will persistently refute the advocacy of a singular alternative
to the diverse and complex problems confronting education. Excep-
tional children and youth and the heritage ofspecial education offer
(iramatic testimony to this inescapable reality.

The renewed interest and activity in individualizing instruction
(clinkal teaching in a cascade of sen ices) prol. ides adequate support
for the search for alternatives. Innovative models of today nm the
risk of simply replacing old orthodoxies with new ones unless
.noroughly evaluated, documented, and described as to perfor-
inance, effectiveness, and efficiency. Above all, early adoptors in
colleges and universities, local educational agencies, and state de-
partments of education need to bridge the disparity gap between the
realities of changing needs and existing practices. Students,
teachers, parents, and administrators must become intimately and
;next, icably involved in the content and process of change.
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Long before the year 2000, the entire antiquated structure of
degrees, majors and credits will be a shambles. No two students
will move along exactly the same educational track. For the stu-
dents now pressuring higher education to de standardize, to move
toward super-industrial diversity, will win their battle.(Toffier,
1970, p. 272)
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THE DILEMMA
Educational historians will record the events of the first seventy-five
years of the twentieth century as a monumental effort in meethig
society's commitment to educate all children and youth. Simultane-
ously with the quantitative growth in educational opportunities for
these children, new issues and needs prevented the attainment of
traditional goals through existing practices. Special target popula-
tions of handicapped and culturally diverse children present an
array of academic and social differences that defy any singular ap-
proach to their attaining desired educational objectives. Powerful
social and political forces such as recent court decisions have de-
manded that special educators address themselves to the change of
existing practices to meet today's realities of due process for honor-
ing basic commitments for all children. Alternative instructional
delivery systems for exceptional children and for the preparation
their teachers have rapidly emerged in response to these changing
needs.

While thb-nineteen fifties and sixties were decades of remarkable
growth in efforts to educate the handicapped, this period revealed
enormous dilemmas. The persistent gaps between those children
served and unserved, professional manpower supply, demand, the
nature of teacher preparation, and the efficacy of current practices
and services illustrate the scope of these problems.

EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN --

Reviewing the prevalence of services for exceptional children
from 1922 through 1969, Kirk (1972) concluded:

1. Approximately one-half of the children with mental retarda-
tion and one-half of the children with speech impairments
were being offered special educational services.

2. Approximately one-third of the crippled and one-third of the
visually handicapped were being served.

3. Less than one-quarter of the`children who were deaf and hard
of healing, or who were emotionally disturbed, or those who
had other health handicqps (including specific learning dis-
abilities) were being served.

4. Of the estimated number of all handicapped children com-
bined, only 38 percent or three-eighths were being offered
special education s-qvices in 1969. (p. 30)

Clearly, the goal of serving all exceptional children remains unful-
filled under current provisions and practices.
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MANPOWER

Shortages of special education teachers and supportive personnel in
all areas of exceptionality have paralleled this period. Cruickshank
and Johnson (1958) reviewed the factors that led to the "minimal
need of 100,000 new spedai education teachers in 1953-54" (p. 27),
and suggested:

The shortages of teachers also means that educators in service are
going to have to exploit their imagination to the fullest in provid-
ing ways to supplement the present available supply of teachers
and thus possibly be able to serve more children. (p. 28)
MacIde (1962) "estimated that 200,000 are needed and only about

50,000 are available" (p. 1). In addition to the question of numbers,
equal concern was voiced over the lack of empiri zal evidence for
existing p rograms.

The major roadblock to adequate educational opportunity for
these children is the lack of scientifically-tested knowledge on
how to best provide for these children. (p. 1)

Kirk (1965) summarized these needs and offered the following
suggestions:

Under the pressure of extreme shortages of professional person-
nel, a major issue becomes whether to (a) focus on immediate
needs in terms of the numbers of special educators without regard
to quality; (b) concentrate on quality in the preparation of profes-
sional personnel, even though it may mean a decrease in the
numbers thus prepared; or (c) find a radically new method of
accomplishing both goals at the same time. (p. 102)
Heller (1968) stressed "quality preparation" as the basic objective

of the federally-funded teacher education programs for special edu-
cation personnel. Reporting that ". . . 177 students participated in
this program in 1960, 4,910 in 1964, and 11,593 in 1967 (p. 540)7
Heller also indicated that at least sixty percent of the nation's excep-
tional children continue to receive less than adequate special educa-
tional services. Striving for the reduction of this gap and for the "...
continued improvement of professional preparation programs," Hel-
ler pledged the support of the Division of Training Programs as an
instrument for encouraging "needed change" within colleges and
universities. (p. 540)

The Clinical Teacher
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PROVISIONS AND SERVICES

Enabling legislation authorizing siwchil educational services has
produced organizational rxitterns with progrruns and instruction
Wised upon inedical and psychological categories. By the 1960s
concern was expressed over the lack of evidence of the efficacy of
this system. Sporadic questioning of this practice emerged as new
categories such as "brain-iiijuret.i," "learning disabilities7 "emo-
tionally disturbed," "multiply handicapped," and others were
added; these new categories increased the concern of those who
were already criticizing existing practices.

Gallagher (1960) and Cruickshtuik, et al. (1961) clearly questioned
the relevance of the tem "brain-injured" for educational planning.
Trippee (1966) highlighted this concern by extendingthe problem to
teacher preparation and certification.

Research indicates that ...lieu diagnosticians are asked to classify
children, they are unable to agree on those children who are
disturbed or those who are brain injured or often those who are
retarded.
To compensate and atone for the injustice thus perpetuated, state
education departinents spell out criteria for children to meet be-
fore acceptance into a special class program and pzuvide financial
inducements to local districts to establish prognans. For added
respectability, the states also spell out certification requirements
for teachers to insure that the children secure competent aid and
assistance. At this point, institutions of higher learning rush in to
provide courses for tired teachers after school. But why sweat ft.
The teachers get their credits and credentials, the schools have
apnroved programs mid the state can point with pride to the
exi Aence of quality, competent programs.
The courses that are offered emphasize the chanwteristics and
needs of special groupings as though the children in special clas-
ses lit neatly into such clean, crisp categories. If the teacher is at all
on the ball, he soon kanis that the required courses too often have
little to do with the job he has to do and the acadein ic learning that
takes place inost often prepared hhn fora world that does not exist.
(pp. 26-27)

Lord (1967), in a critique of current classification practices, pro-
posed a major departure based upon the model of the rehabilitation
center which offered service to all the handicapped. He discussed "a
servicecentered school, less concerned with the medical diagnosis
as a basis for classifying children and more interested in grouping
chiklren in terms of specific edueation and remedial needs" (p. 53).
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Although somewhat apprehensive towards the newer terms, such as
"emotionally disturbed and neurologicafly impaired," Lord
commented favorably on the label of "learning disabilities" as re-
placing the earlier use of the "brain injured" concept.

Obviously, as additional "categorical" groups of exceptional chil-
dren were identified as being in need of special education, i.e.,
learning disabilities, multi-handicapped, the above riroblems posed
by Gallagher, Cruickshank, Trippe, and Lord were presenting seri-
ous challenges to local schools, state educational gencies, teacher
educators, and federal-funding sources. In our historical attempt to
serve all children, we continue to add labels for identification pur-
poses, develop new legislation for each presumably different group
and supportive services, and then add to our teacher certification and
preparation curricula to reflect these additions.

In spite of frequent expressions of concern over the growing
categories of disability groups with their accompanying generaliza-
tions and standardizations, it remained for a unique set of circums-
tances to stem the tide. Professional, social, political, and judicial
judgements occurred nearly simultaneously and stimul.ated the pro-
cess of re-evaluation and the search for alternatives.

CLINICAL TEACHING

Early expressions of possible alternatives to this growing dilemma
were described by Kirk (1962), Lance (1966), Schwartz (1967a,
1967b), and Dunn (1968), all concerned with the education od the
retarded and their teachers. Kirk's paradigm of "diagnosis and re-
mediation of learning difficulties" stimulated Lance's definition of
"clinical teaching . . . as a term denoting adequate diagnosis of
individual needs and abilities, prescribing an educational program
with specific, differential approaches to meet these specific needs of
the individual, and the implementation of the program in the school
setting" (p. 100). Schwartz traced the historical developn ent oithe
Clinical Teacher for special education from 1866 to 1966 and advo-
cated an integrated teacher education currVultnn focuAng on the
generic competencies of diagnosis and rer rediation for all teachers
of exceptional children. Dunn clearly gut, tioncd the justification of
special classes for children of diverse cultural ix ckgrounds, clas-
sified and labeled as "educable mentally retwded," and advocated
the need for "clinical teaching."

Reflecting on a decade of rapid growth and growing concern over
the efficacy of special education for mildly-handicapped children
classified as "educable mentally retarded" (Goldstein, Moss, and
Jordan, 1965), and Dunn (1968) sti nulatod a renewed interest in the
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"clinical approach," i.e., differentiating between the "regular
educators" and the "special education program," for serving chil-
dren with normal, mild, and severe learning difficulties.

Existing diagnostic procedures shoule be replaced by expecting
special educators, in large ineasure, to be responsible for their
own diagnostic teachingand their clinical teaching. Inthis regard,
it h suggested that we do away with many existing (Usability
labels and /he present practice of grouping children homogene-
ously by these labels into special classes. Instead, we should try
keeping slow learning children more in the mainstream of ednca-
tion, with special educators serving as diagnostic, clinical, reme-
dial, resource roc n, itinerant and/or team teachers, consultants,
and de% elopers of instructional materials and prescriptions for
effective teaching. (p. 11)

JUDICIAL DECISIONS .

Concurrcmt with professional concerns o% er the efficacy of existing
provisions for the education of exceptional children were parent
associations and ininority group ad% ocates raising related questions.
Local and state educational agencies were pressured through the
courts to justify the cmnstitutionality of existing testing, classifica-
tioi., and labeling pmetices with children. A series ofjudicial rulings
had a great deal of impact. Hobson % s . Hansen (1967) in Washington,
D.C., resulted in Judge Wright upsetting educm6onal "tracking"
provisions, Arreola % s. Board of Educat;on (1968) in Orange County,
Califunia, specified parental in% 01% ement mid the limitations .n the .
testing and placement of exceptional children.

Snhsequently , numerous court dechions (Ross, DeYoung, and
Cohen, 1971, Vaughan, 1973) on behalf of exceptional children and
their parents hav e dramativally altered public school special educa-
tion pro% isions in Cali fornia, Penns Ivania, and Massachusetts. The
impact of these judicial e% ents coupled with an emerging profes-
sional eonvern facilitated the search for more effective services for a
grov,ing number of exceptional chiidren, their ['muffles, and their
teachers. The right to an ..tducation for each indi% idual child, regard-
less of handivapping conditicm, is clearly on the %%ay to becoming a
reality (Cilhool, 1973).

(3
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ALTERNATIVES
The field has responded with an array ofnew concepts, models and
practices that promise renewed optimism towards achieving the
time honored aspiration of assisting each individual exceptional
child to attain his maximum potential.

The fundament." rights of all children for quality educational
opportunities have ueen reaffirmed. However the major changes are
reflected in the processes for achieving these goals. New concepts
and instructional systems for delivering innovative and alternative.
speciakeducational services to a variety ofexceptional children, new
professional preparation programs designed to produce the varied
competencies, and new evaluation strategies for improving instruc-
tion are highlighted in this seczion.

GOALS

"Basic Commitments and Responsibilities to Exceptional Children's
(Reynolds et al., 1971, pp. 181-187), rededicat ..s special educators to
the following ideals:

1. AU children have the right to a free quality education.
2. Quality education meets the needs of individual children.
3. The fundamental purposes of special education are the same as

those of regular education.
4. Special education provides for those unique individual needs

that cannot otherwise be met by regular education.
5. Special education programs are integral parts of a comprehen-

sive school program.
6. Exceptional children should receive seniceh based upon de-

sired academic and social behaviors.
7. A variety of special educational services is necessary in every

school system.
8. Teaching, research and service in colleges and universities

should focus on the desired pupil behaviors and the professional
coinpetencies required to produce these behaviors.

Marland (1971) reaffirmed our nation's commitment to provide
complete and equal educational opportunities for all exceptional
children and youth by 1980, indidtting that of the appioximotely
sewn million handicapBed children identified as requiring special
education only forty percent now receive any such service. Davis
and Wyatt (1971) reported that although an oversupply of teachers
exists in our public schools, there remains a critical shortage of
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teachers with specialized competencies needed to serve handicap-
ped children in both special and regular education. Ga Hager (1971)
pointed out that in addition to the persistent needs of exceptional
children and their teachers, there are alternative special education
provisions stimulated by "... a growing level of disappointment or
disillusion with the existing system" (p. :1).

CHANGING CONCEPTS

Categorical versus noncategorical issues (Me yen, 1971), innovative
interrelated projects (Schwartz, et al., 1972), mainstreaming
(Reynolds and Davis, 1971), and alternative instructional services
(Deno, 1973) for exceptional children and their teachers have been
presented and debated at numerous state, regional, and national
conferences. Supported by the United States Office of Education,
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, and National Center for
the Improvement of Educational Systems, topical meetings con-
ducted regionally have served to spotlight conceptual and program-
matic changes occurring in the field.

The categorical/noneategorical issue appeared to have been resol-
ved at the 1971 conference conducted at the University of Missouri
(Meyen, 1971). Consensus emerged suggesting a noncategorical ap-
proach for mildly-handicapped children with learning problems,
e.g., educable mentally retarded, learning disabilities, or emcijon-
ally disturbed, with high probability of their return to regular clas-
ses. On the other hand, maintaining categories for more severely
handicapped, e.g., severely retarded, blind, and deaf, appeared feas-
ible as they are less likely to be integrated into the regular class.

A variety of new models, systems and practices reflecting research
and development activities supported by the United States Office of
Education, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped and Bureau of
Educational Professional Development were reported by Schwartz,
et al. (1972). Of the twenty-one projects reviewed, seven referred to
competency-based instruction, while four utilized either
computer-assisted or coinputer-managed instruction. The project
trainees were being prepared to work with children of either pre-
school or school age: or indirectly with teachers, parents or other
schocl personnel. Thirteen of the projects referred to the
diagnostic-remedial approach to instruction for c'.ildren with four
utilizing contingenc.y-management techniques as their primary ap-
proach for children. Four other projects advocated a task analysis or
sequence of behaviors approach selecting a desired objective
after complete diagnostic evaluation and teaca-ling the requisite

FS
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skills to enable the learner to achieve the desired objective. The
environments in which the trainees would function ranged from
full-time special education classroom to part-r-ne resource rooms,
replar classroom, and special-cominunity faciliges. Similarly, the
target population of exceptional children served ranged from mild,
to moderate, to severely handiatpped.

Reynolds and Davis (1971), and Deno (1970), reported recent
efforts in improving the competencies of teachers working with
handicapped children 'n tegular classrooms through the support of
the Office of Education, Bureau of Educational Personnel De-
velopment, currently identified as the National Center for the Im-
provement of Educational Systems. Characterized as "mainstream-
ing," this rapidly-growing approach prepares regular classroom
teachers and other school personnel in providing for handicapped
children as an alternative to the 'labeling," "self-contained special
classes," and other practices of the past.

Although these controversial issues ai.e by no means resolved,
dramatic changes in the defivery of special education services and fn
the preparation of their teachers reflect these emerging concepts and
practices MacMillan (1973) summarized "'the issues awl trends
which have led special education to be in a state of transition" (p. 3),
citing the critical issues confronting special education:
Mild Retardation and Minority Children
Noncategorical Approach for Delivery of Services
Avoidance of Deficit Labels
Responsibility of States to Provide Educational

Programs for the Severely Retarded
Early Identification and Int. mention
Accountability and Spec;/I Education
Assessment of Procedures
Use of Paraprofessionals.

INSTRUCTIONAL ALTERNATIVES

New systenr, models, strategies and technologies for special educa-
tion have rapidly emerged during the current decade. These
changes offer viable alternatives to exisiing practices and promise a
solution to the tnany dilemmas in the field. Accerding to Gallagher
(1971):

We need substantial changes to the entire system and hot merely
at the end product "where the rubber meets the road," or where
the teacher meets the children. We need to change not just the
tires, but to redesign the whole vehicle. Our attitude toward the
whole delivery system of services must be altered. (p 1.)

'Wi
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Several systems are described in the literature (Deno, 1970;
Haring, 1970; and Schwartz, 1971) for redesigning services for ex-
ceptional children, for special educational curricula, and for the
preparation of teachers. Common components of the system as-
objectives, procedurea, and evaluation. Design, try-out, feedback,
and revision are on-going functions in each of the components for the
continuous refinement and improvement of the instructional sys-
tem.

As a system for producing desired changes, Deno (1970, see Fig-
ure 2, p. 78) describes "The cascade system of special education
service ... required to control the learning variables deemed critical
for the individual case" (p. 235). Suggesting a performancebased
accountability model, this system provides for feedback, revision
and evaluation based upon the impact on individual children rather
than upon the number served.

Placement within the cascade is facilitated by critical decision-
making variables identified by Reynolds and Balow (1974. Deno
describes the cascade system as a "tapered design ... to indicate the
considerable difference in the n umbers of ch ildren anticipated at the
different levels" ... (p. 14). Functioning as a "diagnostic filter," the
system provides literally for all children.

The cascade model assumes that children are seldom all able or all
handicapped. They more frequently present their teachers with a
marble cake of aptitudes and dysfunctions that nannot be ade-
quately described by categorical classification of children on an
"he is or he isn't" basis. The organizational model recognizes that
children need to be programmed individually, that thc only fun-
damentally meaningful class, for educational purpovil, contains
an N of one. (p. 16)

87
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Figure 2. Deno's Cascade (1970)
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Haring (1970) presented a comprehenshe rev;ew of cuntemporary
scientific advance.. in "The new curricult.a design in special educa-
tion." Stressing "the technology of teach i ng or teach i nertecordiqg to
applied scientific principles of behm ior" (p. 30, Hari.i, forecasts%
leadership role for special education in the emerging s,,phistication
of instructional objectives, technology, and evaluatiGn.

New curriculum design in Special Education shows a con-
vergenee of two strong influen.es:(1)The recognitior. of the im-
portance of individualized insauction, and (2)the growing effect
of the procedures of experimental analysis with an etrmhasis on

?g
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the individual child and the conditions which, when applied to
well-defined behaviors, produce specific results. In contrast to
the design of the curriculum of the past, the new design in the
curriculum of special education is broader, possibly more
content-orie nted, certainly directed at the behavioral components
of learning, totally defined in behavioral terms, and managed
within a system. (pp. 29-30)

CLINICAL TEACHER

OUTCOMES

Schwarm (1967, 1971) advocated and tiesiped a new teacher educa-
tion curriculum for special education, synthesizing generic clinical
teaching competencies ofindicidualizing instruction for producing
commonly desired behaviors :au mildly handicapped exceptional
children. Employ mg instructional systems, technology, and evalua-
tion strategies as the procedures for attaining the outcomes (teacher
competencies and pupil behaxiors), the Clinical Teacher Model for
Interrelated Areas of Special Education offers a viable alternative to
the eilemmas confronting the field. Behaviorally specified and
measurable perfonnance objecti% es for both the clinical teacher and
the exceptional chiklren to be served are defined within the indi-
vidualized instmetional system. Focusing on educationally desired
pupil behaviors, rather than existing medical and psychological
categories, the prototy pe program offers pe rfon munce-based instnw-
tional modules monitored by a computer management system. The
instructional system is designed to enabk the Clinical Teacher,
funttioning within the learning resource setting of the "cascade of
services," to produce the academic and social sPls in mildly hand-
icapped children required for their succeeding in the regular elass.
Ex afuation and research designs, as an integral component in the
sy stem, us ill build the data base for documenting and dissPminating
the effectivetwss of the Clin ical Teacher Model for special
education.

PROCEDURES -

Three essential elements of the system are the conceptual models,
instructional strategies, and ex aluaticn design. The .-h.Nneeptual
model contains mujor goals and task analysis of the objecti% es ne.:es
slry for their attainment. The instructional strategy specifies the
explicit enablg objectix es, resources selected and/or deugned,
assessment criteria for detennining mastery , and test :Ions for
measuring attainment. The unalualion design provides formative

21
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and summative procedures and data for the on-going improvement
of instruction. The relationship between demonstrated Clinical
Teacher competencies and the produced pupil behaviors in the
target population of mildly handicapped children provides the
documentation as to the effectiveness of the teacher preparation
model as a viable alternative for the field.

The instructional system is presented in Figure 3.
-

[
OUTCOMES

A. mteCopencies

B. Pupil
Behaviors

(Design)

Figure 3. Instructional System
(Schwartz and Oseroff, 1972)

PROCESS

Individualized
Instruction

L_
(Try-out)

(Feedback)

PRODUCT

A. Clinical
Teacher

B. Pupil
Gains -.....

Test) t
1

A. Observation, Perk 'mance based, criterion A. Intemsediate
Diagnosis, refere iced. multi.medb, criterion
latervention, computer managed, individu- (fomsative
Evaluation alized instructional modules evaluation)

O. Academk and B. Ultimate
Social criterion

(summative
evaluation)

Performance-based teacher co.-npetencies and behaviorally
specified pupil objectives are contained within individualized in-
struct:oral modules. The module, generated from a task analysis of
the objeotives and the conditions under which it may be attained, it
the unit of instruction for both the teacher education curriculum and
the exceptional child behavioral continuums.

The strategy for dtsigning modules was provided the Clinical
Teacher Model by Dcdl (1969), and is presented in Figure 4, page
81.

'ID MfarliPjf
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Figure 4. Task Analysis
(DodI, 1969)
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Figure 4 presents a conceptual model of the task analysis strategy
employed in the Clinical Teacher program. The approach offered in
this strategy reflects the intent to employ the computerized man-
agement control system available to the program. A teacher educa-
tion model which was developed for use in the field of elementary

'ucation (Dodl, 1969), and was a product of an interdisdplinary
_itn using a systems approach, shows prom ise as a general model for

teacher preparation. This model is sufficiently adaptable to the in-
terrelated areas project to attempt its implementation in this prog-
ram. Furthermore, time and effort would be smed by avoiding the
costs of design and initial implementation. Sudi a model lends itself
to the definition of specific evaluation procedures by its behavioral
orientation.

The model is shown si mplistically in Figure 4. A basic assumption
is dud the goals in the edtwation of teachers can be described by
defwing competency areas known as major tasks. These htsks, in
anregate, constitute the definition of what the product of a teacher
education program isthe very best teacher that it is possible to
produce. In order for the prospective teacher to learn and perform
these major tasks he must have the requisite knowledge, experience,
and skills which enable him to perform each task. These enablers, Ili
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they are called, are a set of sub-objectives. The model provides for
the existence of multiple sets of instructional options which will lead
the prospective teacher toward being able to satisfactorily perform a
behavioral objective.

INDIVIDUALIZING INSTRUCTION r
The essential strategy for attaining the educational outcomes of the
Clinical Teacher Model is the process of individualizing instruction.
The Conceptual Matching Model for individualizing instruction is
presented in Figure 5, below, with a key on pages 83 and 84.

Figure 5. Conceptual Matching Model
(R., Schwartz, 1973)
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KEY

1. The conceptual model of the Clinical Teacher System repres-
ents a visual display and narrative descriptors of objectives,
process, and products of the interrelated elements and attri-
butes of the instructional system.

2. The desired outcomes of special eddcation for mildly hand-
icapped children (educable mentally retarded, learning dis-
abilities, and emotionally disturbed) are to produce the re-
quired academic and social behaviors for succeeding in the
regular classroom. The Clinical Teacher education program
produces the teacher cotnpetendes of observation, diagnosis,
intervention, and evaluation necessary to achieve these
objf.ctives.

3. 71 ne process-interactive component of the system provides in-
dividualized instruction based upon a match of appropriate
diagnosis, intervention, and evaluation that integrates the ob-
jecti.ies, the process, and the products of the instructional
system.

4. The Clinical Teache. produces and documents the behavioral
gains in exceptional children, demonstrating the competencies
through the use of the individualized instructional strategy.

5. Diagnosis is a continuous matching of (1).learner entty level
and characteristics, (2) task characteristics, (3) available re-
sources and their characteristics, (4) envimnmental characteris-
tics, (5) evaluation activities.

6. Through systematic observation and formal and informal as-
sessment, the CT identifies and specifies individual learner (1)
entry levels, (2) terminal objectives, (3) modes, styles, e.g.,
visual, auditory, kinesthetic, dependent, independer4, time;

7. Analyzes and selects appropriate tasks matched to learner
chmacteristics which spccify the subordinate objectives in the
sequence necessary for mastery of terminal objectives;

8. Selects available materials and strategies matched to learner
and task characteristics for maximizing the effectiveness and
efficiency for accomplishing the task;

9. Engineers learning environment, i.e., facilities, conditions,
reinforcers, for optimum management of instruction based
upon learner, task, and resource characteristics;

10. Assesses student and instructional performance by selecting
and/or designing appropriate measures;

493
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11. Writes individual pupil profile based upon pre-instructional
summary containing characteristics of learner, task, resource,
environment, and evaluation items;

12. Plans and writes a performance contract based upon the diag-
nostic profile;

13. Selects and/or designs an appropriate instmetional module;
14. Conducts the instruction, continually monitoring student per-

formance and curriculum effectiveness;
15. Assesses changes in pupil behaviors in terms of the outcomes

specified in the performance contract;
16. Reports curriculum effectiveness and efficiency by describing,

documenting, and relating produced pupil gains to indi-
vidualized instuctional strategy.

FORECAST

Mildly handicapped children with individual behavioral needs re-
quire a short-term specialized learning resource room. The clinical
teacher systematically observes, diagnoses and transmits an educa-
tional profile containing pupil entry behaviors and desired be-
havioral objectives via a desk teletype terminal to a regional modula-
tion center for analysis, prescnption, and retrieval. Within minutes, a
computer print-out is returned containing instntctional objectives,
requisite subordinate skills, criterion measures, and multi-media
resources and options, field tested and matched for prescribed stu-
dent performance.

Tbe clinical teacher designs and manages the intervention
strategy utilizing the packaged, programmed module with the indi-
vidual student. The learner is provided appropriate instructional
options and ongoing assessment. Both student and teacher chart
progress towards desired outcomes. Product assessment, therefore,
is the ultimate criterion measure of the efficacy of the individualized
and personalized instructional system. Feedback to the modulation
center modifies any of the components, and improves subsequent
instructional packages, while building the data base for evaluation of
instruction.

The computer managed instructional system provides the student
and teacher with an ongoing rt .lord of performance in terms of
clearly defined and measurable academic and social behaviors. Re-
turning to the mainstream of regular class membership, the indi-
vidual child performs the behavior necessary for succeeding with his
peers and may only occasionally require prescribed assistance from
the Clinical Teacher in the learning resource room. (Adamson and
Van Etten, 1470, pp. 531-535)

94-
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The forecast, when fully operational, will fu'Ill the protnises of
the "brave new world" for spccial education. Blackman (1964) con-
eludes: "It includes a compulsion on the part of the instructional
specialist to delineate clearly and meticulously the pedagogical
steps and stages by which the learner is to achieve desired terininal
behaviors" (pp. 29-30).

A USER'S GUIDE
This section contains student directions for using the indi-
vidualized, performance-based, instructionA modults of the prog-
ram. Following a brief m en iew, program requirements and student
responsibilities are provided in detail.

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Individualizing of instruction is the major process strategy emp-
loyed in this program. The process is defined as (1) assessing indi
vidual learner entry level ot er pre-stated objectives, (2) negotiating
the desired objectives, procedures, resources, and time-line for their
attainment, and (3) establishing criteria upon which judgements will
be made concerning their suceessful completion.

This process encnurages on-going evaluation behveen learner and
teacher for the improvement of instniction.

PERFORMANCE-BASED COMPETENCIES

PeKormance-based coinpetencies are a critical element in thc
process of individualizing instruction. The Clinical Teacher Com-
petencies of OBSERVATION, DIAGNOSIS, INTERVENTION,
and EVALUATION are demonstrated on four levels of proficiency.
Early awareness, knowledge, performacce, and product objectives
are varying levels of performance-based competer.cies. rigure 6,
page 86, presents the four levels. See Appendix A for a detailed
position statement concerning performance-based competencies.

.4.4
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Figure 6. Levels of Objectives for Performance-Based
Teacher Education Pcogram;

OUTCOMES

PRODUCT
Pupil achievement
and gains as a conse-
quence or result of
teacher action on the
. erformance of, .
pupils.

PERFORMANCE
Teacher competen-
cies and skills.

KNOWLEDGE
Understanding of
behaviors, concepts,
principles, and
attitudes.

EXPLORATORY
Early awareness aud
orientation.

CRITERIA

Time sampling of
teacher behaviors
and pupil
achievement.

Assessment of the
overt observable
pedagogical skilis
and behaviors of the
trainee to determine
teaching mastery of
the specified
competencies.

Ass( ssment of
knowledge, under-
standings, and at-
titudes of trainees.

Not measured.

(

CONTEXT
t

Employinent (full
time) in actual
classroom situation
(1-2 yrs.), mul
Internship (1
quarter).

Practicum ((war-
terly) in actiml
classroom situa-
tion.

Laboratory or sim-
plified training
conditions Oars
or weeks) of re-
stricted or micro-
teaching sinmla-
tions.

Curricula content.

Activity or event in
which to engage, i.e.,
visit a resource room
in a local school and
assist teacher and
pupils for a
minimum of 10
hours.
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If) COMPETENCY Pre-Reading
1.1 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Discrimination

1.15 MODULE Final Consonant Discrimination

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for discriminat-
ing final consonants.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will discriminate between final consonant
sounds by responding verbally.

Context: Twenty pairs of words presented orally, ten of which
pairs have the same final consonant and ten of which do not.

Criterion: WO% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Wepman. Auditory Discrimination Test (final consonants).

Pere. Auditory Discrimination Test (final consonants).

Durrell. Improving reading instruction.

Durrell, Sullivan, Murphy. Building word power.

Lyons & Carnahan. Phonics we use.

Peabody Articulation Cards.

Language Master Cards, each card containing two words ending in
consonants, a pause for the student to respond whether the final
consonants are the same or different, and teacher confirmation.

The following commercially-prepared materials may also be found
to be suitable resources:
Final Consonant Transparencies Ideal.
Listening Tapes-Final Consonants Ideal.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a fist of twenty pairs of words presented orally, ten of which
pairs have the same final consonant and ten of which do not, the
student will indicate whether the final consonants are the same or
different by responding verbally.

113
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.1 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Discrimination

1.16 MODULE Single Vowel Discrimination

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for single vowel
discrimination.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

&acorn*: The student will discriminate between single vowel
sounds by responding verbally.

Context: Ten pairs of vowels presented orally, ten of which are the
same and ten of which are not.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Language Master Cards, each card containing two vowel sounds, a
pause for student response as to whether the sounds are the same or
different, and teacher confirmation:

Cassette tapes, used At similar manner.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given ten pairs of vowels presented orally, ten of which are the same
and ten of wh ich are not, the student will indicate whether the vowel
sounds are the same or different by responding verbally.

co
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.1 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Discrimination

1.17 MODULE Medial Vowel Discrimination
--

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for discriminat-
ing medial vowels.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will discriminate between medial vowel
sounds by responding verbally.

Context: Ten pairs ofwords presented orally, ten of which have the
same medial vowel sounds and ten of which do not.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

Wepman. Auditory Discrimination Test (medial).

Pere. Auditory Discrimination Test (medial vowels).

Language Master Cards, each card containing two one-syllable
words with a medial vowel, a pause for student response as to
whether the medial vowels are the same or different, and teacher
confirmation.

Cassette tapes, similar in usage to Language Master Cards.

Durrell, Sullivan & Murphy. Building word power.

Lycins & Carnahan. Phonics we use.

The following commercially-prepared materials may also be found
to be suitable resources:
Listening Tapes-Vowel Discrimination Ideal.
Vowel Lotto Dolch.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a list of ten pairs of words presented orally, ten of which have
the same medial vowel sounds and ten of which do not, the student
will indicate whether the medial vowel sounds are the same or
different by responding verbally.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading
1.1 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Discrimination

.:,

1.18 MODULE Discrimination of Single
Consonant Blends

187

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for discriminat-
ing single consonant blends.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will discriminate between the sounds of
single consonant blends by responding verbally.

Context: Twenty pairs of consonant blends presented orally, ten of
which pairs are the same and ten of which are not.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

Language Master Cards, each card containing two consonant blends,
a pause for the student to respond whether the blends sound the
same or different, and teacher confirmation.

Cassette tapes, similar in usage to Language Master Cards.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM
..... ,..

Given a series of twenty pairs of consonant blends presented orally,
ten of which are the same And ten of which are not, the student will
indicate whether the sounds of the consonant blends are the same or
different by responding verbally.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.1 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Discrimination
1.19 MODULE Discrimination of Initial Consonant
Blends

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for discriminat-
ing initial consonant blends.

BEHAVIORALOBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will discriminate between initial consonant
blends by responding verbally.

Context: Twenty pairs of words presented orally, ten of which
pairs have the same initial consonant blend and ten of which do not.

Criterion: 100% accuracy. s

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

Durrell-Murphy. Speech to print phonics.

Lyons ik Carnahan. Phonics we use.

Language Master Cards, each card containing two words with initial
consonant blends, a pause for the student to respond whether the
initial consonant blends are the same or different, and teacher
confirmation.

Cassette tapes, similar in usage to the Language Master Cards.

Peabody Articulation Cards.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. P
167-2.

The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable resources:
Listening Tapes Ideal.
Consonant Blend Playing Cards McGraw-Hill.
Phonics Game Lyons ik Carnahan.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a list of twenty pairs of words presented orally, ten of which
pairs have the same initial consonant blends and ten of which do not,
the student will indicate whether the sounds of the initial consonant
blends are the same or different by responding verbally.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.1 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Discrimination

1.191 MODULE Discrimination of Final Consonant
Blends

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for discriminat-
ing final consonant blends.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will discrhninate between final consonant
blends by responding verbally.

Context: Twenty pairs of words presented orally, ten of which
have the same final consonant blends and ten of which do not.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

Durrell-Murphy. Speech to print phonics.

Language Master Cards, each card containing two one-syllable
words with a final consonant blend, a pause for student response as
to whether the final consonant blends are the same or different, and
teacher confirmation.

Cassette tapes, similar in usage to Language Master Cards.

Lyons Lk Carnahan. Phonics we use.

The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable resources:
Listening Tapes Ideal.
Consonant Blends Playing Cards McGraw-Hill.
Phonics Came Lyons Lk Carnahan.

MP

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a list of twenty pairs of words presented orally, ten of which
have the same final consonant blends and ten of which do not, the
student will indicate whether the sounds of the final consonant
blends are the same or different by responding verbally.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.2 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Memory

1.21 MODULE Auditory Memory of Sounds

191

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for auditory
memory of sounds.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will recall verbally or physically reproduce
in any sequence a series of sounds previously heard.

Context: Three different series of four sounds, presented to the
student when blindfolded or out of his line of vision.

Criterion: 1013% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will recall verbally or physically reproduce
in any sequence a series of sounds previously heard.

Context: Three different series of four sounds, presented to the
student when blindrolded or out of his line of vision; a pause of five
seconds following the aforenientioned context; followed by the
reading of a distracting sentence from an unfamiliar story; followed
again by a five-second pause.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Language Master Cards, each card containing two or three sounds
and a pause for the student to name the sounds which he heard.

Cassette tapes, similar in usage to the Language Master Cards. In
using the tapes, the teachcr might make the series of sounds longer,
and include teacher feedback.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. P.
3-3; 11-3; 164; 27-3; 30-3; 77-3; 112-1 & 2; 141-1; & 4; 171-1.

The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable resources:
Perception of Sound Teaching Resources.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given three different series offour sounds (example: clap hands, tap
desk, tap a pencil, ring a bell), presented to the student when blind-
folded or out of his line of vision, the student will recall verbally or
reproduce physically the sounds.

Given three different series of four sounds presented to the student
when blindfolded or out ofhis line ofvision; a pause of five seconds
following the aforementioned context; followed by the reading of a
distracting sentence from an unfamiliar story; followed again by a
five-second pause; the student will recall verbally or reproduce
physically the sounds heard.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading
1.2 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Memory

1.22 MODULE Auditory Memory of Words
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PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for auditory
memory of words.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will verbally recall, in any sequence, a
series of words.

Context: Three series of four familiar words, establishing set,
spoken at the rate of one per second.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will verbally recall, in any sequence, a
series of words.

Context: Three series of four familiar words, not establishing set,
spoken at the rate of one per second.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will verbally recall, in any sequence, a
series of words.

Context: Three series of two unfamiliar words, spoken at the rate of
one per second.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will verbally recall, in any sequence, a
series of words.

Context: Three series of four familiar words, establishing set,
spoken at the rate of one per second; a pause of five seconds follow-
ing the aforementioned context; followed by the reading of a dis-
tracting sentence from an unfamiliar story; followed again by a five-
second pause.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.
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Outcome: The student will verbally recall, in any sequence, a'
series of words.

Context: Three series of four familiar words, not establishing set,
spoken atthe rate of one per second; a pause of five seconds follow-
ing the aforementioned context; followed by the reading of a dis-
tracting sentence from an unfamiliar story; followed again by a five-
second pause.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Dolch Words 95 basic nouns.

Dolch picture word cards.

Language Master Cards, each card containing two or three words
followed by a pause for the student to name the words which he
heard.

Cassette tapes, similar in usage to the Language Master Cards. In
using the tapes, the teacher might make the series of words longer,
and provide teacher feedback.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. P.
40-3; 41-1; 44-1 & 4; 574; 72-1; 89-1; 91-1; 97-3; 100-1 & 2; 104-1;
120.1; 123-1; 1f.-!.-3; 1384 & 2; 144-1 & 2; 148-1 & 2; 160-1; 180-1.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given three series of four familiar words, establishing set, spoken at
the rate of one word per second, the student will name (not necessar-
ily in sequence) the words previously heard.

Given three series of four familiar words, not establishing set,
spoken at the rate of one word per second, the student will name (not
necessarily in sequence) the words previously heard.

Given three series of two unfamiliar words, spoken at the rate of one
word per second, the student will name (not necessarily in sequ-
ence) the words previously heard.
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Given three series of four familiar words, establishing set, spoken at
the rate ofone word per second; a pause offive seconds following the
aforementioned context; followed by the reading of a distracting
sentence from an unfamiliar story; followed again by a five-second,
pause; the student will name (not necessarily in sequence) the words"
previously heard.

Given three series of four familiar words, not estabhshing set,
spoken at the, rate of one word per second; a pause of five seconds
following the aforementioned context; followed by the reading of a
distracting sentence from an unfamiliar stow; followed again by a
fiye-second pause; the student will name (not necessarily in se-
quence) the words previously heard.

1
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.2 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory MeMory

1.23 MODULE Auditory Memory of Numbers

PURPOSE^ To provide the student with the skills fcr auditory
memory of numbers.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will recall verbally, in any sequence, a
series of numbers previously heard.

Context: Three series of four random numbers spoken at the rate of
one per second.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will recall verbally, in any sequence, a
series of numbers previously* heard.

Context: Three series offour random numbers spoken at the rate of
onc per second; a pause of five seconds following the aforemen-
tioned Context; followed by the reading of a distracting sentence
from an Amfatniliar story; followed again by a five-second pause.

.-- Criterion; Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Language Master Cards, each card containing two or three numbers,
followed by a pause for the student to name the numbers which he
heard. -

Cassette tapes, similar in usage to the Language Master Cards. In
using the tapes, the teacher might make the series of numbers
longer, and include teacher feedback.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. P.
46-3.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given three series of four random numbers, spoken at the rate ofone
per second, the student will name (not necessarily in sequence)-the
numbers previously heard.

Given three series of four random numbers spoken at the rate of one
per second; a pause of five seconds following the aforementioned
context; followed by the reading of a distracting sentence from an
unfamiliar story; followed again by a five-second pause, the student
will name (not necessarily in sequence) the numbers previously
heard.

isI
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.2 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Memory

1.24 MODULE Auditory Memory of Letters

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for auditory
memory.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will verbally recall, in any sequence, ran-
dom letters previously heard.

Context: Three series of four random letters, spoken at the rate of
one per second.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will verbally recall, in any sequence, ran-
dom letters previously heard.

Context: Three series of four random letters, spoken at the rate of
one per second; a pause of five seconds following the aforemen-
tioned context; followed by the reading of a distracting sentence
from an unfamiliar story; followed again by a five-second pause.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Language Master Cards, each card containing two or three letters,
followed by a pause for the student to name the letters which he
heard.

Cassette tapes, similar in usage to the Language Master Cards. In
using the tapes, the teacher might make the series of letters longer,
and include teacher feedback.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given three series of four random letters, spoken at the rate of one
per second, the student will name (not necessarily in sequence) the
letters previously heard.

Given three series of four random letters, spoken at the rate of one
per second, a pause for five seconds following the aforementioned
context; followed by the reading of a distracting sentence from an
unfamiliar story, followed again by a five-second pause, the student
will name (not necessarily in sequence) the letter previously heari.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Readiug

1.3 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Sequential
Memory

1.31 MODULE Auditory Sequential Memory of
Sounds

199

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for auditory se-
quential memory of sounds:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The stuaent will recall verbally or reproduce physically
in sequence a series of sounds.

Context: Three series of four sounds, presented to the student
when blindfolded or out of his line of vision.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Language Master Cards, each card containing three sounds, fol-
lowed by a pause for the student to name the sounds which he heard.

Cassette tapes, similar in usage to the Language Master Cards. In
using the tapes, the teacher might make the series of sounds longer,
and include teacher feedback.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. P.
43-3; 98-4; 117-4; 133-4; 138-4; 162-4.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. 1.
4-3; 7-3; 44-3; 65-3; 80-3; 97-3; 110-2; 115-2; 140-3; 162-3,

The following commercially prepared materials might also be found
to be suitable resources:
Memory-Auditory and Visual Teaching Resources Filmstrips.
Sequence Tapes Ideal.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given three series of four sounds (examplu: clap hands, tap desk, tap
a pencil, ring a bell), presented to the student when blindfolded or
out of his line of v"on, the student will recall verbally or reproduce
physically the sourds in sequence.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.3 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Sequential
Mémoly

1.32 MODULE Auditory Sequential Memory of
Words

PURPOSE To provide the student with skills for auditory sequen-
tial memory of words.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will recall verbally, in the order presented,
a sentence.

Context: Three four-word sentences, spoken at the, rate of one
word per second.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will recall verbally, in the order presented,
a sentence.

Context: Three nine-word sentences, spoken at the rate of one
word per second.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Ferinden. Educational interpretation of the ITPA. This booklet
contains specific exercises which may be used to increase auditory
sequential memory.

Any common nursery rhymes may be used. For instance, the teacher
might prepare a cassette tape with several nursery rhymes, and
pause for student response.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. P.
8-4; 9-1; 30-1; 73-2; 103-2.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. 1.
9-1; 13-3; 16-2; 18-2; 19-4; 24-2; 31-1; 37-1; 44-3; 45-2; 46-3; 48-2;
49-1; 57-2; 60-2; 70-1; 74-3; 79-1; 82-3; 85-3; 86-3; 93-1; 96-2; 102-1;
103-1; 104-1; 106-3; 107-2; 109-1; 116-2; 122-1; 127-1; 132-3; 152-1;
154-1; 157-2; 161-1.
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The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable resources:
Memory-Auditory and Visual Teaching Resources Filmstrips.
Sequence Tapes Ideal.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given three four-word sentences, spoken at the rate of one word per
second, the student will repeat the sentences. .

Given three nine-word sentences, spoken at the rate of one word per
second, the student will repeat the sentences.

0210
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IA COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.3 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Sequential
Memory

1.33 MODULE Auditory Sequential Memory of
Numbers

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for auditory se-
quential memory of numbers.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will recall verbally, in sequence, a series of
numbers.

Context Three series of four random numbers spoken at the rate of
one per second.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Ferinden. Educational interpretation of the /TPA. This booklet
contains specific exercises which may be used to improve auditory
seoential memory.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. P.
812,
Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. 1.
97-3; 104-1; 157-3; 158-3.

The followin g com mercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable resources:
Memory-Auditory and Visual Teaching Resources Filmstrips.
Sequence Tapes Ideal.
Sesame Street Number Records Columbia Book and Record
Library.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given three series of four random numbers, spoken at the rate of one
per second, the student will name the numbers in sequence.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.3 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Sequential
Memory

1.34 MODULE Auditory Sequential Memory of'
Letters

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for auditory se-
'quential memory of letters.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will recall verbally, in sequence, a series of
letters.

Context: Three series of four random letters, spoken at the rate of
one per second.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

_ INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Cassette tapes. For instance, the teacher might make a tape inchid-
ing a series of letters, a panse for student response, and teacher
feedback.

The followingcommerciall. prepared inaterials ma) also be found to
be suitable resources:
Memory-Auditory and Visual Teaching Resources Fil mstrips.
Sequence Tapes Ideal.
Sesame Street Letter Records Columbia Book and Record
Library.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given three pairs of four random letters, spoken at the rate ofone per
second, the student will name the letters in sequence.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.4 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Comprehension

1.41 MODULE Auditory Comprehension Literal

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for the literal
auditory comprehension.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: Thestodentavill perform a series of actions in sequence.

Context: Three series of three directions, presented orally.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will verbally recall five details of a story.

Context: A story presented orally.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACIIVITI ES

General, fairy tales and children's stories. These are available as
books, records and/or tapes.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. P.
Literal (Main idea, to be able to follow directions in a sequence, etc.)
10-4; 26-3; 27-1; 30-1;33-4; 35-1 & 2; 47-3; 49-3; 51-1; 66-1 & 3; 69-1;
704; 78-1; 84-3; 87-2; 88-3; 93-2; 94-2; 100-1; 102-1; 104-3; 110-4;
113-3; 1194; 121-4; 124-3; 125-1 & 2; 131-1; 134-1; 136-2; 141-1;
144-1; 148-1; 156-4.

Following Verbal Directions:
5-4; 8-2; 9-4; 10-4; 12-1; 13-3; 15-3; 16-1; 20-3; 21-4; 26-4; 27-2 & 4;
32-2 & 4; 37-4; 38-1 & 4; 39-2 & 4; 42-4; 46-2; 474; 48-3; 50-2 & 4;
51-2; 53-4; 57-2; 58-2 & 3; 614; 63-4; 65-2; 67-2; 68-4; 71-3; 73-3;
75-4; 77-2; 82-3 & 4; 85-4; 87-4; 89-3; 92-2; 94-4; 96-2; 98-1; 100-4;
102-2 & 4; 103-1; 104-2; 105-2 & 4; 108-2; 109-4; 112-4; 113-4; 114-2;
117-2; 118.2; 119-1; 120-2; 122-4; 123-2; 126-2,3, & 4; 130-2; 131-2;
134-2; 139-4; 140-2 & 3; 141-2; 145-4; 146-4; 147-2 & 4; 150-4; 155-4;
159-4; 165-2; 169-4; 170-4; 1744; 176-1 & 3; 177-4; 178.1.
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Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. 1. Activities titled
"Following Directions Time."

The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable resources:
Listening Comprehension Level 1B SRA.
Following Directions in Sequence Milliken.
Memory-Auditory and Visual Teaching Resources Filmstrip.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given three series of three directions, presented orally, the student
will perfoint the required actions in sequence.

Given a story presented orally, the student will verbally recall five
details of the story.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.5 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Discrimination .

1.51 MODULE Shape Discrimination

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for discriminat-
ing shapes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will discriminate between three-
dimensional geometric shapes by picking up the appropriate
object(s).

Context: Four sets of four three-dimensional geometric. shapes,
(circle, square, triangle, diamond), each set containing three shapes
which are the same and one which is different.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will discriminate between two-
dimensional geometric shapes by ,-ointing to the appropriate
shape(s).

Context: Four sets of four twodimensional geometric shapes, (cir-
cle, square, triangle, diamond), each set containing three shapes
which are the same and one which is different.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Montessori Form Board.

Frostig Program for Visual Perception.

Continental Press Worksheets.

Two-dimensional and three-dimensional circles, squares, Mangles,
and diamonds.

The following commercially prepared materials inay also be found to
be suitable resources:
Color, Size, Shape Basic Visual Perception Teaching Resources.
Form Fitter Box Creative Playthings.
Geometric Learning Shapes Child Guidance.
Playchips Milton Bmdley.
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Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. P.
13; 15-1; 18; 23-3; 28-3; 34-3; 54-2; 82; 86-1 & 2; 90-1 & 2, etc.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. I.
148-1; 156-2.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS . .

Given four sets of four three-dimensional geometric shapes (circle,
square, triangle, diamond), each set containing three objects which
are the same and one which is different, the student will indicate
whether the objects are the same or di fferent by picking up the object
which is different.

Given four sets of four two-dimensional shapes (circle, square,
triangle, dimnond), each set containing thwe shapes which are the
same and ono which is different, the student will indicate whether
the shapes are the same or differentby pointing to the shape which is
different.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.5 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Discrimination

1.52 MODULE Size Discrimination

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for discriminat-
ing size.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will discriminate between three-
dimensional geometric shapes, with respect to size, by picking up
the appropriate object(s).

Context: Four sets of four three-dimensional geometric shapes
(circle, square, triangle, diamond), each set containing three objects
which are the sante and one which differs only in size.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will discriminate between two-
dimensional geometric shapes, with respect to size, by pointing to
the appropriate shape(s).

Context: Four sets of four two-dimensional geometric shapes (cir-
cle, square, triangle, diamond), each set containing three shapes
which arc the same and one which differs only in size.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

Three-dhnensional objects which differ in size, for instance, blocks.

Size Lotto.

Graduated measuring cups.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level NO. P.
31-3. :

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. I
34-3; 43-2; 119-3; 168-2; 179-1.
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The folk.wiug commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable resources:
Skillbuilders Teaching Resources.
Peg Sorting Board ChildcraR.
Ringarounds Child Guidance.
Learning Tower Child Guidance.
Size Developmental Learning.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given four sets of fou; three-dimensional geometric shapes (circle,
square, triangle, diamond), each seteontaining three objects which
are the same and one which differs only in size, the stude^t will
indicate whether the objects are the same or different by pkking up
the object which Is different.

Given four sets of four two-dimensional shapes (circle, square,
triangle, diamond), each set containing three shapes which are the
same and one which differs only in size, the student will indkate
whether the shapes are the same or different by pointing to the shape
which is different.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Prc: Reading

1.5 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Discrimination

1.53 MODULE Color Discrimination-
,

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for discdminat-
ing colors.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will discriininate between colors by re-
sponding verbally and/or physically.

Context: Four sets of fou r sheets of colortd paper, each set contain-
ing three sheets of paper which are the same color and one which is a
different color.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Frostig Program for Visual Perception.

Blocks of assorted colors, colored pegs and beads.

Color chart.

Continental Press Worksheets.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. P
2; 9-1 & 3; 15; 25-2; 42-3; 56-3; 76-3; 86-4; 103; etc.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. 1
11-1; 12-1; 17-2; 19-2; 30-2; 36-1; 37-2; 42-2; 141-3; 149-3.

The following commercially prepared materials may alsobe found to
be suitable resources:
Color Matchettes Judy.
Td-color Viewer Creative Playthings.
Parquetry Designs Developmental Learning Materials.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given four sets of four sheets of colored paper, each set containing
three sheets of paper which are the same color and one which is a
different color, the student will indicate whether the colors are the
same or different by naming and/or picking up the paper which is a
different color.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.5 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Discrimination

MODULE Discrimination of Position

211

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for discriminat-
ing position.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will discriminate between positions by re-
sponding verbally and/or physically.

Context: Four sets of four two- or three-dimensional objects, each
set containing three objects which are the same and one which
differs only in respect of position. example: ( ( ) (

Criterion: 100% accurac: .

INSTRUCTIONkL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. 1
27-2; 28-3; 31-4; 38-1; 52-3; 55-3; 62-3; 71-2; 74-3; 83-2; 86-3; 89-3;
95-3; 100-3; 101-3; 109-3; 111-3; 113-3; 134-3; 139-3; 170-3; 171-1;
176-3.

Colored beads, blocks.

The followingcommerchill) prepared materials may alst, be found to
be suitable resources:
Space Relationship Cards Milton Bradley.
Spatial Relationship Picture Cards Developmental Learning
Materials.
Size. Position, Order Transparencies ABC School Supply.
Perception of Spatial Relationships Teaching Resources.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given four set.s of four two- or three-dimensional objects, each set
containing three objeets which are the .,tine and one n hich differs
only in respect to position, the saudent will indicate whether the
objects are the same or different by .ming .md/or pointing to thc
object which is different.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.5 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Discrimination

1.55 MODULE Discrimination of Letters

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for discriminat-
ing letters.

BEI4AVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will discriminate between letters by point-
ing to the appropriate letter(s).

Context: Ten sets of four letters, each set containing three letters
which are the same and one which is different.

Criterion: WO% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Montessori Form Board.

Sandpaper letters.

Clay.

Three-dimensional letters.

Flannel board letters.

Magnetic letters.

Alphabet dominoes.

The fol lowing commercial ly prepared materials nut), also be found to
be suitable resources:
Stepping Stones Instnicto.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given ten sets of four letters, each set containing three letters which
are the same and one which is different, the student will point to the
letter which is different.

0.1.1
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.5 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Discrimination

1.56 MODULE Matching Shape and Fenn

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills to match shapes
and forms.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will place together identical three-
diMensional objects.

.0

Context: Two sets of three-dimensional objects, randomly or-
dered, each set containing identical objects.

Criterion: 1.00% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

Outcome: The student will draw a line between identical geomet-
ric shapes.

Context: Two sets of printed geometric shapes, randomly ordered,
each set containing identical shapes.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will draw a line between identical printed
letters.

Context: Two lists of printed letters, randomly ordered, each list
containing identical letters.

Criterion:1.00% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Montessori Form Board.

Three-dimensional letters.

Flannel board and letters.

Three-dimensional geometric shapes.

Blocks.

<71429-
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The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable resources:
Magnetic Spelling and Number Board Playskool.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given two sets of three-dimensional objects, randomly ordered,
each set containing identical objects, the student will place the
identical objects together.

Given two sets of printed geometrical shapes, randomly ordered,
each set containing identical shapes, the student will draw a line
between the identical shapes.

Given two lines of printed letters, randomly ordered, each list con-
taining identical letters, the student will draw a line between the
identical letters.

opt3
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.6 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Memory

1.61 MODULE Visual Memory of Shapes

215

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual mem-
ory of shapes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will point to a shape previously seen.

Context: A three-dimensional geornetriQ shape (circle, square,
diamond, triangle) presented for five seconds; presented for recall
with three other three-dimensional geometric shapes.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The itudent will point to a shape previously seen.

Context: A two-dimensional geometric shape (circle, square,
diamotid, triangle) presented for five seconds; presented for recall
with three other two-dimensional geometric shapes.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Montessori Form Board.

Frostig Program for Visual Perception.

Continental Press Worksheets.

Three-dimensional geometric shapes.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. P
7-1; 12-1 & 2; 20-2; 38-2; 59-3; 67-4.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. I
148-1.

The following commercially prepared materials ma) also be found to
be suitable resources:
Form Fitter Box Creative Playthings.
Basic Visual Perception-Color, Size, Shape Teaching Resources.
Geometric Learning Shapes Child Guidance.
Play Chips Milton Bradley.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a three-dimensional geometric shape, presented for five sec-
onds and presented for recall with three other three-dimensional
geometric shapes, the student will point to the shape previously
seen.

.Given a two-dimensional geometric shape, presented for five sec-
onds and presented for recall with three other two-dimensional
geometric shapes, the student will point to the shape previously
seen.

AZ
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.6 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Memory

1.62 MODULE Visual Memory of Colors

PURPOSE To provide the student witn the skills for visual mem-
ory of colors.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will point to a color previously seen.

Context: A two- or three-dimensional colored object which has
been presented for five seconds presented for recall with three other
objects which differ only in color.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Frostig Program for Visual Perception.

Blocks of assorted colors, colored pegs and beads.

Continental Press Worksheets.

Color chart.

Crayons.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. I
69-3; 129-3.

The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable resources:
Color Matchettes Judy.
Tri-color Viewer Creative Playthings.
Parquetry Designs Developmental Learning Materials.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a hvo- or three-dime nsional colored object, presented for five
seconds and presented for recall with three other objects which
differ only in color, the student will point to the color previously
seen.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.6 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Memory

1.63 MODULE Visual Memory of Objects

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual mem-
ory of objects.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will point to an object previously seen.

Context: A common classroom object, presented for five seconds,
presented for recall with three other common classroom objects.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

/NSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Classroom objects, slid% as blocks, pencils, rubber bands, and scis-
sors.

Peabody Language Development KR, Level No. P
8-2; 24-2 8c 3; 33-3; 34-4; 36-3; 43-2; 70-2; 75-3; 79-2; 102-3; 127-3,
162-2; 164-2; 168-4.

The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable resources:
Memory-Auditory and Visual Teaching Resources.
Memory Came Milton Bradley.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a common classroom object, presented for fh e seconds and
presented for recall with three other common classroom objects, the
student will point to the object previously seen.

aa7
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.6 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Memory
1,64 MODULE Visual Memory of Letters

219

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual mem-
ory of letters.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome:" The student will point to a letter previously seen.

Context: An upper aise letter, presented on a flash card for five
seconds; presented for readl with three other upper case letters on
flash cards.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over flve consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Cardboard letters.

Flannel board and letters.

Continental Press Worksheets.

The following commerciall> prepared mate rials i»a) also be found to
be suitable resources:
Memory-Auditory and Visual Teaching Resources.
Key Teacher Creative Playthings.
Magnetic Spelling and Number Board Playskool.
Spill and Spell American Seating Company.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given an upper case letter, presented on a flash card for Ike seconds
and presented for recall %kith three other upper case letters on flash
cards, the student will point to the letter previously seen.

k
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.7 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Sequential
Memory

1.71 MODULE Visual Sequential Memory of
Shapes

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual se-
quential memory of shapes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will replace in sequence a series of shapes
previously 'seen.

Context: Three-d bnens io nal circle, square and triangle, presented
for five seconds in random sequence; scrmnbled and presented for
recall.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

Outcome: The student will replace in sequence a series of shapes
previously seen.

Context: Two-dimensional circle, square1 and triangle, presented
for five seconds in random sequence; scrambled and presented for
recall.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Three-dimensional geometric shapes.

Montessori Form Board.

Frostig Program for Visual Perception.

Continental Press Worksheets.

Ferinden. Educational interpretation of the ITPA. This booklet
gives specific activities which may be used to improve visual se-
quential memory.
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The followingcommercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable resources:
Form Fitter Box Creative Playthings.
Basic Visual Perception Teaching Resources.
Geometric Learning Shapes Child Guidance,
Play Chips Milton Bradley.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. P
108-1. .

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. 1
56-2.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a three-dimensional circle, square and triangle, presented for
five seconds in random sequence, then scrambled and presented for
recall, the student will replace the shapes in their original sequence.

Given a two-dimensional circle, square and ttiarigle, presented for
five seconds in random sequence, then scrambled and presented for
recall, the student will replace the shapes in their original sequence.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.7 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Sequential
Memory

1.72 MODULE Visual Sequential Memory of
Colors

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual se-
quential memory of colors.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will replace in sequence a series of colors
previously seen.

Context. Three two- or three-dimensional objects differing only in
color, presented for five seconds in random sequence, scrambled
and presented for recall.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES 1 OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Frostig Program for Visual Perception.

Blocks of assorted colors.

Color Chart.

Pegs, colored heads.

Crayons.

The following eommercially prepared materials inay also be found to
be suitable resources:
Continental Press Worksheets.
Color Matchettes Judy.
Tri-color Viewer Creadve Playthings.
Parquetry Designs Developmental Learning Materials.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. 1
61-2; 96-1; 129-3.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given three two- or three-dimensional objects differing only in
color, presented for five seconds in random sequence, then scram-
bled and presented for recall, the student w ill replace the objects in
their original sequence.

013(
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading
1.7 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Sequential
Memory

1.73 MODULE Visual Sequential Memory of
Objects

023

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual se-
quential memory of objects.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will replace in sequence a series of objects
previously seen.

Context: Three small classroom objects presented for five seconds
in random sequence; scrambled and presented for recall.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS t ACTIVITIES

Classroom objects (pencil, eraser, block, chalk, crayon, etc.).

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level No. P
111-3.

Peabody Languagc Development Kit, Level No. 1
35-3; 41-1; 94-1, 4; 116-1; 135-2; 149-1; 164-3; 166-3. .

The follow ingcominercially prcpared matcrials may also he found to
he suitable resources:
Memory-Auditory and Visual Teaching Resources.
Memory Game Milton Bradley.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given three small classroom objects presented for fhe seconds in
random sequence, then scranAled and presented for recall, the
student will replace the objects in their original sequence.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.7 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Sequential
Memory

1.74 MODULE Visual Sequential Memory of
Letters

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual se-
quential memory of letters.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will replace in sequence a series of letters
previously seen.

Context. Three upper case letters presented on flash cards for five
seconds in random sequence, scrambled and presented for recall.
(Set of five)

Criterior: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The following commercially prepared inateriah may be found to be
suitable resources:
Memory-Auditory and Visual Teaching Resources.
Continental Press Worksheets.
Key Teacher Creative Playthings.
Magnetic Spelling and Number Board Playskool.
Cardboard Letters Milton Bradley.
Flannel Board Letters Milton Bradley.
Spill and Spell American Seating Company.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given three upper case letters presented on flash cards for five
seconds in random sequence, then txrambled and presented for
recall, the student will replace the letters in their original sequence.
(set of five)

433
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Rgading

1.8 MODULE CLUSTER Letter Knowledge

1.81 MODULE Matching

225

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for matching
letters.

BE HAVIORA L OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will point to a letter which matches a
stimulus letter.

Context: A printed series of upper case letters in random se-
quence; presented with a stimulus ktter, on a flash card, which is
also included in the series.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over five consecutive trials.

Outcome: The student will point to a letter which matches a
stimulus letter.

Context: A printed series of lower case letters in random sequence;
presented with a stimulus letter, on a flash card, which is also in-
cluded in the series.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over five consecutive trials.

Outcome: The student will point to a letter which matches a
stimulus letter.

Context: A printed word; presented with a stimulus letter, on a
flash card, which is also in the word.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over five consecuth.e trials in each
context.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / .ACTIVITIES

Three-dimensional letters.

Form-board.

Alphabet fhish cards.

Flannel board and letters.

,3I1
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The following commercially prepared materials may al so be found to
be suitable resources:
Magnetic Spelling & Number Board Playskool.
Alphabet Puzzle Board Playskool.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a printed series of upper case letters in random sequence,
presented with a stimulus letter on a flash card which is also in the
series, the student will point to the letter which matches the stimulus
letter.

Given a printed series of lower case letters in random sequence,
presented with a stimulus letter on a flash card which is also in the
series, the student will point to the letter w hill matches the stimulus
letter.

Given a printed word, presented with a stimulus letter on a flash
card, which is also in the word, the student will point to the letter
which matches the stimulus letter.

I

s
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.8 MODULE CLUSTER Letter 1Cnowledge

1.82 MODULE Recognition

227

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills to match the
name of a letter with its visual counterpart.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will point to a letter which has been named.

Context: A series of ten printed upper ease letter; in random se-
quence and verbal directions naming one of the letters.

Criterion: Correct recognition of 90% of the letters of the alphabet,
upper case.

Outcome: The student will point to a letter which has been named.

Context: A series of ten printed lower case letters in random se-
quence and verbal directions naming one of the letters.

Criterion: Correct recognition 0'90% of the letters of the alphabet,
lower case.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Alphabet flash cards.

Alphabet Bingo.

Three-dimensional letters.

Alphabet Lotto.

Flannel board and letters.

Cardboard letters.

The foi lowing cum mercialI prepared materials tn.q also be fouml to
be suitable resources:
Jumbo Letter Card Kit Ideal.
Alphabet Puzzle Board Playskool.
Letter Constancy Cards Developmental Learning Materials.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a series of ten printed upper case letters in random sequence
and verbal directions naming one of the letters, the student will
point to the letter which has been named.

Given a series of ten printed lower case letters in random sequence
and verbal directions naming one of the letters, the student will
point to the letter which has been named.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.8 MODULE CLUSTER Letter Knowledge

1.83 MODULE Identification

229

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for the identifica-
tion of letters.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will name the letters of the alphabet (Set of
15 letters)

Context: Any printed letter on a flash card, upper and lower case.

Criterion: 90% accuracy, all letters of the alphabet, upper and
lower case.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

Alphabet flash cards.

Language Master Cards. For instance, the teacher might have the
letter printed on a Language Master Card (either lower or tapper
case) and have the student record the name of the letter. A teacher
confirmation might also be given.

Alphabet Bingo.

Alphabet Lotto.

Flannel board and letters.

The following commercially prepared materials may tilso be found to
be suitable resources:
Magnetic Spelling Board Playskool.
Alphabet Puzzle Board Playskool.
Letter Constancy Cards Developmental Learning Materials.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given any letter presented on a flash card, either upper or lower
case, the student will name the letter. (Set of 15 letters)
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Reading

1.8 MODULE CLUSTER Letter Knowledge
1.84 MODULE Recall and Reproduction

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for recall and
reproduction of letters.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will print letters of the alphabet, both upper
and lower case.

Context: Verbally presented, in random order, ail 26 letters.

Criterion: 75% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCkS / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

Alphabet flash cards.

Language Master Cards. For instance, the student might be pre-
sented verbally with the name of a letter and a word in which it is
heard. He would then write the letter.

Sandpaper letters.

Tracing paper.

Alphabet Bingo.

Flannel board and letters.

The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable resources:
Magnetic Spelling and Number Board Playskool.
Alphabet Puzzle Board Playskool.
Letter Constancy Cards Developmental Learning Materials.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given any letter of the alphabet, verbally presented, the student will
print the letter in both upper and lower case. (26 letters)
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2.0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2.1 MODULE CLUSTER Consonants
2.11 MODULE Single Consonants

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for naming and
verbalizing the phonetic sounds of consonants.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will sekct the consonants.

Context: All letters, presented or Rash cards, in random order.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will verbaliz the correct phonetic stainds
of the consotumts.

Context: All consonants, presented on flash cards, in random
order.

Criterion: Clinkal Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS /ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

Flash cards.

Sandpaper letters.

Language Master Cards. For instance, the teacher might make it set
of cards, each card having a letter winted on it. The student conki
record, and name the letter or verbalize its phonetic sonnd.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a set of Rash cards including all ktters in ralichmi order, the
student will seket the consonants.

Given a set of Rash cards including all the consonants in random
order, the student w ill %erbalize the correct phonetic !iounds of the
consonants.
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2.0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2.1 MODULE CLUSTER Consonants

2.12 MODULE Initial Consonants

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for naming and
verbalizing the sounds of initial consonants.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTWES

Outcome: Thc student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound
for an hiitial consonant previously heard.

Context: Words presented verbally, including all initial
consonants.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will name an initial comonant previously
heard.

Conkxt: A list of words presented verball), including all initial
consonants.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Sce Appendix for examples.

Durrell-Murphy. Speech to print phonics.

Lyons & Carmihan. Phonics we use: Book, A, B, C.

Durrell-Murphy Phonies Set.

Barnell-Loft, Working with sounds: A, B.
44,

The foHowing commercial]) prepared tnaterial ma) also be found to
be suitabk as resources:
Flash cards.
Consonant Lotto.
Ideal Reading Tapes.
Filmstrip-RecordContinental Press.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list of words presented verbally, tnclitding all initital con-
sonants in random order, the student will verbalize the correct
phonetic sound for the initial consonant he heard.

Given a list of words presented verbally in random order, including
all initial consonants, the student will name the initial consonant
which he heard.

/
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2.0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2.1 MODULE CLUSTER Consonants

2.13 MODULE Final Consonants

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for naming and
verbalizing the sounds for final consonants.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will verbalize the phonetic sound of a final
consonant previously heard.

Context: A list of words presented verbally, including all final
consonants.

Criterion: Cfinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will name a final consonant pre% iously
heard.

Context: A list of words presented verbally, including all final
consonants.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgeinent.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

Durrell-Murphy. Speech to print phonics.

Lyons & Carnahan. Phonics we use: Book B.

Durrell-Murphy Phonies Sct.

Bamell-Loft. Working with sounds: B.

The follon ing conniwrciall) prepared material ma} ako be found to
be suitable as resources:
Ideal Reading Tapes.
Filmstrip - Continental Press.
Flash Cards.
Consonant Lotto.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list of words presented verbally, including all final conson-
ants in random order, the student will verbalize the final consonant
which he heard.

Given a list of words presented verbally, including all the final
consonants in random order, the student will name the final conson-
ant which he heard.

AI.
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2.0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2.1 MODULE CLUSTER Consonants

2.14 MODULI Medial Consonants

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for naming and
verbalizing the sounds of medial consonants.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound
for a medial consonant previously heard.

Context: A list of words verball presented, including all medial
consonants.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student win muue a medial consonant previously
heard.

Context; A list of words verbally presented. including all medial
consonants.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

Durrell-Murphy. Speech to print phonics.

Lyons & Carnahan. Phonics we use: Book B.

Durrell-Murphy Phonics Set.

Barnell-Loft. Working with sounds: B.

The following commercially prepared material may Aso be foimd
snitathle as resources:
Ideal Reading Tapes.
Filmstrip-Remling Continentil Press,
Flash Cards:.-
Consonant Lotto.
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SAMPLE TEST !TEMS

Given a list of words presented verbally, including all medial con-
sonants, the student will verbalize the comet phonetic sound of the
medial consonant which he heard. .

Given a list of words presented verbally, including all medial con-
sonants, the student will name the medial consonant which he

.,h eard.
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2.0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2.1 MODULE CLUSTER Consonants

2.15 MODULE Consonant Blends

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for naming and
verbalizing the phonetic sound of consonant blends.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will select the consonant blends.

Context: Presented on twenty flash cards, ten of which are conson-
ant blends and ten ot which are random samples of letter
combinations.

-
Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will verbalize the phonetic sound of the
consonant blends.

Context: Presented on flash cards, including all consonant blends.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

Lyons St Carnahan. Phonics we use: Book B, C, D, E.

Durrell-Murphy. Speech to print phonics.

Durrell-Murphy Phonics Set.

Barnell-LokWorking with sounds: B, C.

The following commercially prepared material may also be found
suitable as resources:
Flash Cards.
Consonant Lotto.
Phono-Word Wheels.
Crossword Puzzles.
Scr:abble.
Match Game matching initial blend with picture of an object
starting with that blend.
Ideal Reading Tapes.
Continental Press Work Sheets.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a set of twenty flash cards, ten of:which are consonant blends
drtd ten of which are random samples of letter combinations, the
student will select the consonant blends.

Given a set of flash cards including all the consonant blends, the
student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of the consonant
blends.
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2.0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2.1 MODULE CLUSTER Consonants

2.16 MODULE Inifial Consonant Blends

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for naming and
verbitlizing the phonetic sound of initial i:onsonant blends.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student win name an initial consonant blend previ-
ously heard.

Context: List of words presented erbal4 . including all initial
consonant blends.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The stiuknt will erbalize the correct phonetic sound of
asa initial (..onsonant blend previously heard.

Context: A list of words presented erball, including all initial
consommt blends.

Criterion: Clinical Teadier judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

Durrell-Murphy. Speech to print phonics.

Lyons A: Carnahan. Phonics we uw: Book B,C, D, E.

Durrell-Murphy Phoincs Set.

Barna- Loft. Working wills soumls: B, C.

The following commercially prepared material ina clko be found
suitable as resources:
Flash Cards.
Consonant Lotto.
Phono-Word Whcbels.
Crossword Puzzles.
Scrabble.
Match Caine matching initial Mend with pictiire of an Object
starting with that blend.
Ideal Reading Tapes.
Continental Press Work Slwets.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given /dist of words presented verbally, including all initial conson-
ant blends, the student will name the initial consonant blend which
he heard.

Given a list of words presented verbally, including all initial conson-
ant blends, the student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of
the initial consonant blend which he heard.
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2.0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2.1 MODULE CLUSTER Consonants

217 MODULE Final Consonant Blends

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for naming and
verbalizing the correct phonetic sound for final consonant blends.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome; The student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of
a final consonant blend previously heard.

Context: A list of words presented verbally, including all final
consonant blends. (ten words)

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will name a final consonant blend previ-
ously heard.

Context: A list of ten words, presented verbally, including all final
consonant blends.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

Lyons & Carnahan. Phonics we use: Book B, C, D, E.

Durrell-Murphy. Speech to print phonics.

Barnell-Loft. Working with sounds: B, C.

Durrell-Murphy Phonics Set.

The following commercially prepared material may also be found
suitable as resources:
Mash Cards.
Consonant Lotto.
Phono-Word Wheels.
Crossword Puzzles Dolch.
Scrabble.
Ideal Reading Tapes.
Continental Press Worksheets.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list of ten words presented verbally, including all final
consonant blends, the student will verbalize the correct phonetic
sound of the final consonant blend which he heard.

Given a list of ten words presented verbally, including all final
consonant blends, the student will name the final consonant blend
he heard.

c-
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2.0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2.1 MODULE CLUSTER Consonants

2.18 MODULE Consonant Digraphs

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for naming and
verbalizing the phonetic sounds of consonant digraphs.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will select a consonant digraph previously
heard.

Context: Presented on twenty flash cards, ten of which are conson-
ant digraphs and ten of which are random samples of letter
combinations.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher Judgement.

Outcome: The atudent will verbalize the correct phonetic sounds
of the consonant digraph.

Context: Presented on flash cards, including all consonant
digraph s.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher Judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

Barnell-Loft. Working with sounds: B, C.

Durrell-Murphy. Speech to print phonics.

Lyons & Carnahan. Phonics we ux.

Hafner. Patterns of teaching reading in the elementanj school. pp.
100-101 & 298.

Durrell-Murphy Phonics Set.

The following commercially prepared material may also be found
Stlitable as re source s;
Record and Filmstrip Continental Press,
Ideal Reading Tapes.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a set of twenty flash cards, ten of which are consonant dig-
raphs and ten of which are random samples of letter combinations,
the student will select the consonant digraphs.

Given a set of flash cards including all the consonant digraphs, the
student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of the consonant
digraphs.

.16
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2.0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2.1 MODULE CLUSTER Consonants
2.19 MODULE Initial Consonant Digraphs

PURPOSE To rrovide the student with the skills for ;taming and
verbalizing the phonetic sounds of initial consonant digraphs.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will name an initial consonant digmph pre-
viously heard.

Context: A list of words presented verbally, including all initial
consonant digraphs.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of
an initial consonant previously heard.

Context: A list of words presented verbally, including all initial
consonant digraphs.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

Barnell-Loft. Working with sounds: B, C.

Durrell-Murphy. Speech to print phonics.

Lyons & Carnahan. Phonics we use.

Hafner. Patterns of teaching reading in the elementanj school. pp.
100-101 & 298.

Durrell-Murphy phonics set.

The following commercially prepared material may also be found
suitable as resources:
Record and Film ship Continental Press.
Ideal Reading Tapes.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list of words presented verbally, including all initial conson-
ant digraphs, the student will name the initial consonant digraph
which he heard.

, .

Given a list ofwords presented verbally, including all initial conson-
ant digraphs, the student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of
the initial consonant digraph which he heard.

aq5.6,
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2.0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2.1 MODULE CLUSTER Consonants

2.191 MODULE Final Consonant Digraphs

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for naming and
verbalizing the phonetic sounds of final consonant digraphs.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome The student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound
for a final consonant digraph previously heard.

Context: A list of words presented verbally, including all final
digraphs.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will name a final consonant digraph previ-
ously heard.

Context: A list of words, presented verbally, including ail final
digraphs.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

Durrell-Murphy. Phonics we use: C.

Durrell-Murphy, Speech to print phonics.

Bamell-Loft. Working with sounds: B.

The following commercially prepared material may also be found
suitable as resources:
Ideal Readitis Tapes.
Record and Filmstrip Continental Press.

, SAME'LE TEST ITEMS

Given a list of words presented verbally, including all final conson-
ant digraphs, the student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of
the final consonant digraph he heard.

Given a list of words presented verbally, including all final conson-
ant digraphs, the student will name the final consonant digraph
which he heard.
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2.0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2.2 MODULE CLUSTER Vowels.
2.21 MODULE Single Vowels

249

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for naming and
verbalizing the phonetic sounds of vowels.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will select the vowels.

Context: Presented on flash cards, in random order including all
letters.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of
the short vowels.

Context: Presented on flash cards in random order, including all
short vowels.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of
the long vowels.

Context: Presented on flash cards in random order including all
long vowels.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

The following commercially prepared material may also be found
suitable as resources:
Continental Press Worksheets.
Vowel Picture Cards Ideal No. 741,
Flash cards of vowel letters.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a set of flash cards including all letters in random order, the
student will select the vowels.

Given a set of flash cards including all the vowels in random order
the student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of the short
vowels.

Given a set of flash cards including all the vowels in random order,
the student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of the long
vowels.
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2.0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2.2 MODULE CLUSTER Vowels

2.22 MODULE Medial Vowels

251

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skins for naming and
verbalizing the phonetic sounds of medial vowels.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of
a medial vowel previously heard.

Context; A list of words, verbally presented, including all the me-
dial vowels, both long and short.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will name tnedial vowels, previously heard.

Context: A list of words, verbally presented, including all the me-
dial vowels, both long and short.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgetnent.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

The following commereiall} prepared material Ina} alba be found
suitable as resources:
Continental Press Worksheets.
Vowel Picture Cards Ideal No. 741.
Flash cards of vowels.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list of uurds, pr,.ented ..erball}, including .111 the medial
vowels, both long and short, the student u ill erhalizt the correct
phonetic sound of the tnediaI vowel.

Civeu a list of words, presented erball} including all the medial
vowels, both long and short, the student m, ill name the medial %um -
els.

A40
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2,0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2,2 MODULE CLUSTER Vowels

2,23 MODULE Vowel Digraphs

PURPOSE To provkle the student with the skills for naming and
verbalizing the phonetic sounds of vowel digraphs.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will select the vowel digraphs.

Context: Presented on twenty flash cards. ten towel digraphs and
ten random letter combinations.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will t erbalize the correct phonetic sound of
the vowel digniphs. .

Context: All vowel digraphs, indit idually presented on flash
cards.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcmne: The student will verbaliw the correct phonetic sound of
a vowel digraph previmisly heard.

Context: A list of words presented orally, including all vowel
digraphs.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgZ:ment.

Outcome: The student will name ii vowel digraph previously
heard. .

Context: A list of words presented orally, including all vowd
digraphs.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement._

0261
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INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

Lyons lir Carnahan. Phonics we use.

Flash cazds of vowel digraphs.

Ban-len-Loft. Working with sounds.

Durrell-Murphy Phonics Set.

Durrell-Murphy. Speech to print phonics.

The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Vowel Picture Cards Ideal.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a set of twenty flash cards, ten of which are vowel digraphs
and ten of which are random letter combinations, the student will
select the vowel digraphs.

Given a set of flash cards including all vowel digraphs, the student
will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of the vowel digraphs.

Given a list of words presented orally, including all vowel digraphs,
the student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of the vowel
digraph which he heard.

Given a list of words presented orally, including all vowel digraphs,
the student will name the vowel digraph which he heard.
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2.0 COMPETENCY Reading Phonetics

2.2 MODULE CLUSTER Vowels

2.24 MODULE Vowel Diphthongs

PURPOSE To provide the student with the shills for naming and
verbalizing the phonetic sounds of vowel diphthongs.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will select the vowel diphthongs.

Cobtext: Presented on twenty flash cards, ten of which are vowel
diphthongs and ten of which are random samples of letter
combinations.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of
the vowel diphthongs.

Context: Presented on flash cards, including all vowel diphthongs.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.
4.

Outcome: The student will verbalae the correct phonetic sound of
a vowel diphthong previously heard.

Context: A list of ten words presented % erbally, including all vowel
diphthongs.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will name a vowel diphthong previously
heard.

Context: A list of ten words presented verbally , including all vowel
diphthongs.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.
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INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

Flash cards containing vowel diphthongs.

Lyons & Carnahan. Phonics we use.

Durrell-Murphy phonics set.

Durrell-Murphy. Speech to print phonics.

Barnell-Loft. Working with sounds.

The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Vowel Picture Cards Ideal.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a set of twenty flash cards, ten of which are vowel diphthongs
and ten of which are random samples of letter combinations, the
student will select the vowel diphthongs.

Given a set of flash cards including all the vowel diphthongs, the
student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of the vowel
diphthongs.

Given a list of ten words presented orally, including all the vowel
diphthongs, the student will verbalize the correct phonetic sound of
the vowel diphthong which he heard.

Given a list of ten words presented orally, including all the vowel
diphthongs, the student will name the vowel diphthong which he
heard.
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.1 MODULE CLUSTER Word Forms

3.11 MODULE Root Words
,

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identification
of root words. .

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will circle a root word.

Context: A list often printed words, each ofwhich includes a prefix
and/or suffix.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

Lyons & Carnahan. Phonics we use.

Stanwix. Developing functional basic reading skills.

Stanwix series readers.

Spice. Suggested activities to motivate the teaching of language
arts, p. 199.

The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.
Word Building Charts Ideal.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a list of ten printed words, each of which includes a prefix
and/or suffix, the student will circle the root word.
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.1 MODULE CLUSTER Word Forms

3.12 kODULE Compound Words

257

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identifying,
forming, and dividing compound words.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will circle a compound word.

Context: A list of ten printed words, five of which are compound
words.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will draw a line between (match, place
beside, print both roots) two root words wch form a compound
word,

Context: Two lists of root words, each containing five words,
which may be paired to form five compound words.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will separate a wmpound word into its root
words.

Context: A list of tei compound words.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

Stanwix. Developing functional basic reading skills.

Stanwix series readers.

Lions & Carnahan. Phonics ice use.

Spice. Suggested actkities to motivate the ieachhig of the language
arts, p. 198.
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The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable as resources: .
Oral Reading and Linguistic Series Benefic Press.
Word Building Charts Ideal.
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list often printed words, five of which are compound words,
the student will circle the compound words. -

Given two lists of root words, each containing five words, which may
be paired to form five compound words, the student will draw a line
between each pair of root words.

Given a list of ten compound words, the student will separate each
.

word into its root words.

.
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.1 MODULE CLUSTER Word Forms
3.13 MODULE Plurals

259

'PURPOSE Ts- provide the student with the skills for rule applica-
tion regarding plurals.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will write the plurals of words which follow
common rules.

Context: A list of ten printed words, whose plurals are formed by
adding "s" or "es," changing "y" to "i" and adding "es," and "f to
"v" and adding "es."

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will write the plurals of words which do not
follow common rules.

Context: A list often printed words whose plurals do not follow the
common rules (e.g., fish, sheep, deer, ox, man, mouse, goose, tooth,
child).

Criterion: SO% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Spelling Generalization Charts Ideal.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list of ten printrd words whose plurals are formed by adding
"s" or"es," changing y" to "i" and adding"es," and changing "f" to
"v" and adding "es," the student will write the plurals of the words.

Given a list of ten printed words whose plurals do not follow the
common rules, the student will write the plurals of the words.
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.1 MODULE CLUSTER Word Forms

3.14 MODULE Prefixes

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identification
and rule application regarding prefixes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will circle a prefix.

Context: A list of ten printed words, each containing a prefix.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will circle a prefix

Context: A printed sentence containing at least one word with a
prefix.

Criterion: 60% =curacy.

Outcome: The student will add a prefix to a root word, making a
meaningful word.

Context: A list of ten printed words and a list of prefixes.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

Lyons & Carnahan. Phonics we use.

Hafner. Patterns of teaching reading in the elementary school, pp.
112-3.

Durkin. Teaching them to read, pp. 296-298.

Barhe. Barbe reading skills check list.
,l
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The followingcommercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.
Take Came Dolch.
Blink Letters Milton Bradley.
Conquests in Reading Webster.
Word Building Charts Ideal.
Spelling Generalization Charts Ideal.
Word Prefixes Instructional Materials.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list of ten printed words, each word containing a prefix, the
student will circle the prefixes.

Given a printed sentence containing at least one word with a prefix,
the student will circle the prefixes.

Given a list of ten printed words and a corresponding list of ten
printed prefixes, the student will add the prefixes to the words to
form meaningful words.
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.1 MODULE CLUSTER Word Forms
3.15 MODULE Suffixes

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identification
and rule application regarding suffixes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student win circle a suffix.

Context: A list of ten printed words, each containing a suffix.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will circle a suffix.

Context: A printed sentence containing at least one word with a
suffix.

Criterion: 60% accuracy over five sentences.

Outcome: The student will add a suffix to a root word, forming a
meaningful word.

Context: A list of ten printed words and a list of printed suffixes.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher Judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

Hafner. Patterns of teaching reading in the elementanj school, pp.
1123.

Durkin. Teaching them to read, pp. 296, 298.

Barbe. Barbe reading skills check list.

Lyons & Carnahan. Phonics we use.
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The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.
Take Game Dolch.
Blink Letters Milton Bradley.
Conquests in Reading Webster.
Word S uffixes Instructional Materials.
Word Building Charts Ideal.
Spelling Generalization Charts Ideal.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list often printed words, each containing a suffix, the student
will circle a suffix.

Given a printed sentence containing at least one word with a suffix,
the student will circle the suffix.

Given a list of ten printed words and a corresponding list of ten
printed suffixes, the student will add a suffix to a root word to form a
meaningful word.
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.1 MODULE CLUSTER Word Forms

3.16 MODULE Contractions

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills fin identification
and rule application regarding contractions.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will circle the contractions.

Context: A list often printed words, five of which are contractions.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will circle the contactions.

Context: A printed sentence containing at least one contraction.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will print contractions correctly.

Context: A printed list of live expressions which may be made into
contractions.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will pronounce contractions and print the
:orrect root words of the contractions.

Context: A printed I: ; of five contractions.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

Stanwix. Developing functional basic reading skills.

Stanwix series readers.

Spice. Suggested activities to nsotkate the te aching of the language
arts, p. 34.
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The following com mercial ly prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Word Building Charts Ideal.
Spelling Generalization Charts Ideal.
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list of ten printed words, five of which are contractions, the
student will circle the contractions.

Given a printed sentence containing at least one contraction, the
student will circle the contraction(si.

Given a printed list of five expressions which may be made into
contractions, the student will print contractions, including
apostrophes.

Given a printed list of five contractions, the student will pronounce
the contractions and print the correct root words of the coaractions.
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.1 MODULE CLUSTER Word Forms
3.17 MODULE Possessives

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for ruk applica-
tion regarding possesiives.

-

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will form possessh es by adding an apos-
trophe and an "s" to a sing& cr noun.

Context: A printed list of ten singular nouns uhich do not end in
DC bf
s.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will form possessives by adding an apos-
trophe or an apostrophe and an "s" to a noun which ends in "s."

Context: A printed list often limns, plural .md/or Angular, which
end in "s."

CHU rion: tiO96 accuracy.

Outcome: The student win form possessives by adding an apos-
trophe and an "s" to 8 plural noun.

Context: A printed list often plural nouns which 'knot end in "s."

Criterion: 800)e accuracy.

INSTRUCT!ONAL RESOURCES / OPT lONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

Th following couunercially prepard matecials may also be limnd to
be suitable as resources:
Word Building Charts Ideal.

SA M PLE TEST ITEMS

Given a printed list of ten singular IIMIlls W hich do not( lid in us," the
suulent will form the possessis (l)) adding an apostrophe and an ..S...

Given a printed list or ten nouns, pliind mid/or.singnhir. which end in
"s," Ilw student will form th pessessive by adding an apostrophe.

Civen a printed list of ten lAural nouns Much do not end in "s," th
student will form t he possessive by aciding an apostrophe and an
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.1 MODULE CLUSTER Word Forms

3.18 MODULE Syllabication

.

26Z

PURPOSE To provide the student v ti the skills for identification
and rule application regarding syllabies.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will state the number of syllables in a word
previously heard. ,

Context: A list of ten words presented verbally, containing from
one to four syllables.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will correctly divide words into sylIabs.

Context: A printed list of ten two-syllable words, containing dou-
ble medial consonants.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student win correctly dkide words into syllables.

Context: A printed list of ten two-syllable words, containing dif-
ferent medial consonants.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will correctly di% ide words into syllables.

Context: A printed list of ten three- and/or four sy liable words.

Criterion: 80% accumcy.

Outcome: The student w ill combine sy Ilables %erbally to fonn a
word.

Context: A list often two-, three-, or four-sy liable words, presented
verbally by syllable, at the rate of one per second.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.
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INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

SRA Reading Kit.

The following cominercially Prepared materials may also be foimd to
be suitable as resources:
Syllable Concept Educators.
Syllable Game . Dolch.
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list of ten words presented %erball), each word containing
from one to four syllables, the student will state the number of
syllables in each word.

Given a printed list of ten two-syllable words, each word containing
dont& medhil consonants, the student will correctl) divide each
word into its syllables.

Given a printed list of ten two-s) liable words, each word containing
different medial consonants, the student will correctly divide each
word into its syllables.

Given a printed list of ten three- and/or four-sylhible words, the
student will correctly divide cad, word into its sylkbles.

Given a list of ten two, three-, or four-sylkble words, presented
mil!, by syllable at the rate of one s) liableper second, the student
will combine the syllables to form the word.
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.2 MODULE CLUSTER Sentences
3.21. MODULE Capitalization

269

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identification
and mle application regarding capitalization.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will circle capitalized words.

Context: A list of ten printed words, five of which are capitalized.

Criterion: 90% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will circle capitalized words.

Context: A printed sentence containing at least two capitalized
words. (Series of five sentences)

Crito ion: 80% accl)racy.

Outcome: The student will capitalize proper`nouns and words at
die bet,!nning of a sentence.

Context: A series of five sentences, all printed in lower case.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES /OPTIONS 1 ACTIVITIES

See Resources fisted with Modules 1.81, 1.82, 1.83 and 1.84.

The following commercially prepared materials in4 also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Word Builderc Instructional Materials.
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list of ten printed words, fi..e of which arc capitahzed, the
student will circle the cwit..!ized words.

Given five printed sentences, each sentence containing at least two
capitalized words, the student will cirde the capitalized words.

Given a series offive sentences, ail printed in lowerease, the student
will capitalize the proper nouns and words at the beginning of the
sentences.
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.2 MODULE CLUSTER Sentences

3.22 MODULE Punctuation

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identification
and rule application regarding punctuation.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will circle punctuation marks.

Context: A list often printed sentences which contain at least three
of each of the following punctuation marks: period, question inark,
quotation marks, comma, exclamation point.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will correctly name punctuation marks.

Context: Five printed sentences containing at kast two of each of
the followink punctuation marks: period, question mark, quotation
marks, comma, exclamation point.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will write appropriate punctuation marks.

Context: Ten unpunctuated printed sentences which require at
least three of each of the following punctuation marks: period.
comma, question mark, quotation marks, exclamation points.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

INSTRI TCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS / ACTIVMES

See Appendix.

The following comae rcially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Rules of Punctuation Cassettes Ideal.
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list of ten printed sentences w hich contain at least three of
each of the following punctuation marks period, question mark,
quotation marks, comma, exclamation point the student will circle
the punctuation marks.

Given five rrinted sentences containing at least two of each of the
following punctuation marks period , question mark, comma, quo-
tation marks, exclamation point the student will correctly name
each punctuation mark.

Given ten unpunctuated printed sentences which require at least
three of each of the following punctuation marks period, comma,
question mark, quotation marks, exclamation point the student
will write in the appropriate punctuation marks.
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.3 MODULE CLUSTER Parts of Speech
3.31 MODULE Nouns

PURPOSE To provid.e..the student with the skills for identification
and classification of noimi.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will circle those words which are nouns.

Context: A printed list of fifteen words, ten of which are nouns,
including nainPs of persons, places e n d things.

Criterion: 90% accuracy.

Outcome: The student wth circle those words which are nouns.

Context: A printed list of ten noun-verb clauses.

Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

The fah- ,ing commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Word Function and Sentence Pattern Charts Ideal..
.;ight Phrase Cards Garmrd.
Word and Phrase Sentence Builder Instruction Materials.
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.

SAMPLE T-EST ITEMS

Given a printed list of fifteen words, ten of which are nouns, i ndud-
ing names of persons, places and things, the stndent will circle those
words which are nouns.

Given a printed list of ten notin-%erb clauses, the student will circle
those Wiich are nouns.
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.3 MODULE CLUSTER Parts of Speech

3.32 MODULE Pronouns

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for tdentification
of pronouns. -

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will circle those words which are pronouns.

Context: A printed list of fifteen words, ten of which are pronouns.

Ctiterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will circle those words whicl are pronouns.

Context: A printed list of ten pronoun-verb clat:ses.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will write a pronoun which correctl) re-
places a noun or group of nouns.

Context: A list of ten priuted sentences, underlining the noun or
nouns to be replaced.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCLS / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

The fol'owing corn mere rally prepared materials rna) also be found to
. be sustabk as resources.:

Sight Plwase Cards Canard
Word and Phrase Sentence Builder Instructipal Matcriah.
Wo:d Function and Sentence Pattern charts --Ideal.
Everyday Language Skills Set In:tructor.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a printed list of fifteen words, ten of which are pronouns, the
gtudent will circle those words which are pronouns.

Given a printed list of ten pronoun-verb clauses, the student will
circle those words which are pronouns.

Given a list of ten printed sentences, underlining the noun or nouns
to be replaced, the student will write a pronoun which correctly
replaces the noun or group of nouns.

The Clinical Tea_eher
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Reading Curriculum

3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.3 MODULE CLUSTER Parts of Speech

3.33 MODULE Verbs
.... 'we

275

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identification
and rule application regarding verbs.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will circle those words which are verbs.

Context: A printed list of fifteen words, ten of which are verbs.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will circle those words which are verbs.

Context: A printed list of ten noun-verb and/or pronoun-verb
clauses. .

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will write a verb which agrees in number
with a noun or nouns.

Context: A printed list of ten nouns, pronouns, and/or nonn-
pronoun phrases, five of which are singular and five of which are
plural.

Criterion: 'KM accuracy.

Outcome: The student will write verbs in the past tense.

Context: A printed li :t ef ten noun-verb and/or pronoun-verb
clauses, each in the present tense.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.
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INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

The following commercially prepared materials may also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Word Function and Sentence Pattern charts Ideal.
Sight Phrase Cards Garrard.
Word and Phrase Sentence Builder Instructional Materials.
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.
Read and Say Verb Game Dolch.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a printed list of fifteen words, ten of which are verbs, the
student will circle th, se words which are verbs.

4014
Given a printed list of ten noun-veri, and/or pronoun-verb clauses,
the student will circle those words which ,tre verbs.

Given a list of ten nouns, pronouns, and/or noun-pronoun phrases,
five of which are singular and five of which are pkral, the student
will write verbs which agree in number with the nouns, pronouns,
and noun-pronoun phrases.

Given a printed list of ten noun-verb and/or pronoun-verb clauses,
each in the present tense, the student will write the verbs in the past
tense.
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.3 MODULE CLUSTER Parts of Speech

3.34 MODULE Adjectives

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identification
and rule apphcation regarding adjectives.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will circle those words which are
adjectives.

Context: A pin ted list of fifteen words, ten ofwhich are adjecti-es.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will circle those words which are
adjectives.

Context: A printed list of ten noun-verb-adjective clauses and/or
adjective-noun phrases.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The studcnt will write an adjective which modifies a
noun.

Context: A printed list of ten sentences, each containing at least a
noun, a verb, and a blank which indicutes w here the adjecti% e is to be
written.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

The follou ingcommercially prepared material:, may also he found to
be suitable as resources:
Word Function and Sentence Pattern Charts Ideal.
Sight Phrase Cards Garrard.
Word and Phrase Sentence Builder Instructional Materials.
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a printed list of fifteen words, ten of which are adjectives, the
student will circle those words which are adjectives. '
Gtven a printed list of ten noun-verb-adjective clauses and/or
adjective-noun phrases, the student will ckcle those we.rds which
are adjectives.

Given a printed fist often sentences, each containing at least a noun,
verb and a blank which indicates where the adjective is to be written,
the student will write an adjective which modifies the noun.



Readhm Curriculum

3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.3 MODULE CLUSTER Parts of Speech

3.35 MODULE Adverbs

279

PURPOSE To provide the stiglent with the skills for identification
and rule application regarding adverbs.

BEHAVIORAL. OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will circle those words which are adverbs.

Context: A printed list of fv.teen words, ten of which "are adverbs.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will circle those words which are adveibs.

Context: A printed list oi ten noun-% erb-ad% erb and/or adverb-
noun-verb clauses.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will write an ach erb which correctl mod-
ifies a verb.

Context: A printed list of ten sentences, each containing at least a
noun, a verb, and a bla '- which indicates where the ath, erb is to be
written.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / 013TR NS I ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

The following commerciall) prepared materials ma) also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Word Function and Sentence Pattern charts Ideal.
Sight Phrase Cards Cavrard.
Word and Phrase Sentence Builder Instructional Materials.
Everyday Language Skills Set Instnictor.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a printed list of fifteen words, ten of which are adverbs, the
student will circle those words which are adverbs.

Given a printed list of ten noun-verb-adverb and/or adverb-noun-
verb clauses, the student will circle those words which are
adverbs.

Given a printed list often sentences, each containing at least a noun,
a verb and a blank which indkates where the adverb is to be written,
the student will write an adverb which correctly modifies the verb.
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Reading Curriculum

3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics
. ,

3.3 MODULE CLUSTER Parts of Speech
3.36 MODULE Prepositions

281

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identification
and rule applkation regarding prepoSitions.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will circle those words which are
prepositions.

Context: A printed list often words, five ofwhich are prepositions.

Criterion: 80% accuracy in the context.

Outcome: The studen.t will circle those words which are
prepositions.

Context: A printed list of ten prepositional phrases.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will write meaningful prepositional
phrases.

Context: A printed list of ten sentences each containing a blank
which indicates an omitted phrase.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

Cohen. Teach them all to read.

Heilman. Phonics in proper perspective.

Heilman. Teaching reading.

Stanwix. Developing functional basic reading skills.

Stanwix series readers.

.2 90
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Spice. Suggested activities to motivate the teaching of language
arts. -

The following commercially prepared material may also be found
suitable as resources:
Word Building Charts Ideal.
Spelling Generalization Charts Ideal.
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a printed list of ten words, five of which are prepositions, the
student will circle those words which are prepositions.

Given a printed list of ten prepositional phrases, the student will
circle those words which are preposftions.

Given a printed list of ten sentences, each containing a blank which
indicates an omitted phrase, the student will write meaningful pre-
positional phrases.
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3.0 COMPETENCY Reading Linguistics

3.3 MODULE CLUSTER Parts of Speech

3.37 MODULE Articles and/or Specific Determiners

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identification
and rule application regarding articles or specific determiners.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will circle those words whia are articles.

Context: A printed list of ten words, including the articles "a,"
"an,"

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will circle those wOrds which are articles.

Context: A printed list of ten phrases, both article-noun and an
adjective-noun.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will write an article which modifies a noun.

Context: A printed list of ten nouns, five of which begin with a
vowel and/ or "h"* and five ofwhich begin with a consonant, and the
articles "a" and "an."

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTI5NAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix for examples.

Cohen. Teach them all to read.

Heilman. Phonics in proper perspective.

Heilman. Teaching reading.

Stanwix. Developing functional basic reading skills.

Stanwix series readers.

Spice. Suggested activities to motivate the teaching of the language
arts.

099a
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The following commercially prepared material may also be found
suitable as resources:
Word Building Charts Ideal.
Spelling Generalization charts Ideal.
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a printed list of ten words, including the articles a, an, and the,
the student will circle those words which are articles.

Given a printed list of ten phrases, both article-noun and adjective-
noun phrases, the student will circle those words which are articles.

Given a printed list of ten nouns, five of which begin with a vowel
and/or h* and five of which begin with a consonant the student wilt
write the article, choosing between the alternatives "a" and "an"
which correctly modifies the noun.

*Irregular silent "H" rule, i.e., an hour, a house, an herb
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Reading Curriculum

4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.1 MODULE CLUSTER Phonetics Linguistics

4.11 MODULE- Word Attack Skills

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for word attack
skills.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will pronounce words correctly.

Context: A printed list of twenty words, none of which are in the
student's sight vocabulary.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement. -

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Ferinden. Educational interpretation of the ITPA, sound blending
subtest.

Dolch sight vocabulary words.

Durrell. Reading games.

The following commercially prepared material may also be found
suitable as resources:
Crossover Lyons.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given the printed list of twenty words, none of which are in the
student's sight vocabulary, the student will pronounce words
correctly.
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4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.1 MODULE CLUSTER Phonetics Linguistics

4.12 MODULE Reading a One-syllable Word with
Comprehension

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for reading a
one-syllable word With comprehension.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will read and define a one-syllable wiird.

Context: A series of twenty one-syllable words, presented on flash
cards, each of which is already in the student's spoken vocabulary.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

DOIch sight vocabulary words.

Crossover Lyons.

Durrell. Reading games.

Stanwix series.

Basal readers.

Barpeli-Loft. Using context: Levels A and up.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a series of twenty one-syllable words, presented on flash
cards, each of which is already in the student's spoken vocabulary,
the student will read and define the meaning of a one-syllable word.
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Reading Curriculum

4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.2 MODULE CLUSTER Word Meaning

.4.21 MODULE Contextual Clues

287

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for obtaining
word meaning by contextual clues.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will define an unfamiliar word.

Context: A list of ten printed sentences each containing an un-
familiar word which is underlinetl.

Criterion: Clinical Teacherfudgeinent. .
. 1.

Outcome: The student will write ta word according to the pre-
sented context.

Context: A list of ten printed sentences each containing a blank
which indicates an omitted word.

s

Critcrion: Clinical Teacher judgement. ,

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPIIONS / ACTIVITIES

Basal readers.

Barnell-Loft. Using context: Levels A and up.

Dolch puzzle books: Levels I and 2.

Stanwix series.

Durrell.,Reading games.

The following commercially prepared materials may also be found
suitable as resources:
Classification Opposites Sequence Transparencies 77- Ideal.
Word Functions and Sentence Pattern Charts Ideal.
Antonym Poster Cards Milton Bradley.
Synonym Poster Cards Milton Bradley.
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.

A 90
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list of tPn printed sentences, each containing an unfamiliar
word which is underlined, the student will define the meaning of the
unfamiliar word according to its context.

Given a list of ten printed sentences, each containing a blank which
indicates an omitted word, the student will write in a meaningful
word according to the presented context.

A 9 7
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4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.2 MODULE CLUSTER Word Meaning
4.22 MODULE Use of Dictionary

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for obtaining
word meaning from a dictionary. (Prerequisite skill: The student
must he competent in use of a dictionary.)

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outconze: The Itudent will define a word after finding it in a
dictionary.

Context: A list of five unfamiliar words and a dictionary.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Thesaurus.

Any dictionary and/or picture dictionary.

BaraI readers.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a list offive unfamiliar words and a dictionary, the student will
define a word after finding it in the dictionary.

429/
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4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.2 MODULE CLUSTER Word Meaning

4.23 MODULE Synonyms & Antonyms

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for associating
words with their synonyms and antonyms.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will verbally provide the synonyms of
words.

Context: A list of ten familiar words presented orally and/or
visually.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher Judgement.

Outcome: The student will verbally provide the antonyms of
---'Vkrds.

Context: A list of ten familiar words presented .orally and/or
visually.

C riterion: Clinical Teacher judgetnent.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

The following commercially prepared tnateriah mo also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Classification Opposites Sequence Transparencies Ideal.
Word Functions and Sentence Pattern charts Ideal.
Antonym Poster Cards Milton Bradley.
Synonym Poster Cards Milton Bradley.
Everyday Language Skills Set Instructor.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a list often familiar words ptesented orally and/or visually, the
student will verbally provide the synonyms of the words presented.

Given a list of ten familiar words presented orally and/or v isually , the
student will verbally provide the antony ins of the words presented.
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Reading Curriculum

4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.3 MODULE CLUSTER Phrase Meaning
4.31 MODULE Contextual Clues

291

PURPOSE To provide the rtudents with the skills for obtaining
phrase meaning by contextual clues.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will verbally explain the ca,aning of a
phrase.

Context: Five printed sentences each containing an underlined
phrase.

Criterion: 80% aceitracy.

Outcome: The student will write in a meaningful phrase according
to the presented contest.

Context; Five printed sentences each containing a blank whidi
indicates an omitted phrase.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

Stanwix series.

Barnen-Loft. Using context.

SRA Reading Kit.

Conquest in reading series.

The followingeommercially prepared materials ma) also be found to
be suitable as resources:
Sight Phrase Cards Doleh.
Word and Phrase Sentence Builder Instruegonal Materials.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given five printed sentences each containing an underlined phrase,
the student will verbally explain the meaning of the phrase.

Given fi% e printed sentences each containing a blank uhkh WI-
eates an omitted phrase, the student will write in a meaningful
phrase according to the presented context.

30o
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4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.4 MODULE CLUSTER Syntax

4.41 MODULE Syntax

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for syntax usage.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will reorder a group of words and write a
syntactically correct sentence.

Context: A printed list of ten groups of randomly arranged words,
each group containing an adjective, noun, artkle, verb, and adverb.

Criterion: 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPT!ONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix. - -_

Harcourt, Brace & Jovanovich.. Roberts English series.

American Books. Our language today series.

New directiohs in English.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given printed series often groups of randoinly armnged words, each
group containing an adjective, noun, article, verb, and adverb, the
student will reorder the group of words and write a syntactically
correct sentence.
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4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.5 MODULE CLUSTER Sentence Meaning.

4.51 MODULE Sentence Meaning

293

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for obtaining
sentence meaning.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will verbally explain the meaning of a
sentence.

Context: A printed list of five sentences.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will write answers to questions.

Context: A printed list of five sentences, each followed by a literal
question.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

See Appendix.

SRA Reading Kit.

Barnell-Loft. Reading for context.

Merrill. Diagnostic reading workbooks.

Merrill linguistic readers. Skilltext series.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a printed list of five sentences, the student will verbally
explain the meaning of the sentences.

Given a printed list of five sentences, each followed by a literal
question, the student will write meaningful answers to the
ques tions.

50a
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4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.5 MODULE CLUSTER Sentence Meaning

4.52 MODULE Following Written-Directions .

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for following
written directions.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will perform the action required by a writ-
ten direction.

Context: Written directions, e.g., prescription sheets, work sheets,
personal notes.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher ju4gement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

'See Appendix for examples.

Barnell-Loft. Following directions.

Conquest in reading series.

Stéck-Vaugh. Reading essentials series.

Merrill. Diagnostic reading workbooks.

Merrill. Three-in.one workbooks.

Merrill. Reading skilltext series.

SRA Leading Kits.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a set of written directions the student will perfonn the action
requi red.
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4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.6 MODULE CLUSTER Paragraph Meaning
. -
4.61 MODULE Appropriateness of Context in
Sentence Construction

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for writing mean-
ingful, congruent sentences in relation to context.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will write a sentence which meaningfully
precedes another sentence.

Context: A printed list of five discrete sentences.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will write a sentence which meaningfully
follows another sentence.

Context: A printed list of five discrete sentences.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will write a sentence which fits meaning.
fully into a paragraph.

Context: Three printed paragraphs, each having one sentence
omitted from the body of the paragraph.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

IN1TRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Lippincott. Reading for meaning.

Schmitt. Something new to do.

Barne II-Loft. Reading for context.

Merrill. Reading skilltext series.

Merrill. Diagnostic reading workbooks.

High interest-low vocabulary books.

SRA Reading Kits.

Dolch readers.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a printed list of five discrete sentences, the student will write
a sentence which meaningfully precedes another sentence.

Given a printed list of five discrete sentences, the st udent will write
a sentence which meaningfully follows another sentence.

Given three printed paragraphs, each having one sentence omitted
from the b9dy of the paragraph, the student will write a sentence
which meanbigfully completes the paragraph.

306-
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4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Contprehension

4.6 MODULE CLUSTER Paragraph Meaning

4.62 MODULE Paragraph Meaning

297

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for obtaining the
meaning of paragraphs.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will verbally explain the meaning of a
paragraph.

Contexk A series of three printed paragraphs, each containing at
least five sentences.

CHterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will write meaningful answers to literal
questions about a paragraph.

Context: A series of three printed paragraphs, each containing at
least five sentences; followed by literal questions as to who, what,
where and when.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES /OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Lippincott. Reading for meaning.

Schmitt. Something new to do.

Barnell-Lofi. Reading for context.

Merrill. Reading skilltext series.

Merrill. Diagnostic reading workbooks.

High interest-low vocabulary books.,

SRA Reading ICit.

Dolch readers.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a series of three printed paragraphs, each containing at least
five sentences, the student will verbally explain the meaning of a
paragraph.

Given a series of three printed paragraphs, each containing at least
five sentences, followed by literal questions as to who, what, where
and when; the student will write meaningful answers to literal ques-
tions about the paragraph.

-.

e
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4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.6 MODULE CLUSTER Paragraph Meaning
463 MODULE Main Idea of Paragraph .

299

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identifying
the main idea of a paragraph or short narration.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will circle the item number of the statement
which best represents the main idea of a paragraph.

Context: A series of three printed paragraphs, each containing at
least five sentences; each followed by a list of three numbered
statemonts about the paragraph, one of which is the main flea.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement:
-

Outcome: The student will state the main idea of a paragraph.

Context: A series of three printed paragraphs, each containing at
least five sentences.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Dolch readers.

Barnell-Loft. Reading for context.

SRA Reading Kit.

Lippincott. Reading for meaning.

Merrill. Reading skilltext series.

Merrill. Diagnostic reading workbooks.

High interest-low vocabulary books such as Cowboy Sam, Stanwix
series, Checkered flag series.

308
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a series of three printed paragraphs, each containing at least
five sentences; each followed by a list of three numbered statements
about the Paragraph, one of which is the main idea, the student will
circle the item numbers of the statements which best represent the
main ideas of the paragraphs.

Given a series of three printed paragraphs, each containing at least
five sentences, the student will state the main idea of each
paragraph.

..
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4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.6 MODULE CLUSTER Paragraph Meaning

4.64 MODULE Logical Order of Ideas in a Paragraph
(Sequencing)

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for determining
the logical order of ideas in a paragraph or short narration.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will write a series of ideas in logical order.

Context: Three series of four printed statements, randomly or-
dered, which may be placed in a logical order

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will verbally recall the logical order of ideas
in a paragraph. ..

Context: A printed series of three paragraphs, each containing at
least five sentences.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement,

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Barnell-Loft. Reading for context.

Merrill. Reading skilltext series.

Merra Diagnostic reading workbooks.

Steck-Vaugh. Reading essentiads series.

SRA Reading Kit,

Dolch readers.

High interest-low vocabulary books such asCowboy Sam, Check-
ered flag series, Stanwix series.

3r o
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given three series of four printed statements, randomly ordered, the
student will write the series of ideas in logical order.

Given a printed series of three paragraphs, each containing at least
five sentences, the student will verbally recall the logical order of
the ideas which were presented in each paragraph.

-
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4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.6 MODULE CLUSTER Paragraph Meaning

4.65 MODULE Critical Evaluation

303

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for critically
evaluating a written passage.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will state whether statements are fact or
opinion.

Conoit: Five printed statements, in or out of context.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will state whether he liked reading a pas-
sage, atid why. .,

Context: A printed passage of at least five sentences.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Aesop's fables.

Dolch readers.

Webster. New Practice Readers.

Steck. Progress in Reading.

High interest-low vocabulary books such as Jim Forest leaders,
Stanwix series, Checkered flog series.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given five printed statements, in or out of context, the student will
verbalize tind/or write whether the statements are fact or opinion.

Given a printed passage of at least five sentences, the student will
vetbalize and/or write whether he liked reading the passage, and
why.

3/ D.
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4.0 COMPETENCY Reading Comprehension

4.6 MODULE CLUSTER Paragraph Meaning

4.66 MODULE Inferences
... .

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for drawing in-
ferences from a printed passage.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will draw an inference from a written pas-
sage. (details)

Context: A printed passage of at least three sentences from which
inferences may be drawn (or detail).

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will complete a story, either verbally or in
writing.

Context: A printed passage, or at least five sentences with an
open-ended last sentence.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will anticipate, either verbally or in writing,
what will happen next in a story or in current events.

Context: A printed passage of at least five sentences describing a
continuing activity or event.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

Outcome: The student will draw conclusions (cause and effects,
gcneralizations, morals), either verbally or in writing from informa-
tion given.

Context: A printed passage of at least five sentences from which
conckmions may be drawn.

Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgetnent.

3i3
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INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Webster. New Practice Reader.

Aesop's fables.

Dolch readers.

Jim Forest series.

Checkered flag series.

Reader's Digest reading skill builders.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a printed passage of at least five sentences, from which infer-
ences or detail may be drawn the student will correctly respond to
questions requiring the student to draw inferences from the passage.

Given a printed passage, of at least five sentences, with an open
ended last sentence, the student will complete the passage either
verbally, or in writing.

Given a printed passage, of at least five sentences, describing a
continuing activity and/or event, the student will anticipate either
verbally or in writing what will happen next.

Given a printed passage, of at least five sentences, from which
conclusions may be drawn, the student will draw a conclusion either
verbally or in writing from the information given.

e. I.
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TESTS
.1:

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 1.1

AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION

MODULE 1.2, Rhyming
4. Instructions:* "Tell me a pair of words that rhymes. For example,

cat/hat or lark/bark."

MODULE L15, Final Consonant Discrimination

Instructions: "I am going to say some words, and 1 want you to tell
me if the LAST letters in the words sound the same or different."
1. mountain - balloon 6. dinner - saucer
2. goat - stuff 7. trip - pup
3. plot - scout 8. tab - dad
4. bid - fog 9. wagon - light
5. quack - kick 10. toad - buzz

MODULE 1.17, Medial Vowel Discrimination

Instructions: "I am going to say some words, and 1 want you to tell
me if the MIDDLE sound in the words are the same or different."

1. stop - rock
2. hope - tone
3. cat - leg
4. get - gift
5. hive - like

6. hut - map
7. list - lift
8. came - cake
9. pan - dig

10. let - Pig

MODULE 1.191, Final Consonant Blends

Instructions: "I am going to say some words, and 1 want you to tell
me if the ENDINGS in the words sound the same or different."
1. toast - feast
2. bring - tang
3. kept - lisp
4. crisp - clasp
5. stand - chant

3 )5

6. stamp - pong
7. field - held
8. lift - loft
9. rant - train

10. camp - cast
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 1.2

AUDITORY MEMORY

MODULE 1.24, Auditory Memory of Letters

Instruction& "I want to see if you can remember some letters. I
'will say some letters, then I will read a sentence to you, and then I
will ask you to tell me the letters."

1. D, B, G, F When they entered the zoo, the lion roared.
2. Z, L, V, P Tom took his little sister to the park.
3. M, S, Q, C Bill has a blue parrot that talks.

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 1.3

AUDITORY SEQUENTIAL MEMORY

MODULE 1.34, Auditory Sequential Memory of Letters

Instructions: "I am going to say some letters, then I want you to say
them back to me in the same order."

1. D, 0, R, K
2. P, D, A, X
3. W, U, 0, L

ZIG
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 1.4

AUDITORY COMPREHENSION

MODULE 1A1, Auditory Comprehension Literal

Instructions: "I want you to do three things."
1. Bring me your workbook, sharpen your pencil, and come sit
down.
2. Wash your hands, find page ten in your workbook, and raise your
hand when you have found it.
3. Take this note to the office, ask the secretary to sign it, and bripg
it back to my desk.

Instructions: "I am going to read a story to you, and after I am
finished I am going to ask you to tell me five things that happened in
the story."

A story, such as a fairy tale, which is not familiar to the student.

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 1.5

VISUAL DISCRIMINATION

MODULE 1.55, Visual Discrimination of Letters

Instructions: "Here are four letters. Point to the one which is
different."
1. bdbb 4. zxzz
2. mmnm 5. qppp
3. ceco

317
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 1.6

VISUAL MEMORY OF LETTERS

MODULE 1.64, Visual Memory of Letters

Instructions: "I am going to show you a letter, then I'll take it away.
Next 1 will show you a group of four letters, and want you to point to
the one you saw before."
1.B BKRO 4. T HTCF
2.L SULP 5. W MGVW
3. K VAKQ

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 1.7

VISUAL SEQUENTIAL MEMORY '
MODULE 1.74, Visual Sequential Memo*, of Letters

Instructions: "I am going to show you some letters. Look at them
carefully. Then 1 am going to mix them up, and 1 want you to put
them back the way they were before."

1. B D P 4. R B P
2. 0 Q C 5. Z T F
3. M L R

3r8
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 1.8

LETTER KNOWLEDGE

MODULE 1.83, Identificabon

Instructions: "I am going to show you some letters. Tell me what
they are."

BlZplCchRSIowAjtg

MODULE 1.84, Recall and Reproduction

Instructions: "I am going to say some letters, and I want you to
print them for me." (Either upper or lower case ietters are
acceptable.)

EKUZALDHORWBFCC1

C_LUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 2.1

CONSONANTS

MODULE 2.13, Final Consonants

Instructions:"I am going to say some words, and I want you to tell
me what SOUND they end with."

1. balloon 6. tab
2. goat 7. miss
3. toad 8. fog
4. flap 9. stuff
5. foam 10. roll

Instructions: "I am going to say some words, and I want you to tell
me what LETTER they end with."

1. four 6. rid
2. buzz 7. trip
3. look 8. nab
4. happen 9. plot
5. steal 10. calf

3 II
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MODULE 2.17, Final Consonant Blends

Instructions: "I am going to say some words, and 1 want you to tell
me what blend sound they end with."

1. toast 6. rant
2, kept" 7. lift
3. bring 8. rislc
4. stand 9. lisp
5. stamp 10. field

Instructions: "I am going to say some words, and I want you to tell
me what blend they end with."

1. clasp 6. slept
2. loft 7. sling
3. taslc 8. camp
4. held 9. pond
5. chant 10. feast

MODULE 2.191, Final Consonant Digraphs

Instructions: "l am going to say some words, and I want you to tell
me what SOUND they end with."

1. church 6. wish
2. with 7. myth
3. hush 8. crunch
4. touch 9. crush
5. eighth 10. smith

Instructions: "lam going to say some words, and I want you to tell
me what DIGRAPH they end with."

1. munch
2. swish
3. mush
4. witch
5. ninth

6. bunch
7. froth
8. sabbath
9. lunch

10. crash

2 aD1
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 2.2

VOWELS

MODULE 2.22, Medial Vowels

Instructions: "lam going to say some words, and I want you to tell
me the single vowel SOUND you hear in the middle of each word."

1. cat 6. came
2. get 7. need
3. list 8. hive
4. stop 9. hope
5. putt 10. flute

Instructions: "I am going to say some words, and I want you to tell
me what VOWEL is in the middle of each word."

1. map 6. cake
2. leg 7. keep
3. gift 8. like
4. rock 9. tone
5. cup 10. cute

MODULE 2.33, Vowel Digraphs

Instructions: "I am going to say some words, and I want you to tell
me the vowel digraph SOUND you hear in the middle of each word."
1. seed 6. food
2. gray 7. .Ieaf
3. plain 8. hook
4. coat 9. cease
5. foe 10. jail

Instructions: "I am going to say some words, and I want you to tell
me whet DIGRAPH is in the middle of each word.**

1. say 6. leaf
2. rail 7. need
3. peach 8. plain
4. goose 9. boat
5. wood 10. toe

3a1
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MODULE 2.24, Vowel Diphthongs

Instructions: "I am going to say some words, and I want you to tell
me what vowel diphthong SOUND you hear."

1. boy 6. mouse
2. join 7. employ
3. house 8. soil
4. boil 9. toy
5. cow 10. now

Instructions: "I am going to say some words, and I want you to tell
me which DIPHTHONG you hear." .

1. coin 6. mouse
2. soil 7. how
3. sound 8. destroy
4. brow 9. toil
5. deploy 10. gown

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TE ST 3.1

WORD FORM

MODULE 3.12, Compound Words

Instructions: "Here is a list of compound words. I want you to
separate them into their root words." (Separate: write the root words,
circle the root words, or draw a line between the root words)

1. airplane 4. sunflower
2. cowboy 5. something
3. mailman

MODULE 3.13, Plurals

Instructions: "Here is a list of words. I want you to write the php
rals."
1. hat 6. box 11. fox
2. dress 7. lady 12. goose
3. pony 8. shelf 13. deer
4. leaf 9. child 14. foot
5. finger 10. girl 15. man

5RA
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MODULE 3.14, Prefixes

Instructions: "I want you to write meaningful words by combining
the following lists of prefixes and root words."

1. dis take
2. in view
3. re happy
4. un ward
5. ad figure
6. be claim
7. ex side
8. for prepared
9., mis run

10. pre join

MODULE 3.15, Suffixes

Instructions: "I want you to write meaningful words by combining
the following lists of suffixes and root words."

1. er hope
2. ly command
3. ed report
4. ing happy
5. ful map
6. ition year
7. ling part
8. some add
9. ment hand

10. ness shrewd

MODULE 3.16, Contractions

Instructions: "U sing this list of expres sions, I want you to write the
contractions and then say them for me."

L do not 4. you are
2. I have 5. it is
3. I will

3 a 3
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MODULE 3.17, Possessives

Instructions: "Here is a list of nouns. I want you to write their
possessives."

1. child 6. oxen
2. Charles 7. girl
3. children 8. books
4. George 9. mice
5. boss 10. duck

MODULE 3.18, Syllabication

instructions: "Here is a list of words.
into their syllables."

L vegetable 6.
2. marshmallow 7.
3. elderberry 8.
4. consonant 9.
5. beautiful 10.

instructions: "Listen to these sounds
make."
1. middle 6.
2. ap-ple 7.
3. in-for- ma-tion 8.
4. ex-am-ple 9.
5. in-ter-view D.

I want you to divide them

carpentei
important
cucumber
bicycle
yesterday

and tell me what word they

par-a-graph
ar-ti-cle
ii-ger
dic-tion-ar-y
com-for-ta-ble

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 3.2

SENTENCES

MODULE 3.21, Capitalization

Instructions: "Here are some sentences which do not have any
capital letters. I want you to capitalize the words which need to be
capitalized."

1. on wednesday, harry will make a speech at the coliseum.
2. dr. goodbody left for the paris convention.
3. charlie brown is my favorite character in peanuts.
4. flag day is on the fourteenth of June.
5. the book, rebecca of sunnybrook farm, was checked out yester-

day by mrs. smith.

3a4
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MODULE 3.22, Punctuation

instructions: "I want you to punctuate the following sentences."
1. When they entered the zoo the lion roared
2. Baseball football basketball and hockey are well-known team

sports
3. Thick gray fog covered the ocean
4. Will you take me to the shore asked David
5. Mary asked are you going to bike me to the pool today

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 3-3

PARTS OF SPEECH

MODULE 3.31, Nouns

instructions: "Circle the words
1. Phillip opened
2. run home
3. boy fell
4. mother yelled
5. street curved

which are nouns."
6. Dick wrote
7. pen dropped
8. open door
9. wheel turned

10. fix dinner

MODULE 3.32, Pronouns

Instructions: "Replace the underlined noun with a meaningful
pronoun."

1. Iola rode the bicycle.
2. The girls played in the yard.
3. Alice fell in the rabbit hole.
4. Will you take Jim, Bill, and Joan to the circus?
5. Monkeys, giraffes, and lions live in the zoo.
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MODULiE 3.33, Verbs

Instructions: "Change these verbs to the past tense."
1. Torii draws 4. rabbit hops
2. Wafter wiggles 5. they drink
3. shoes match

Instructions: "Write a verb to agree with these nouns."
1. cats
2. you
3. people
4. father
5. hands
6. tooth
7. men
8. pencil
9. faucets

10. chair

MODULE 3.34, Adjectives

Instil:ail:Ms: "Circle the adjective in these sentences."
1. Tim plays in the sandy area.
2. Books are kept in the school library.
3. Dirty shoes were left on the steps.
4. John is wearing a blue shirt.
5. Jim wanted roller skates for his birthday.

MODULE 3.35, Adverbs

Instructions: "Circle the adverbs in these sentences."
1. The boy was very happy.
2. He was not athletic.
3. Please drive carefully.
4. Dr. Smith always takes a vacation.
5. The bus never arrives on time.

3ZG
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MODULE 3.36, Prepositions

instructions: "Fill in the blanks with a meaningful prepositional
phrase."

1. John tripped
2. The bonfire appeared-
3. The child rose timidly
4. The policeman entered the dark store.
S. we would go hungry.

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 4.1

PHONETICS LiNGUISTICS

MODULE 4.11, Word Attack Skills

instructions; "Pronounce the words in this list."

A list of ten words which are not in the student's sight vocabulary.

MODULE 4.12, Reading a One-Syllable Word with Comprehension

Instructions: "1 want you to read these words to me and tell me
what they mean.-

A list of ten one-syllable words which are in the student's spoken
vocabulary.

3a1
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 4.2

WORD MEANING

319

MODULE 4.21, Conterual Clues

Instructions: "1 want you to read these sentences and tell me what
the underlined words mean as used in the sentences.°

A list of five sentences, each having one unfamiliar word which is
underlined.

Example: lithe student is not familiar with the word "Physician," an
appropriate sentence would be:
Johnny was sick, so his mother took him to their physicsae.

An inappropriate sentence would be:
Mrs. Smith and Johnny went to their physician.

MODULE 4.22, Use of Dictionary

Instructions: "I want you to find these words in the dictionary and
write down their definitions."

A list of ten words which are not familiar to the student.

MODULE 4.23, Synonyms and Antonyms

Instructions: "1am going to say a word and 1 want you to ten me a
synonym for it."

I. watch (look)
2. road (street)
3. pants (slacks)
4. little (small)
5. car (automobile)

6. big (large)
7. fast (quick)
8. slice (cut)
9. close (shut)

10. clothes (apparel)

Note: These are suggested synonyms: other synonyms may be
acceptable.

Instructions: "1 am going to say a word and 1 want you to tell me an
antonym for it.°

1. ugly (pretty) 6. soft (hard)
2. good (bad) 7. wet (drY)
3. sick (well) 8. smooth (rough)
4. true (false) 9. work (play)
5. yes (no) 10. !ong (short)

See Note above.

302;6
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 4.3

PHRASE MEANING

MODULE 4.31, Contextual Clues

Instructions: "I want you to read these sentences and tell me what
the underlined phrases mean as they are used in the sentences."

1. It was hot at the fair, but we were cool and shaded beneath the
canopy.

2. Eric, the leading candidate, will probably win the election.
3. Five hundred men were trapped down in the coal mine.
4. Everyone except Susie was invited to the party.
5. Since it is raining, the picnic was cancelled.

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 4.4

SYNTAX

MODULE 4.41, Syntax

Instructions: "I want you to rearrange these words to make a mean-
ingful sentence."

1. Classroom outside his airplane flew John always the paper.
2. Furnace sneakers Ken's not wet were dry the on pnt to.
3. Date late for party Al and the dinner very were his.
4. With my 1 Saturday every go deep-sea father fishing.
5. Noisily children on young played playground the the.
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 4.5

SENTENCE MEANING

321

MODULE 4.51, Sentence Meaning

Instructions: "I wantyou to read these sentences . Then! am going
to ask you some questions about the sentences, and I want you to
answer them."

1. He was furious when Marty took the ball. Why was he furious?
2. Jim drew on his sneakers because he was bored. Why did he

draw on his sneakers?
3. We pulled the curtains to keep out the glare from the sun. What

did we do?
4. After driving over a glass bottle, the yellow car had a flat tire.

Why did the tire go flat?
5. We left early in the morning because we had a long way to go.

Why did we leave early in the morning?

MODULE 4.52, Following Written Directions

Instructions: "I want you to read these directions and d ow hat they
tell you to do."

Erase the blackboard. Write five sentences on the board telling
about your hobby. Tell me when you are done.

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST 4.6

PARAGRAPH MEANING

MODULE 4.61, Appropriateness of Context in Sentence
Construction

Instructions: "Here is a paragraph with a sentence missing. 1 want
you to write a meaningful sentence to complete the paragraph."

Once upon a time there was a rabbit who was always bragging about
how fast he could nm. He thought it was funny to strut around the
forest asking, "

None of
the other animals ever agreed to run him a race. They were surprised
when the turtle said, "I will sun you a race, Mr. Rabbit."

,30
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MODULE 4.62, Paragraph Meaning

instructions: "1 want you to read this paragraph and answer the
questions about it."

Once upon a time a goat sat near the side ofa road. He was an old, fat
goat, and his coat was blackas coal.One day the goat saw a green toad
go down the road. "1 want to hop like a toad,".said the fat old goat. "I
want to hop down the road."

1. What did the goat look like?
2. How did the goat feel?
3. What did the goat see?
4. What did the goat want to do?

MODULE 4.63, Main Idea of a Paragraph

instructions: "Read this paragraph and write down the main idea."

Saturday morning we went fishing on Lake Jackson. The boat and
motor worked fine. As John reeled in his first cast, he felt a tug, and
he pulled back to set the hook. Suddenly, a lunker bass broke the
witer and created a whirlpool of churning foam. John struggled, but
finally boated him. The rest of the day he spent recalling his vivid
memories of catching the 15-pound bass.

MODULE 4.64, Logical Order of Ideas in a Paragraph

instructions: "Read these sentences and write the numbers of the
sentences as they would be arranged in a meaningful paragraph."

1. At the park we saw Old Faithful and fed the bears.
2. Summer vacatio t. began in June.
3. We went to Yellowstone National Park, and slept in our new

camper.
4. The first thing I did on vacation was camping.

MODULE 4.65, Critical Evahuttion

instructions: "Read these sentences and tell me whether they are
fact or opinion."

1. According to the survey, a small percentage of the total popula-
tion uses dental floss regularly each day.

2. Childhood is the best time of your life.
3. Water is composed of hydrogen and oxygen.
4. Football is everyone's favorite sport.
5. Calcium helps to build strong bones.
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MODULE 4.66, Inferences

Mstructions: "Read this paragraph, and complete the last sentence
meaningfully."

The big day finally arrived. John had been in training for three
months in anticipation of winning the gold cup. To John, this cup
was all that was important in the world. The race began. John knew
he could do it. He was winning by two leaps when suddenly,_

33a.
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APPENDIX

MODULE TEST ITEMS

MODULE 1.12, Rhyming
1. Moon - SP0on
2. Cat - Hat
3. Cake - Rake
4. Get - Let
5. House - Mouse

6. Dig - Pig
7. Pan - Can
8. Fill - Spill
9. Star - Car

10. Dog - Log

MODULE 1.17, Medial Vowel Discrimination

1. Cat - Map
2. Game - Calce
3. Get - Leg
4. Need - Keep
5. List - Gift

6. Hive - Like
7. Stop - Rock
8. Hut - Cup
9. Flute - Cute

10. Hope - Tone

MODULE 1.18, Discrimination of Single Consonant Blends

See Appendix, Module 2.15 for list of consonant blends.

MODULE 1.19, Discrimination of Initial Consonant Blends

1. Blend - Black
2. Spoon - Spot
3. Speak - Stop
4. Flood - Club
5. Skip - Skill
6. Ski - Steep
7. Strip - String
8. Squash - Squid
9. Spring - Clash

10. Swift - Sronly

333

11. Twist - Twine
12. Trigger - Thread
13. Break - Bless
14. Smile - Sweet
15. Brunt - Bruise
16. Grin - Groan
17. Proud - Cloud
18. Clasp - Clan
19. Fling - Flash
20. Scan - Scrap
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MODULE 1.191, Discrimination of Final Consonant Blends

1. Toast - Feast
2. Kept - Slept
3- Loft - Lent
4. Find - Frisk
5. Park - Pink
6. Bring - Sling
7. Hold - Tank
8. Stand - Pond
9. Stamp - Camp

10. Yield - Crack

11. Rant - Chant
12. Pest - Pint
13. Lift - Loft
14. Cramp - Camp
16. Sing - Bond
16. Lisp - Clasp
17. Hard - just
18. Sink - Carp
19. Field - Held
20. Apt - Ark

MODULE 2.11, Single Consonants

.B, C, D, F, G, H, j, K, L, M, 14, P, Q, II, S, T, V, W, X, (Y), Z

MODULE 2.12, Initial Consonants

1. Mountain
2. Range
3. Saucer
4. Queen
5. Kite
6. Wagon
7. Paste
8. Barber
9. jungle

10. Garden
11. Tiger

MODULE 2.13, Final Consonants

1. Balloon
2. Coat
3, Toad
4. Flap
5. Foam
6. Tab
7. Miss
8. Fog
9. Stuff

12. Never
13. Hamburger
14. Dinner
15. Violin
16. Year
17. Furniture
18. Light
19. Zebra
20. Candle

10. Roll
11. For
12. Buzz
13. Gook
14. Fox
15. Row
16. Tic
17. Hurrah
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MODULE 2.14, Medial Consonants

1. Cabbage
2. Spaded
3. Refill
4. Legal
5. Hammer
6. Beneath
7. Pepper
8. Hurry
9. Letter

10. Given

11. Away
12. Missing
13. Follow
14. Wizard
15. Oxen
16. Request
17. Bacon
18. Rehash
19. Adjust
20. Maker

MODULE 2.15, Consonant Blends

Ft, Nt, Sk, Ng, Ld, Rd,Rk, Pt, Nk, Mp, B1, CI, Fl, GI, PI, SI, Br, Cr, Dr,
Fr, Gr, Pr, Tr, Sc, St, Tw, Sp, Sw, Sn, Sm, Scr, Thr, Nd, Rp, CkLGh,
Spr, Str, Squ

MODULE 2.16, Initial Consonant Blends

1. Black
2. Flow
3. Glance
4. Plane
5. Slifik
6. Break
7. Crash
8. Clinic
9. Drastic

10. Friend 19. Snow
11. Groan 20. Smell
12. Prattle 21. Scream
13. Treat 22. Stride
14. Score 23. Squiggle
15. Stampede 24. Spring
16. Twig 25. Thrust
17. Spur
18. Switch

MODULE 2.17, Final Consonant Blends

1. Heft
2. Faint
3. Risk
4. Gong
5. Hold
6. Ford
7. Park
8. .Kept

53S-

9. Prank
10. Clump
11. Clasp
12. Pest
13. Hand
14. Carp
15. Check
16. Flight
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MODULE 2.18, Consonant Digraphs

Sh, Ch, Wh, Th

MODULE 2.19, Initial Consonant Digraphs

1. Whim
2. Shoe
3. Think
4. Cheese

MODULE 2.191,

I. Wish
2. Which
3. Myth

5. Shiver
6. Wheel
7. Chunk
8. They

Final Consonant Digraphs

4. March
5. Both
6. Smash

MODULE 2.21, Single Vowels

A, E, I, 0, U

MODULE 2.22, Medial Vowels

I. Map
2. Get
3. Hope
4. Cake
5. Rock

6. Hive
7. Need
8. List
9. Flute

10. Tub

MODULE 2.23, Vowel Digraphs

Vowel digraphs are a pair of vowels together in a syllable, the first of
which represents its long sound and the second of which is silent.
The digraphs which most consistently follow this generalization are:
Ai, Oa, Ee, Ea, Ay. Other common digraphs are: Oo, Oe.

S. Leaf
10. Plain
II. Cease
12. Each
13. Play
14. Need
15. Jail

1. Rail
2. Say
3. Peach
4. Feed
5. Coat
6. Foe
7. Food
8. Hook

'5'6G
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MODULE 2.24, Vowel Diphthongs

0i, Ow, Oy, Ou
1. Boy
2. Join
3. Employ
4. Cow
5. House

MODULE 3.11, Root Words

1. Inside
2. Rerun
3. Undone
4. Redo
5. Beginner

MODULE 3.12, Compound Words

1. Cowboy
2. Maihnan
3. Sunflower
4. Something
5. Bedroom

MODULE 3.13, Plurals

1. Hat - Hats
2. Finger - Fingers
3. Leaf - Leaves
4. Pony - Ponies
5. Goat - Goats

1. Goose - Geese
2. Mouse - Mice
3. Man - Men
4. Sheep - Sheep
5. Child - Children
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6. Coin
7. How
8. Mouse
9. Broil

10. Destroy

6. Foregone
7. Misplace
8. Semiannually
9. Twilight

10. Pretest

6. Carport
7. Afternoon
8. Woodwork
9. Playtime

10. Homemade

6. Fox - Foxes
7. Dress - Dresses
8. Shelf - Shelves
9. Lady - Ladies

10. Boss - Bosses

6. Deer - Deer
7. Moose - Moose
8. Fish - Fish
9. Ox - Oxen

10. Foot -'! Feet
...
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MODULE 3.14, Prefixes

Dis, In, Re, Un, Ad, Al, Be,
Non, Co, De, Em, Inter, Ir,

1. Disfigure
2. Disappear
3. Inside
4. Rerun
5. Unable

1. Adjoin
2. Already
3. Beside
4. Exclaim
5. Forward

1. Acquisition
2. Endure
3. Extraordinary
4. Nonsense
5. Nondescript

1. Antisocial
2. Cooperate
3. Departure
4. Embark
5. Interrelated

Ex, Fore, Im, Mis, iie, Ac, En, Extra,
Out, Post, Semi,:Two

6. Inward
7. Undigested
8. Reclaim
9. Unprepared

10. Redo

6. Impart
7. Mistreat
8. Preview
9. Precede

10. Mistake

6. Encase
7. Endoderm
8. Extrasensory
9. Nonconformist

10. Accept

6. Irregular
7. Outside
8. Postscript
9. Semiannual

10. Twofold

r
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MODULE 3.15, Suffixes

Er, Ly, Ed, Est, Ing, En, Ful, Less, Ment, Ness, Or, Y, Able, Ance,
Ation, Ence, Ent, Ion, Infion, Ous, Th, Tion, Ure, Ward, Do, Hood,
Ian, lb le, Ist, Ling, Sion, Some, M, An, Ant, Ary, Ee, Ery, Escent, Fy,
Ic, Ice, Ician, Ish, Ity, lye, Let, Ty

1. Reporter
2. Madder
3. Sticker
4. Stopper
5. Smoker

1. Mapped
2. Lovliest
3. Fading
4.. Fatten
5. joyful

1. Comfortable
2. Importance
3. Association
4. Existence
5. Persistent
6. Invention

1. Hairdo
2. Statehood
3. Librarian
4. Mandible
5. Pacifist

1. Filial
2. American
3. Important
4. Dictionary
5, Employee
6. Stationery
7. Incandescent
8. Fortify

MODULE 3.16, Contractions

1. Do not Don't
2. Can not - Can't
3. It is - It's
4. You are - You're
5. 1 have - I've
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6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Happily
Coyly
Coarsely
Freely
Quietly 7..

6. Hopeless
7. Payment
& Shrewdness
9. Operator

10. Sandy

7. Recognition
8. Malicious
9. Width

10. Traction
11. Conjecture
12. Homeward

6. Yearling
7. Decision
8. Wholesome
9. Guardian

10. Handsome

9. Prohfic
10. Beautiful
11. Magician
12. Foolish
13. Amity
14. Inventive
15. Coupkt
16. Beauty

6. You will - You'll
7. Would not - Wouldn't
8. Could not - Couldn't
9. I am - I'm

10. They have - They've
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MODULE 3.17, Possessives

1. Child - Child's
2. George - George's
3. Man - Man's
4. Girl - Girl's
5. Mary -Mary's
1. Charles - Charles's
2. Jimes- James's
3. Boss - Boss's
4. Class - Class's
5. Frances - Frances's

-

1. Children - Children's
2. Geese - Geese's

Oxen -Oxen,
s

4. Men - Men's
5. Mice - Mice's

MODULE 3.18, Syllabication

1. Ladder
2. Slipper
3. Batter
4. Skipper
5. Chatter

1. Window
2. Simple
3. Carpet
4. Sister
5. Problem

1. Vegetable
2. Marshmallow
3. Elderberry
4. Consonant
5. Beautiful

1. Mid-dle
2. Ap-ple
3. In-for-ma-tion
4. Ex-am-ple
5. In-ter-view

6. Duck - Duck's
7. Group- Group's
8. Pupil-Pupil's
9. Wolf-Wolfs

10. Table -Table's
6. Books - Books'
7. Joneses -Joneses'
8. Kings- Kings'
9. Ladies -Ladies'

10. Communists -
Communists'

6. Sheep - Sheep's
7. Fish - Fish's
8. Feet - Feet's
9. Moose - Moose's

10. Deer - Deer's

6. Matter
7. Balloon
8. Ballast
9. Parrot

10. Kitten

6. Chapter
7. Bluster
8. Sunset
9. System

10. Curner

6. Carpenter
7. Important
8. Cucumber
9. Bicycle

10. Yesterday

6. Par-a-graph
7. Ar-ti-cle
8. Ti-ger
9. Dic-tion-ar-y

10. Com-for-ta-ble

'3 q0
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MODULE 3.22, Punctuation

1. Mr. Bryant, our principal, was last seen out on the playground.
2. Baseball football, basketball, and hockey are well-known team

sports.
3. Do you know the answer?
4. "Do you know what time it is?" asked Joanna.
5. "Here they come!" shouted Ceorge.
6. Jeff won the race!
7. "Ouch! I cut my finger7 cried Ellen.
8. Will you go to the circus?
9. The next assignntent is on page 97.

10. "Come along with me," said Mrs. Grant.

1. When they entered the zoo the lion roared.
2. Hammers saws and screwdrivers are tools of a carpenter
3. Thick gray fog covered the ocean
4. Will you take me to the store asked David
5. We won the game
6. Is this the way to the library
7. Come here
8. Mary asked Are you going to the pool today
9. No said Arthur I will not go

10. Open your book turn to page seven and answer the questions.

MODULE 3.31, Nouns

1. Table
2. Animal
3. Philadelphia
4. Sing
5. Ship
6. Balloon
7, Was
8. Aquarium

1. Phillip opened
2. Run home
3. Boy fell
4. Mother yelled
5. Stret curved
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9. Beautiful
10. The
11. Church
12. Potato
13. RIM'
14. New
1$. Dwarf

6. Dick wrote
7. Pen dropped
8. Open door
9. Wheel turned

10. Fix dinner
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MODULE 3.32, Pronouns

1, He 9. It
2. They 10. Him
3. Girl 11. She
4. We 12. Us
5. I 13. Her
6. An 14. Someone
7. Everybody 15. That
8, Our

1. She went 6. You thought
2. I walked 7. Do it
3. You ate 8. They followed
4. Drink it 9. She cried
5. We swam 10. I tried

1. him rode the bicycle.
2. The girls played in the yard.
3. Monkeys, giraffes, and lions live in the zoo.
4. Bill's parrot talks.
5. Those are Mam's pencils.
6. The burglar went out the window.
7. Bob andi left for the game.
8. Please give the books to Susan and me.
9. Alice fell into the rabbit hole.

10. Will you take Jtm.Bill and_loan to the circus?

3q.).
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MODULE 3.33, Verbs

1. Run
2. Playing
3, People
4. Is
5. Are
6, Sews
7. Worker
8. Clyde

1. Sun shines
2. He goes
3. Horse trots
4. People sit
5. Go team

1. Cats
2. My children
3. You
4. Hands
5. His tooth

1. Tom draws
2. She skates
3. Rabbit hops
4. Shoes match
5. We think

, NO
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9. Enjoy
10. Rested
11. Napping
12. Barks
13. Baby
14. Blowing
15. Animals

6. Kitten drinks
7. They sing
8. We play
9. Glue sticks

10. Burn paper

6. They
7. Pencil
8. Chair
9. Faucets

10. Our house

6. Poet writes
7. Walter wiggles
8. Boys swim
9. They drink

gr. He runs
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MODULE 3.34, Adjectives

1. Pretty
2. Happy
3. Angry
4. Sunshine
5. Early
6. Black
7. Snowy
8. French

1. Big boy runs
2. White rabbit hops
3. Sharp knife cuts
4. Laughing clown
5. Singing choir

9. There
10. Strong
11. Biggest
12. Colorful
13. Late
14. Gross
15. Sing

0

6. Brown shoes
7. Thick fog
8. Spotted carpet
9. Proud father beams

10. Difficult task

1. Tim plays in the_area.
2. Books are kept in the library.
3. The play in the yard.
4. The_shoes were lea on the steps.
5. The-boy fell down.
6. John is wearing a_______shirt
7. Tom took his sister to the park.
8. Jim wanted kates fur his birthday.
9. The day was

10. I want cake.
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MODULE 3.35, Adverbs

1. Falsely
2. Neatly
3. Sunny
4. Better
5. Now
6. Strangely
7. Quickly
8. Flat
1. Ballerina danced nimbly
2. Engine rumbled sluggishly
3. Music played loudly
4. Merrily children chattered
5. Policeman spoke forcefully

The Chrtical Teacher

9. Quite
10. Good
11. Somewhat
12. Sweet
13. Rather
14. Lovely
15. Very

6. Tiger viciously attacked
7. Records had not arrived
8. Badly injured fireman
9. They never came

10. Day became too cold

1. The boy was happy
2. He was______athletic.
3. The bird was pretty.
4. Please step
5. The dog barked
6. The race started
7. Dr. Smitli___takes a vacation.
8. The mansion was beautiful.
9. Our car drove

10. The bus arrives on time.

3 cl 5
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MODULE 3.36, Prepositions

About, Above, Across, After, Against, Among, Around, At, Before,
Behind, Beside, Between, Beyond, By, Down, Dudng, Except, For,
From, In, Into, Like, Ot Off, Through, Throughout, On, Over, Past,
Since, To, Toward, Underneath, Until, Up, Upon, Under, With,
Within, Without, In Front of, On account of, Next to, In back of, In
spite of, With regard to

1. On the moon 6. In front of the tower
2. From a hilltop 7. At the beach
3. Under his bed 8. Down the embankment
4. Behind the door 9. Across the bridge
5. With an ax 10. Into the water

1. John tripped_
2. I listened to the record__
3. The child rose timidly .

4. A policemati_entered the dark store.
5. Bill searched___.
6. A doctor lifted the injured person.
7. A bonfire appearecl_____.
8. The bird dove____.
9. The skydiver jumped____.

10. we would go hungry.

MODULE 3.37, Articles and/or Specific Determiners

1. This
2. Under
3. Next
4. The
5. My

1. Pretty sunset
2. The sky
3. Green tree
4. An ocean
5. A blanket

1. House
2. Tiger
3. Orchid
4. Pineapple
5. Hour

6. An
7. Girl
8. One
9. A

10. In

6. Silly clown
7. The paper
8. Large dog
9. A book

10. An elephant

6. Herb
7. Cowboy
8. Eagle
9. Apple

10. Dinosaur
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MODULE 4.23, Synonyms and Antonyms

1. Pretty - Beautiful
2. Small - Little
3. Build - Construct
4. Big - Large
5. Watch - Look

1. Ugly - Pretty
2. Good - Bad
3. Sick - Well
4. True - False
5. Yes No

MODULE 4.31, Contextual Clues

1.

6. Automobile - Car
7 Close - Shut
8. Fast - Quick
9. Pants - Slacks

10. Cut Slice

6. Work - Play
7. Soft - Hard
8. Long - Short
9. Wet Dry

10. Open - Shut

it was hot at the Fair, but we were cool and shaded beneath the
canopy.

2. Eric, the leading candidate, will probably win the election.
3. Five hundred men were trapped down in the coal mine.
4. Everyone except Susie was invited to.the party.
5. Since it is raining, the picnic was cancelled.

1. _> John left school.
2. Albert, will play a solo.
3. All of us are going on a field trip.
4. Joan and Susan will go
5. Judy will play golf.

MODULE 4.41, Syntax

1. Classroom outside his airplane flew John always the paper.
2. Furnace sneakers Ken's not wet were dry the on put to.
3. Date late for party Al and the dinner very were his.
4. With my I Saturday every go deep-sea father fishing.
5. Noisily children on young played playground the the.
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MODULE 4.51, Sentence Meaning

339
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1. He was furious when Marty took the pie. Why was he furious?
2. Jim drew on his sneakers because be was bored. Why did he

draw on his sneakers?
3. We will go to the store to buy bread and milk. What will we

buy?
4. When be got home, Alvin ate a piece of pie. What did Alvin do

when he got home? .

5. We are going to the swimming pool because the afternoon is
hot. Where are we going?

MODULE 4.52, kollowing Written Directions

1. Turn to the next lesson in your workbook. Read the directions
carefully. Answer the questions.

2. Read the next story in your book. Write two questions about it.
Tell me when you are done.

3. Take this note to the office. Ask the secretary to write her name
on it. Bring it back to my desk.

4. Do these ten math problems. Check ! =work carefully. Show
me your answers.

5. Throw away all your used papers. Cet a clean piece of paper.
Copy these sentences on it.



CHAPTER 6

CLINICAL TEACHER
DESIRED PUPIL BEHAVIORS:

AN INDIVIDUALIZED
ARITHMETIC CURRICULUM

This arithmetic continuum is
' conceptualized and designed

as a learning hierarchy containing a sequence of
liehaviorally defined objectives. While no assumption is

made that the conceptual model is a true hierarchy,
certain specific skills are considered prerequisite to
other skills. Students lacking prerequisites probably

will not be able to obtain higher skills. This arithmetic
continuum specifies the objectives and procedures

which are included in the resource section of
each module.

The philosophy which dictated the design of the
conceptual model is based on the concept that

computation has first priority, with mathematical
theory second. The ability to add, subtract, multiply,

and divide is preferred above the ability to derive
properties. To be able to perform the operations,

.3q
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students must acquire basic arithmetic skills. Three main categories
of pre-arithmetic skills are specified in the conceptual model: (1)
skills related to a sensory channel, (2) skills based on Piaget's con-
cepts, and (3) arithmetic vocabulary skills. Children who lack these
beginning arithmetic skills experience difficulty in learning the later
operations. (MelMcic, Bernstein, and Lehrer 1972; Resnick, Wang,
and Kaplan, 1970). The lowest levels of skills on which the modules
are written are visual, tactile, and auditory memory. The assumption
is made that a Clinical Teacher would not be working with a child in
a local school who had not attained the prerequisite discrimination
skills.

Basic principles of the coniinuum are: (1) concrete materials
should be used whenever possible, (2) terminology should be at a
minimum, (3) symbols should be at a minimum, and (4) arithmetic is
not an isolated and self-s ancient dicipline but is related to physical,
economic, and social worlds (Kline, 1966). Within the curriculum
modules are written covering each skill in the hierarchy. Cluster
tests are available for on-going evaluation of the student. Also, charts
illustrating the relationship of test items to modules can be used for
placement on the continuum. The glossary defines terms to make
common interpretation possible for all teachers. Suggestions of con-
crete manipulative materials for specific skill areas are given in the
appendix. Determination of a student's entry level for placement on
the continuum is diagnosed through use of the duster tests. The
module clusters of addition, subtraction, multiphcation, and divi-
sion contain procedures for instruction. The teacher should re-
member that the method of instruction to choose is the one by which
the student learns best. In some modules, one procedure is pre-
sented with a step-by-step description. The teacher can utilize this
in determining at what step the student is experiencing difficulty.
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APPROACH

For the past fifteen years a massive drive to evaluate, strengthen, and
revise the school mathematics curriculum has taken place. Prior to
this time, elementary school mathematics was being taught in terms
of arithmetic skills. The content was fairly stable. With the approach
of modern technology and the new discoveries being made in the
field of ma theinatics, methodology could no longer remain constant.
The "New Math- curriculum was implemented, not only at the
secondary level, but also at the elementary level. The authors of
modem mathematics were primarily mathematicians with little in-
volvement from math educators (Cambridge Conference, 1963).

In dealing with the target population of the Clinical Teacher, the
traditionally oriented, manipulative approaches of the arithmetic
continuum will provide the student with the basic understanding
and skills which he will need. However, since the goal of the Clini-
cal Teacher is to mo.instream the students, it will be necessary to
provide them v ith the skills needed to succeed in the regular class-
room. The modern mathematics being taught at the elementary level
is presently being scrutinized and revised to meet the needs of the
students. Since much of the modern math curriculum will remain,
and since these children will be mainstreamed, they must be taught
the necessary theory, terminology, and symbols utilized in a modem
math instructional system. The Clinical Teacher arithmetic cur-
riculum is based upon the assumption that once the computational
skills are acquired, the student has a sound basis to move to the
abstractions of modern mathematics.

An important part of modern mathematics which needs to be
taught is the properties of the whole number system. Already in the
Clinical Teacher continuum are the identity properties and the
property of zero for multiplication. These are taught to the studen t in
order to simplify the teaching process and save time when solving
problems. The other properties which need to be taught at this point
are the commutative properties, the assoeiathe properties, the dis-
tributi veproperties, and the closure properties. Students must leam
to sok e computational problems and equations in terms of the prop-
erties, because in modern mathematks problems aresok ed by using
the properties. In other words, the student is taught the theory
behind the mechanics of solving an algorithm. If the student is to
proceed to higher level equations, knowledge of the properties is
essential. Algebra, for example, can hardly be atteinpted w ithout the
proofs upon which each step is based.
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Another area in which modern mathematics differs from tradi-
tional arithmetic is the amount or terminology used. Usually in a
strict modern math program the terminology is given to the student
before he has a full understanding of the concept which the label
represents. For example, the terms "set" and "subsee' are used
regularly in modern inathematics programs. In the Clinical Teacher
arithmetic continuum the student is taught the concept of set and
subset at the pre-arithmetic stage; then the labels can be introduced
to the student without confusing him.

Negative numbers have been purposely left out of the arithmetic
continuum because they require a high level of abstraction. In order
for the student to be able to solve problems which involve negative
numbers, it is often necessary to use some of the properties. An
eXample of this is: 4 (-1) + (+2) = Once the student has a
knowledge of the properties, negative numbers may be introduced.
Negative numbers may first be dealt with on the number line. Then,
more abstract methods of problem solving with negative numbers
may be taught.

Another major problem that inildly handicapped children must
deal with in modern mathematics is the number of symbols used.
These symbols are kept to a minimum in the continuum, but the
underlying concepts for many of them have been taught. One con-
cept which is taught to the student in both the vocabulary and the
Piaget pre-arithmetic skills area is that of "more than" and "less
than." Once the student can demonstrate the concept of "more than"
and "less than" concretely and has these terms in his vocabulary, he
is less likely to be confused by the introduction of the symbols > and
<. In the addition modules and the one-to-one correspondence
modules, die student learns the concepts of union and intersection.
The symbols for these terms, u and n, may be taught to the student
later.

At an early point in the elementary modern math curriculum,
problems are presented in the horizontal equation form with the
missing addend. For example:

4 + _ = 10
9 = 3

This written form tends to confuse students in the early grades
because it calls fora high level of abstraction. The student must solve
the problem working from left to right, and reverse his thought
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process at the same time. For a student to solve the problem: 4 + 0 =
10, he must subtract in his head, 10 4 = 6. To solve the subtraction
problem: 9 0 = 3, he will need to add in his head 3 + 6 .-- 9.
However, ihe horizontal form is important for the student to learn,
since algebra and other higher level mathematics require solving for
unknowns by reversing operations. The missing addend, in the
horizontal form, is also important because it provides him with a
different way of viewing the problem. In a real life situation this is
represented by: Donna has 4 pennies. How many more does she
need to buy a ten cent candy bar?

The Clinical Teacher will encounter a variety of problems with
students learning modern math skills. Some students will catch on
very quickly, others will not have the level ofabstraction needed and
will requ;re tante time and practice. No attempt has been made here
to provide the Clinical Teacher with a total modern math program. It
is suggested that the Clinical Teacher become familiar with the
modern math series used in his school. The series will suggest other
areas of modern math that need to be explained to the student.

The ari&metic continuum is designed as an addition to instriic-
lion. The teacher can utilize the continuum to develop remediation
strategies for achieving desired pupil gains.
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COMPETENCY:

I. The competency of arithmetic is the integration of eight major
areas (pre-arithmetic, conservation of n umber, fractional parts, place
value, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) enabling
the exceptional child to successfully perform the four major opera-
tions of arithmetic. Arithmetic achievement is measured by the
child's ability to compute the appropriate answer without any con-
straints of specified time limits.

MAJOR COMPETENCY TESTS (Normative).

2. The major competency tests in arithmetic may be chosen by the
Clinical Teacher from the wide array of standardized, norm-
referenced achievement tests.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

3., 4., & 5. A major part of the pre-arithinetic competency is the
achievement of auditory, visual, and haptic skills which are pre-
requisite for arithmetic skills.

6., 7., & 8. The next part of the pre-arithmetic competency is the
achievement of vocabulary, counting, conservation, and fractional
knowledge skills.

9., 10., 11., 12., & 13. The arithmetic competency is the achievement
of place value, addition. subtraction, multiplication, and division
skills.

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TESTS (CRITERION-
REFERENCED):

14., 15., & 16. The cluster competency tests on this section of pre-
arithmetic are criterion-referenced measures of achievement in
number knowledge, memory, sequential memory, association, and
comprehension in the auditory, visual and haptic channels.

17., 18., & 19. The cluster competency tests on the next part of the
pre-arithmetic area are measures of achievement in vocabulary,
eau nti ng, conservation, and fractional parts.

20., 21., 22., 23., & 24. The cluster competency tests in arithmetic are
eritcrion-referenced measures of achievement in place %Ale, addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication, ai.d division.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetie

1.01 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Memory

LOH MODULE Auditory Memory of Words

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for auditory
memory of words.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will verbally recall, in any sequence, a
series of words.

Context: Three series of four fain iliar words, establishing set, spoken
at the rate of one per second.
Criterion: 100% accuracy.

OutCOM'e: The student will verbally recall, in any sequence, a
series of words. .

Context: Three series of four familiar words, not establishing set,
spoken at the rate of one per second.
Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will verbally recall, in any sequence, a
series of words.
Context: Three series of two un familiar words, spoken at the rate of
one per second.
Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will verbally recall, in any sequence, a
series of words.

Context: Three series of four familiar words, establishing set,
spoken at the rate of one per second; a pause of five seconds follow-
ing the aforementionedcontext, followed by the readingof a distract-
ing sentence from an unfamiliar story, followed again by a five
second pause.
Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

55%
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Outcome: The student will verbally recall, in any sequence, a
series of words.

Context: Three series of four familiar worlas, not establishing set,
spoken at the rate of oneVer sec9nd; a pause of five seconds follow-
ing the aforementioned cohtext, folrowedb9 the reading ofa d i strac t-
ing sentence from an unfamiliar story, followed by a five second
pause.
Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Peabody Ltinguage Development Kit, Level #P
148-2.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #1
25-2; 26-4; 47-1; 66-2; 70-2; 105-3; 150-1; 194-3.

Song Old MacDonald Had a Farm.
Nu. sery rhymes.
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given the series, "mother, father, sister, brother," spoken at the rate
of one word per second, the student will repeat (not necessarily in
order) the words.
Given the series, "dollar, chair, tree, shoe," spoken at the rate of one
word per second, the student will repeat (not necessarily in order)
the words.

Given the series, "unicorn, zealot," spei n at the rate of one word
per second, the student will repeat (not necessarily in order) the
words.

Given the series, "dog, cat, puppy, kitten," spoken at the rate of one
word per second, the student will repeat (not necessarily in order)
the series after a pause of five seconds and hearing the scntence, "As
they were flying along, Pony suddenly remembered something."
Given the series, "stapler, bottle, purse, watch," spoken at thc rate of
one word per second, the student will repeat (not necessarily in
order) the series after a pause of five seconds and bearing the sen-
tence, "We don't have any clothes to wear except what we have on us
now."

,

,
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic
1.01 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Memory
1.012 MODULE Auditory Memory of Numbers

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for auditory
memory of numbers.

.4(

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will recal: erbally, in any sequence, a
series of numbers previously heard.
Context: Three series of four random numbers spoken at the rate of
one per second.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will recall verbally, in any sequence, a
series of numbers previously heard.

Context: Three series of four random numbers spoken at the rate of
one per second; a pause of five seconds following the aforemen-
tioned context, followed by the reading of a distracting sentence
from an unfamiliar story, followed again by a five second pause.
Criterion: Clinical Teacher judgement.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #P
46-3; 47-1; 66-2; 198-3, 205-4; 214-2; 221-2; 236-3; 249-2.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS:

Given the series 4, 7, 9, 1, spoken at the rate of one per second, the
student will repeat the nuinbe. ; (not necessarily in order).
Given the series 2, 7, 6, 9, spoken at the rate of one per second, the
student will repeat the numbers (not necessarily in order) after a
pause of fhe seconds and hearing the sentence, "Go jump mer the
fence and catch the dog."
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.02 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Sequential
Memory

1.021 MODULE Auditory Sequential Memory of Words

PURPOSE To provide the student with skills for auditory sequen-
tial memory of words.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will recall verbally, in the order presented,
a sentence.
Context: A four-word sentence, spoken at the rate of one word per
second.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will recall verbally, in the order presented,
a sequence.
Context: A four-word sequence, spoken at the rate of one word per
second.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will recall verbally, in the order presented,
a sentence.
Context: A nine-word sentence, spoken at the rate of one word per
second.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #P
8-4; 9-1; 30-1; 73-2; 103-2.

Peabody Language Developtnent Kit, Level #1
18-2; 194; 37-1; 104-1; 106-3; 116-2; 122-1; 154-1; 161-1,

Nursery Rhymes.
Songs.

See Appendix.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

The Clinical Teacher

Given orally a four-word sentence, "Hike yellow flowers," the
student will repeat the sentence. .

Given orally a four-word sequence, "rain, ice, sun, shoe," the stu-
dent will repeat the sequente.
Given orally a nine-word sentence, "I am going to go to the beach
tomorrow," the student will repeat the sentence.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.02 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Sequential
Memory

1.022 MODULE Auditory Sequential Memory of
Numbers

35.5

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for auditory se-
quential memory of numbers.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome- The student will recall Verbally, in sequence, a series of
numbers.
Context: A series of four tandom numbers spoken at the rate of one
per second.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #P
81-2.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #1
97-3; 104-1; 157-3; 158-3.

Song Ten Little Indians.
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given orally the series of four numbers, 5,3, 1, 6, spoken at the rate of
one per second, the student will repeat the numbers in sequence.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

-1.03 MODULE CLUSTER Auditory Comprehension

1.031 MODULE Auditory Comprehension Literal. 1

1

1

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for literal audi-
tor. comprehension.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will perform an action.
Context: One direction, presented orally.
Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will perforin a series ofactions in sequence.

Context: A series of three directions, presented orally.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will verbally recall five details of a story.
Context: A story presented =illy.
Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #P
49-3; 51-1; 70-3; 87-2; 104-3; 124-3; 125-1 & 2; 131-1; 134-1; 136-2;
148-1.

Following Verbal Directions
32-2 & 4;37-4; 50-2; 57-2; 63-4; 65-2; 67-2; 68-4; 75-4; 82-3 & 4; 92-2;
98-1; 100-4; 102-4; 104-2; 109-4; 114-2; 126-2, 3 & 4; 131-2; 139-4;
140-2; 141-2; 145-4; 147-2; 170-4; 176-3; 178-1.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #1
18-3; 33-3; 38-1.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given orally the direction, "Fold your hands," the student will
perform the action.

Given orally the series of three directions, "Clap your hands, stamp
your feet, a nd nod your head," in that order, the student will perform
the required actions in sequence.
Given a story presented orally, the student will verbally recall five
details of the story.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.04 MODULE CAUSTER Tactile Memory

1.041 MODULE Tactile Memory of Objects

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for tactile mem-
ory of objects.

.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will select an object previously felt.
Context: A three-dimensional object presented to the student
without visual or auditory clues for five seconds, presented for recall
with three other three-dimensional objects again without visual or
auditory clues.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over four trials.

INSTR UCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITI ES

The teacher hands tb familiar object to the student to feel and look at
which has visual and auditory clues. The teacher may name the
object for the student as well as describe it.
The teacher hands a familiar object to the student to feel without
visual and auditory clues, and asks if the student has felt that object
before. This activity should be dont: after the student had felt the
object with visual and auditory clues earlier that day.
The teacher hands an unfamiliar object to the student to feel and look
at which has visual and auditory clues. The teacher may name the
object for the student ar well as describe it.
The teacher hands an uniamiliar object to the student to feel without
visual and auditory clues, and asks the student if he has felt that
object before. Th is activity should be done after the student has felt
that object with visual and auditory dues earlier that day.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a toy car and three other oblects, with %,erbal directions to feel
the car, the blindfolded student will correctly identify the car whtat
piesented with the series of four objects.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.04- 'MODULE CLUSTER Tactile Memory

1.042 MODULE Tactile Memory of Shapes

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for tactile mem-
ory of shapes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTWES

Outcome: The student will sekct a shape previously felt.
Context: A three-dimensional shape (sphem, cube, pyramid, rec-
tangular block) presented to the student without visual or auditory
clues for five seconds; presented for recall with three other three-
dimensional shapes again N% id-out visual or auditory clues.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over four consecutive trials.

Outcome: The student will select a shape previously felt.
Context: A three-dimensional shape (circle, square, triangle, and
rectangle) presented to the student without visual or auditory clues
for five seconds; presented for mean with three other three-
dimensional shapes again without visual or auditory clues.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over four consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The teacher hands a three-dimensional shape to the student to look
at and feel. She may name and describe the object for the student.
The teacher hands a thme-dimensional shape to the student to feel .
without visual or auditory clues. She then asks the student if he has
felt that object before (this should be preceded by activity).
The teacher hands a three-dimensional shape to the student to feel
and lo, k at. She may name and describe the object for the student.
This procedum is further elaborated in Diagnostic and learning
activities in mathematics for children, by Richard W. Copeland
(New York: MacMillan, 1974.)

The teacher hands a three-dimensional sh4pe to the student to feel
without visual or auditory clues. She then asks the student if he has
felt that object before.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given the three-dimensional shape, a pyramid, presented for five
seconds without visual or auditory clues, the student will select the
pyramid when presented with three other three-dimensional
shapes.

Given the three-dimensional shape, a circle, presented for five sec-
onds without visual or auditory clues, the student will select the
circle when presented with three other three-dimensional shapes.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.04 MODULE CLUSTER Tactile Memory
1.043 MODULE Tactile Memory of Texture

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for tactile mem-
ory of texture.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will select a texture previously felt.
Context: A texture presented to the studeut without visual or au-
ditory clues for five seconds; presented for recall with three other
textures, again without visual or auditory clues.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over four trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The teacher gives the student a variety of textures to feel and look at,
such as sandpaper, carpet, and wood.
The teacher gives the student a variety of textures to feel without
visual and auditory clues.

The teacher gives the student one texture to feel and look at. She
then blindfolds the student while the student feels and selects the
same object from a group of objects.
The teacher gives the student one texture to feel without visual or
auditory clues and then has the student select that object from a
group of objects without visual or auditory clues.

See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a piece of corduroy to feel, without visual and auditory clues,
thg student selects the corduroy from a series of three other objects

'such as glue, wood, and plastic.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.04 MODULE CLUSTER Tactile Memory
1.044 MODULE Tactile Memory of Nturibers (1-9)

361

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for tactile mem-
-

ory of numbers.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will select a number prev.iously felt.
Context: A three-dimensional number (1-9) presentud to the stu-
dent without visual or auditory clues for five seconds; presented for
recall with three other three-dimensional numbers without visual or
auditory clues.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over four coasecutive trials.

Outcome: The student will select a number previously felt.
Context: A three-dimensional number (1-9) presented to the stu-
dent without visual or auditory clues for five seconds; presented for
recall with three other three-dimensional numbers again without
visual or auditory clues.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over four consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The teacher gives the student three physically different three-
dimensional numbers (i.e., 1, 4, 8) to feel and look at.
The teacher gives the student three physically similar three-
dimensional numthers (i.e., 6, 8, 9) to feel and look at.
The teacher gives the student thrce very different three-dimensional
numbers to feel without visual and auditory clues
The teach er gives the student three similar three-dimensional num-
bers to feel without visual and auditory clues.
The teacher will hand the student a tisee-dimensional number to
feel and have him pick it out from a group of three very different
numbers, without visual or auditory clues.
The teacher will hand the student a three-dimensional number and
have him pick it out from a group of three similar numbers, without
visual or auditory clues.
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The teacher will hand the student a three-dimensional number to
look at and feel.

The teacher will hand the student a three-dimensional number to
feel and have him select it from a group of three very different
numbers, without visual or auditory clues.

The teacher will hand the student a three-dimensional number to
feel and have him select it from a group of three similar numbers
without visual or auditory clues.
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given the three-dimensional number 4 to feel, the student then
selects the number from a group ofthree three-dimensional numbers
without visual or auditory clues.

Given a three-dimensional number2 to feel, the student then selects
the number from a group of three three-dimensional numbers.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.05 MODULE CLUSTER Tactile Sequential Memory

1.051 MODULE Tactile Sequential Mémo:7 of Objects

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for tactile se-
quential memory of objects.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will place in sequence a series of objects
previously felt.

Context: Four objects presented for five seconds in random se-
quence without visual or auditory clues; scrambled and presented
for recall again without visual or auditory clues.

Criterion. 100% accuracy over three trials.

I NSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITI ES

The teacher has the student feel and look at two familiar objects in a
certain order, scrambles them, then has the student replace them in
order.

The teacher has the student feel and look at three familiar objects in a
certain order, scrambles the objects and has the student replaee them
in order.

The teacher has the student feel three familiar objects in a certais
order, scrambles them and has the student replace them in order
without visual or auditory dues.

The teacher has the student feel four objects (three familiar and one
not familiar) in a certain order, scrambles them and has the student
replace them in order, without visual or auditoiy clues.
The teacher has the student feel four objects (two fainiliar and iwo
unfamiliar) in a certain order, scrambles them and has the student
replace them in order without visual or auditory dues.
The teacher has the student feel four unfamiliar *et:6 in a certain
order, scrambles them and has the student replace them in order,
without visual or auditory clues.
See Appendix.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given the series of four unfamiliar objects (ashtray, bottle, eye glass
case, and wall socket plate) to feel in a certain order for five seconds,
the student will replace the objects in order after they have been
scrambled, without visual or auditory clues.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.05 MODULE CLUSTER Tactile Sequential
Memory

1.052 MODULE Tactile Sequential Memory of Shapes

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for tactile se-
quential memory of shapes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: A student will place in sequence a series of shapes
previously felt.

Context: Three-dimensional shapes (sphere, cube, pyramid, ree»
tangular block) presented for five seconds in random sequence
without visual or auditory clues; scrambled and presented for recall
again without visual or auditory clues.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: A student will place in sequence a series of shapes
previously felt
Context: Three-dimensional shapes (circle, square, triangle, rec-
tangle) presented for five .econds in random sequence without
visual or auditory clues.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The teacher has the student feel and look at two three-dimensional
shapes in a certain order, scrambles the shapes, and has the student
replace them in order.
The teacher has the student feel and look at thrze three-dimensional
shapes in a certain orcler, scrambles the shapes and has the student
replace them in order.
The teacher has the student feel three three-dimensional shapes in a
certain order, sera -Ales the shapes and has the student replacc them
in order without visual or auditory clues.
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The teacher has tlut student feel four three-dimensional shapes in a
certain order, scrambles the shapes and higthe student replace them
in order without visual or auditory dues.
The teacher has the student feel and look at three three-dimensional
shapes in a certain order, scrambles the shapes and has the student
replace them in order.
The teacher has the student feel three three-dimensional shapes in a
certain order, scrambles the shapes and ha l. the student replace them
in order without visual or auditory clue%

The teacher has the stuclem feel four three-dimensional shapes in a
ceitahr order, scrambles the shapes and has the student replace them
in order without visual or auditory clues.

See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given the series of three-dimenional shapes (sphere, cube,
pyramid, and rPctangula block) presented in that order to feel with-
out vicual or auditory clues, and then scrambled, the student will
replace the shapes in order.
Given the series of three-dimensional shapes (square, circle,
triangle, and rectangle) presented in that order to feel without vist,ki
or auditory clues, and then scrambled, the strulent will replace :he
shapes in order.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.05 MODULE CLUSTER Tactile Sequential Memory

1.053 MODULE Tactile Sequential Memory of Texture

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for tactile se-
quential memory of texture.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will place in sequence a series of three
textures previously felt.

Context: A series of textures presented for five seconds in random
sequence without visual or auditory cl ues ; scrambled and presented
for recall again without visual or auditory clues.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The teacher has the student feel and look at two textures in a certain
order, scramb'es the textures, and has the student replace them in
order.
The teacher has the student feel and look at three textures ii aceriqin
order, scrambles the textures, and has the student replace them in
order.
The teacher has the student feel three textures in a certain order,
scrambles the textures, and has the student replace them in order
without visual or auditory clues.
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a series of three textures, sandpaper, corduroy, and velvet,
presented in that order the student will replace the textures in order
after the order has been scrambled, without v isual or auditory clues.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.05 MODULE CLUSTER Tactile Sequential Memory

1.054 MODULE Tactile Sequential Memory ofNumbers

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for tactile se-
quential memory of numbers.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will replace in seqiience a series of num-
bers previously felt.
Context: Three three-dimensional numbers (1-9), presented for
five seconds in random sequence without visual or auditory clues,
scrambled and presented for recall without .isual or auditor) clues.

Criterion: 160% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

Outcome: The student will replace in sequence a series of num-
bers previously felt.

Context: Th:ee three-dimensional numbers (1-9), presente ''. for
five seconds in random sequence without visual or auditory clues,
scrambled and presented for w.t..recall 1 h.. out visual OT auditor) clues.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES !OPTIONS./ ACTIVITIES

The teacher has the student feel ar.d look at two three-dimensional
numbers, scrambles the numbers and has the student replace them
in order-

The teacher has the student feel and look at three three-dimensional
numbers_ scrambles the numbers and has the student replace them
in order.
The teacher has (he student feel eiree physically differe.i three-
dimensional numbers, scrambk the numbers and )i al. the student
replace them in order without visual or auditory clue..

.

The teacher has the student feel three similar threeklimensional
numbers, scrambles the numbers, and has the studi.nt replace them
in order.without visual or auditory clues.

-,
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The teacher has the stndent feel and lea at three three-dimensional
numbers, scrambles the numbers, and has the student replace them
in order.
The teacher has the student feel three three-dimensional numbers,
scrambles t.l.e numbers, and has the student replace them in order,
with or without visdal clues.
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given the three-dimensionai numbers 6, 4, 8, to feel without visual
or auditory clues, the student will replace those numbers :n order
after the order has been scrambled.
Given the three-dimensional numbers 1, 5, 7, to feel without visual
or auditory clues, thc student will replace those numbers in order
after the: order has bten scrambled.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.06 MODULE CLUSTER Tactile Association

1.061 MODULE l'ctile Association of Objects

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for tactile associ-
ation of objects.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will name an object previously felt.
Context: A three-dimensional object presented for five seconds to
the student without visual or auditory clues.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The teach er hands the student a three-dimensional object to feel and
look at while the teacher names the object.

The teacher hands the student a three-dimensional object to feel
without visual clues while the teacher names the object.
The teacher hands the student a three-dimensional object to feel
without visual chies and the student names the object.

See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a toy truck to fe, :, the student will name it without visual or
auditory clues.
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1.0 COMPETENCY he-Arithmetic

1.06 MODULE CLUSTER Tactile Association

1.062 MODULE Tactile Association of Shapes

371

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for tac% tile associa-
tion of shapes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will name a shape previously felt.
Context; A three-dimensional shape presented for five seconds to
the student without visual or auaitory clues.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will name a shape previously felt.
Context: Three dimensional shape presented to the student for
five seconds without visual or auditory clues.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The teacher hands the student a three-dimensional .hape to feel and
look at while the teacher names the shape.
The teacher hands the student a three-dimensional shape to feel
without visual clues while the teacher names the shape.
The teacher ' -Ids the student a three-dimensional shape to feel
without visua aes and the student names; the shape.
The teacher hands the student a thrce-dimensional shape to feel
without visual clues, and then names it for the student.
The teacher hands the student a three-dimensional shape to fed and
name without visual or auditory clues.
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given the three-dimensional shape of a sphere to feel, the student
will name it without visual or auditory clues.
Given the three-dimensional shape of a square to feel, the student
will name :t without visual or auditory clues.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.06 MODULE CLUSTER Tactile Association

1.063 MODULE Tactile Association of Texture

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for tactile associ-
ation of texture.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

'Outcome: The student will name a texture previously felt.
Context: A texture presented to the student for five seconds with-
out visual or auditory clues.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The teacher hands the student a texture to feel and look at while the
teacher names the texture.
The teacher hands the student a texture ., feel and name without
visual or auditory clues.
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a piece of sandpaper to feel without iisual or auditory dues,
the student correctly names the texture.

V)
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.06 MODULE CLUSTER Tactile Association

1.064 MODULE Tactile Association of Numbers

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for tactile associa-
tion of numbers.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will name a number previously felt.

Context: Three-dimensional numbers (1-9) presented for five sec-
onds without visual or auditory clues.
Criterion: 100% accr.acy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will name a number previously felt.

Context: Three-dimensional numbers (1-9) presented for five sec-
onds without visual or auditory clues.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

The teacher gives the student three physically different three-
dimensional numbers (i.e., 1, 4, 8) to feel and look at, while the
teacher names them.

The teacher gives the student three similar three-dimensional num-
bers (i.e., 6, 8, 9) to feel and look at, while the teachernames them.

The teacher gives the student three physically different three-
dimensional numbers (i.e., I, 4, 8) to feel without visual clues while
the teacher names them.
The teachergives the student three similar three-dimensional num-
bers (i.e., 6,8, 9) to feel without visual clues while the teacher names
them.
The teacher gives the student a three-Oitnensional number to feel
and name without visual or auditory clues.

The teacher gives the student three-dimensional numbers to feel
without visual clues while the teacher names them.
The teache- gives the student a three-dimensional nuinber to feel
without visual or auditory clues and the student names them.

See Appendix.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given the three-dimensional number 4 to fe el, the student will name
it without visual or auditory clues.
Given the three-dimensional number 2 to feel, the student will name
it without visual or auditory clues.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.07 MODULE CLUSTER Vif:uaI Memory

1.071 MODULE Visual Memory of Objects

375

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual mem- .
ory of objects.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will point to an object previously seen.
Context: A common classroom object, presented for five seconds.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The teacher presents the student with an object, and then asks him to
point to the object when presented with a group of objects. The
stimulus object will be showingas well as the object being present ia
the group.

.

The teacher presents the student with an object, and then asks him to
point to the object when presented with a group of shapes. No
stimulus object is shown while the object is presented in the group.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Shown a ruler, the student will select it from the group containing a
pencil, ruler, eraser, book, when given the verbal directions, "'Point
to the object you just saw."

i
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.07 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Memory

1.072 MODULE Visual Memory of Shapes

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual mem-
ory of shapes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will point to a shape previously seen.
Context: A three-,:iinensional geometric shape (sphere, cube,
pyramid, rectangular block) presented for fhe seconds, presented
for wall with three other three-dimensional geometric shapes.
Criterion: 100% accuracy.

Outcome: The student will point to a shape previously seen.
Context. A two-dimensional geometric shape (circle, stinare, rec-
tangle, trkungle) presented for recall witt three other two-
dimensional geometric shapes.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

The teacher 1 .sents the student with a three-dimensional shape,
and then asks h. to point to the shape when presented with a group
of shapes. (The s, Aus shape win be showing, while the shape is
being presented in the group.)
The teacher presents the studen, with a three-dknensional shape
and then asks him to point to the shape when presented with a grou p
of objects. No stimuhis shape is shown while the shape is presented
in the group.
The teacher presents the student with a written two-dimensijnal
shape, and then asks him to point to the shape v, hen presented with a
group of shapes. The stimulus shape v ill be showing, as wen as the
shape being presented in the group.

9
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS,

Shown a ball and given verbal direcfions, "Point to the shape you
just saw," the student will select the ball from the group ofcube, ball,
pyramid, rectangular block.
Shown a two-dimensional square, the student will select it from the
group containing a square, diamond, circle, triangle, when given the
verbal directions, "Point to the shape you just saw?'

5 5 5
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.07 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Memory

1.073 MODULE Visual Memory of Numbers (1-10)

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual mem-
ory of numbers.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome:. The student will point to a number previously seen.
Context: An Arabic numeral (1,2,3,4, 5, 6, 7,8, 9, 10) presented on
flash card for five seconds; presented for recall with three other
numbers.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over four consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITILS

The teacher presents the student with a number, and then asks him
to point to the number when presented with a group of shapes. The
stimulus number will be showing, while the number is being pre-
sented in the group.
The teacher presents the student with a number, and then asks him
to point to the number when presented with a group of symbols. No
stimulus card is shown for the numbe r while it h being presented in
the group.

The teacher presents the student with a number and then asks him to
point to the number when presented with a group of numbers. The
stimulus number will be showing, while the number is being pre-
sented in the group.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Shown a card with the number 7 on it, and verbal directions, "Point
to the number you just saw," the student will correctly select that
number when it is presented in the group 8, 7, 3, 9.

ZU7
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.07 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Memory

1.074 MODULE Visual Memory of Symbels: (-I-, > =, /)
PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual mem-
ory of symbols.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will point to a symbol previously seen.
Context; An arithmetic symbol (+, , =, or ) presented on a flash
card for five seconds; presented for recall with the three other
specified symbols on flash cards.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over four consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCE g / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The teacher presents the student with a symbol, and then asks him to
point to the symbol when presented with a group of objects. The
stimulus symbol will be showing, while the symbol is being pre-
sented, in the group.
The teacher presents the student with a symbol, and then asks him to
point to the symbol when presented with a group of shapes. No
stimulus card is shown for the symbol while it is being presented in
the group.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Shown the card with the symbol = on it, and given verbal directions
to point to the symbol previously seen, the student will correctly
select that symbol when it is presented in the group (+, , =, /).

3% 1
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.08 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Sequential Membry

1.081 MODULE Visual Sequential Memory of Objects

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual se-
quential memory of objects,

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will replace in sequence a series of objects
previously seen.

Context: Three small Classroom objects presented for five seconds
in random sequence; scrambled and presented for recall.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The student reproduces a sequence of objects while looking at the
original model.

The teacher lines up a sequence of objects in front of the student,
takes one away, and then has the student identify the missing object.

The student works puzzles.
The student draws a picture of an object previously seen.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a sequence of pencil, eraser, and ruler, the student will re-
place the objects in correct sequence after they have been
scrambled.

,
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.08 'MODULE CLUSTER Visual Sequential Memory

1.082 MODULE Visual Sequential Memory of Shapes

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual se-
quential memory of shapes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will replace in sequence a series of shapes
pre viously se en.

Context: Three-dimensional shapes (sphere, cube, pyramid) pre-
sented for five seconds in random sequence, scrambled and pre-
sented for recall.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

Outcome: The student will replace in sequence a series of shapes
previously seen.

Context: A drawn two-dimensional circle, square, rectangle, and
triangle, presented for five seconds in random sequence; scrambled
and presented for recall.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVI'PIES

Peabody Language Development Jar, Level #P
108-1.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #I
56-2.

The student reproduces a sequence of shapes while looking at the
original model.

The teacher puts three shapes in front of the student, takes one away
and has the student identify the missing shape.
The teacher exposes a picture of objects of various shapes for thirty
seconds, covers it up, and has the student tell the main objects in the
picture.
See Appendix.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a three-dimensional sphere, cube, rectangle, and triangle, the
student will correctly itplace the shapes in order after they have
been scrambled.

Given a drawn two-dimensional triangle, circle, and square, the
student will correctly replace the shapes in order after they have
been scrambled.

3 q c
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.08 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Sequential Memory

1.083 MODULE Visual Sequential Memory of Numbers
(1-10)

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual se-
quential memory of numbers.

"BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will replace in sequence a series of num-
bers previously seen.
Context: Three Arabic numbers presented on flash cards for five
seconds in random sequence; scrambled and presented for recall.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL MS:MACES LOPTIONSJ ACTIVITIES

The student reproduces a sequence of numbers while looking at the
original model.

The student plays the game of concentration with cards.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a sequence of flash cards with 7, 3, 6, written on them, the
student will correctly replace the numbers in order after they have
been scrambled.

...
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.08 MODULE CLUSTER Visual Sequential Memory

1.084 MODULE Visual Sequential Memory of
S ymbols

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for visual se-
quential memory of symbols.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will replace in sequence a series of symbol s
previously seen.

Context: Four symbols (+, , =, /) presented on flash cards for
five seconds, in random sequence; scrambled and presented for
recall.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The student reproduces a sequence of symbols while looking at the
original model.

The teacher lines up a sequence of symbols in front of the student,
takes one away, and then has the student identify the missing
symbol.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a sequence of flash cards with +, , =,and / written on them,
the student will correctly replace the symbols in order after they
have been scrambled.

37a
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.09 MODULE CLUSTER Number Knowledge
1.091 MODULE Matching

385

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for matching
numbers.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: 'The student will point to an Arabic numeral (1-10)
which matches a stimulus numeral.

,
Context: A printed series of four numerals in random sequence,
presented with a stimulus numeral, on a flash card, which is also
included in the series.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over five consecutive trials.

Outcome: The student will draw-a line between two matching
nuinerals.

Context: Two adjacent columns uf numerals, containing the same
four numerals each arranged in a different sequence.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three consecutive trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The student selects a number from a set of number cards which
matches the stimulus number shown.
The student draws a line from one number to the matching number
on the blackboard.
The student plays concentration with cards or dominoes, and/or
number lotto.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given the numbers written on the board (as shown below), the
student will draw a line film ea Ai number to the matching number.

1 6
4 4
6 i
7 7

393
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.09 MODULE CLUSTER Number Knowledge
1.092 MODULE Recognition of Numbers

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills to match the
name of a numeral with its visual counterpart.. ,

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will point to a numeral which has been
named.
Context: A series of ten printed Arabic numerals (1-10) in random
sequence and verbal directions namicg one of the numerals.
Criterion: Correct recognition of 100% of the numbers (I-10).

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The student uses a Language Master and cards for the numbers.
The student plays bingo.
The student plays number lotto.
The student plays cards.

The student plays dominoes.
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given the verbal directions, "Point to the number 3, " the student
correctly points to the number 3 located on the number line.

v , 1
..., .1-
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.09 MODULE CLUSTER Number Knowledge

1.093 MODULE Identification of Numbers

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skill for identification
of Arabic numerals (1-40)

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will name the numerals (set of 10
numerals).

Context: Any printed numeral on a flash card.
Criterion: 100% accuracy, all numerals (1-I0).

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The student uses a Language Master and cards of the numbers.

The student names numerals presented in different mQia, such as
on the chalk board or on transparencies.
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TUT ITEMS

Given the number 5 printed on a flash card, the student will name
die number.
Given the number 9 printed on a flash card, the student will name
the number.
Given the number I printed on a flash card, the student will name
the number.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.09 MODULE CLUSTER Number Knowledge

1.094 MODULE Recall and Reproduction

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for recall and
reproduction of numerals (1-10).

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will print numerals.
Con text: Verbal presentation, in random order, of al ken numerals.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

iNSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The student writes the number in different media, such as sand or
finger paint, while looking at the number presented on the flash
card.

The student molds the number out of different media such aeelay or
Play-Doh while looking at the number.
See Appendix (paint, sand, clay, Play-Doh, chalk, blackboard, pen-
cil, and paper, flash cards of numerals, sand paper numbers).

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given the verbal directions to write the number 5, the student writes
the number using a pencil and paper
Given the verbal directions to write the number 2, the student writes
the number using a pencil and paper.
Given the verbal directions to write the number 10, the student
writes the number using a pencil and paper.

3%
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.1 MODULE CLUSTER Arithmetic Vocabulary

1.11 MODULE Quantity Words (long, short, large, small,
big; little, full, empty, all, none, more than, less than,
equal, whole, part)

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for recognition
and identification of quantity words.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will point to the drawing of a quantity
previously named.

Context: A sequence of ten quantity drawings portraying different
quantities and verbal directions naming one of the quantities.
Criterion: Recognition of 90% of the quantities.

Outcome: The student will name the quantity.
Context: Dmwings of a quantity plesented on a flash card.
Criterion: Identification of 90% of the quantities.

-

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #P
54-3; 165-1; 181-2; 182-4; 365-2.

Drawings of quantity words.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a series of ten drawings showing the quantities none, full,
long, short, large, small, half, an, equal, and more, and given verbal
di rections to point to the picture showing "none," the student points
to the picture showing "none".
Given a drawing of the quantity "full" and the question, "What
quantity does this show?", the student says, "full."

341/
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.1 MODULE CLUSTER Arithmetic Vocabulary
(auditory, visual, and tactile comprehension)

1.12 MODULE Position words (near, far, up, down,
over, under, in, out, front, back, before, after, beginning,
middle, end, first, second, last, left, right)
PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for recognition
and identification of position words.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIyeS

Outcome: The stude nt will point to the drawingof a position which
has been named.
Context: A series of ten drawings each portraying a different posi-
tion and verbal directions naming one ofthe positions. For example,

.. one drawing in the series would portray the position "near." The
student would be asked to identify the position "near" by pointing to
the appropriate picture.
Criterion: Recognition of 90% of the positions.

Outcome: The student will name the position.
Context: Drawings of a position presented on a flash card.

Criterion: Identification of 90% of the positions.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #P
131-4; 277-4; 348-4; 162-4; 200-3; 269-2.

Pictures showing position words.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a series of ten drawings showing the positions up, near, over,
down, far, in, beginning, end, left, and right, and given verbal direc-
tions to point to the picture showing "up," the.student points to the
picture showing "up."

Given a drawing of the position "in" and the question, "What posi-
tion does this show?", the student says "in."

sq g
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.1 MODULE CLUSTER Arithmetic Vocabulary

1.13 MODULE Comparison Words (equal to, less than,
greater than, higher, lower, tall, short, longer, shorter)

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for recognition of
comparison words.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will point to the drawing of a comparison
which has been named.
Context: A series of five drawings portraying comparison words
and verbal directions naming one of the comparison words.
Criterion: Recognition of 90% of the comparison words.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #P
2464.
Drawings of comparison words.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a series of five drawings showing the comparisons taller,
greater than, shorter, less than, and equal to, and given verbal direc-
tions to point to the picture showing "shorter," the student points to
the picture showing "shorter."

99
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.1 MODULE CLUSTER Arithmetic Vocabulary
(auditory, visual, and tactile comprehension)

1.14 MODULE Shapes (line, curved, straight, circle,
square, rectangle, triangle, open shapes, closed shapes)

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skill for identifying
and recognizing shapes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will point to a shape previously named.
Context: A series often shapes and verbal directions naming one of
the shapes.
Criterion: Correct recognition of 90% of the shapes.

Outcome: The student will name a shape previously seen.
Context: Any printed shape on a flash card.
Criterion: 90% accuracy on four trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES 1 OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #1:1
171-1 & 2.

Peabody Language Development Kit, Level #1
shape cards M.

See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a series of 10 shapes:

and verbal directions to point to the circle, the student points to the
circle.

Given a square on a flash card and the question, "What is this
shaper', the student correctly names the shape.

400
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.1 MODULE CLUSTER Arithmetic Vocabulary

1.15 MODULE Money words (penny, nickel, dime,
quarter, dollar)

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for recognition
and identification of money words.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will point to the money which has been
named.

Context: A series of five drawings portraying money and verbal
directions naming the money.
Criterion: Recognition of 90% of the money term.

Outcome: The student will name the money.
Context: Drawings of money presented on a flash card.
Criterion: Identification of 90% of the money terms.

..

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES /OPTIONS), ACTIVITIES
Drawings of money.

Play with money.

Play store and exchange money for goods.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given drawings of a dime, dollar, nickel, quarter, penny, and verbal
directions to point to the dollar, the student points to the dollar.
Given a drawing of a dime and verbal directions to name it, the
student conectly names the money.

46)
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic
1.1 MODULE CLUSTER Arithmetic Vocabulary

1.16 MODULE Time words (night, day, noon, days,
weeks, months, years, yesterday, today, tomorrow, Mon-
day, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday, seconds, minutes, hours)

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for recognition of
words which relate to time.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will raise his hand when a time word is
named.

Context: Time words presented orally.
Criterion: Recognition of 90% of the time words.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

The student uses a calendar.
The student uses a clock.
The teacher uses everyday activities to familiarize the child with the
words. For example, "We go to sleep at night," "We eat lunch at
noon."

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given verbal directions to raise his hand when a time word is called
and the word "night" presented orally, the student will raise his
hand.

Lioa
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.2 MODULE CLUSTER Rote Counting

1.21 MODULE Rote Counting

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skill to name numbers
in order.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will say the numberr from 1-10 in order.
Context: Verbal instructions from the teacher without any other
stimuli.

Criterion: 100% accuracy in thirty seconds.

Outcome: The student will say the numbers from 11-20 in order.
Context: Verbal instructions from, the teacher without any other
stimuli.

Criterion: 80% accuracy in thirty seconds.

Outcome: The student will orally count to a specific number.
Context: A specific number verbally stated.
Criterion: 90% accuracy over four trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Have the student play the game of hide and seek.
Have the student sing "Ten Little Indians," "Hundred Bottles of
Milk on the Wall" (sung to the tune of "Hundred Bottles of Beer on
the Wall"), and "This Old Man."

Have the student recite the rhyme "One, Two, Buckle My Shoe."
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given verbal directions to count to 10, the student will orally count
to 10.

Given verbal directions to count from I I to 20, the student will orally
count from II to 20.
Given verbal directions to count to 7, the student will orally count
from 1 to 7.
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1.0 COMPETENCY Pre-Arithmetic

1.3 MODULE CLUSTER Conservation

1.31 MODULE COnservation of Quantity

PURPOSE To provide the student with the sldlls for conservation
of quantity.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will identify two equal quantities as equal
when presented in unequal form.
Context: Show the subject two identical glasses which have been
filled to the same level with water and one other empty glass which
is taller than and smaller in diameter than the other glasses. ln the
presence of the student, pour the water from one of the two identical
glasses into the taller glass. Then ask, "If you were thirsty, which
glass of water would you like?" After the student responds, ask why.

Criterion: 100% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES 1 OPTIONS 1 ACTIVITIES

The student changes the form of an object and reverses the change
back to the original form, such as pouring water from a tall, skinny
glass to a short, fat one.

The student watches the teacher take two objects of the same quan-
tity and manipulate the objects so they appear identical and dissi mi-
larin quantity. Take two balls of clay and flatten one so that they look
different; flatten the other one so that they look tbe same. Roll up one
so that they look different; roll up the otherone so that they look the
same.

The student will watch while the teacher manipulates physical ob-
jects and verbally explains the concept of conservation of quantity.

See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given two pieces of 4 inch wire in identical coils and asked the
question, "Which has more wirer', the student says, "Neither, they
are the same." The teacher straightens out one of the wires and asks-, the student, "Now, which has more?" The student will gay, "They
are still the sante."
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Given two balls of clay in identical form and asked the question,
"Which has more clay?", the student says, "Neither, they are the
same." Then the teacher rolls one of the balls of clay into a hotdog
shape, and asks thestudent "Why does this piece of clay (pointing to
the hot dog shape) have more clay?" The student will respond that it
does ilictit, and they are both the same.

Given two identical glasses filled to the same level with water, and
another glass which is taller and smaller in diameter than the other
two glasses, and asked the question, "Which of the two glasses has
more?", the student will respond that both are the same. The teacher
then pours the water from one glass into the taller glass and asks,
"Now, which glass has more?' The student will respond that both
are the same.

405
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.01 MODULE CLUSTER Rational Counting
2.011 MODULE Rational. Counting

,

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for rational
counting.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will orally count a set of objects (1-10
objects).
Conteit: A set of concrete objects with verbal directions to count
the set.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will orally count a subset of objects.
Context: A set of concrete objects with verbal directions to count
the specific subset of a general set.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

Developmental Learning Materials. Moving up in numbers, Blue,
Cards 1-10.

Have the student participate in such songs and rhymes as "Ten Little
Indians," "Hundred Bottles of Milk on the Wall" (sung to the tune of
"Hundred Bottles of Beer on the Wall"), and "This Old Man."
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST rrEms

Given a set of six cars and verbal directions to count the cars out loud,
the student will count from one to six.
Given verbal directions to count five cars from a set of fifteen cars,
the student will count five cars.
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.02 MODULE CLUSTER Conservation of Number

2.021 MODULE Sorting.

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills' for sorting.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will sort by removing a specified subset
from a general set.

Context: A set of concrete objects with a subset presented with
verbal directions giving one common characteristic (such as size,
shape, or color).

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will sort by removing a specified subset
from a general set.

Context; A set of conceete objects with a subset presented with
verbal directions giving two common cLaracteristics.

Criterion: 100% accuraCy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will sort by removing a specified subset
from a general set.

Context: A set of concrete objects with a subset presented with
verbal directions giving three common characteristics.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Old Maid card game.

Go Fishing card game.

Sorting box.

See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given a set of five blocks, three balls, and one triangle, the student
will correctly select the five blocks, upon the verbal directions,
"Give me an the blocks."
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Given a set containing three red balls, three blue balls, and three
green blocks, the student will correctly select the three red balls
upon the verbal directions, "Give me the red balls."
Given a set of three red bkcks with stars on them, three plain red
balls, three blue balls with stars on them, and three blue balls, the
student will correctly select the three blue balls with stars when
given the verbal directions, "Give me the blue balls with stars on
them."

4 4
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.02 MODULE CLUSTER Conservation of Number

2.022 MODULE Seriation

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for ordering.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will place objects in orderaccording to size.
Context: Four objects of graduated size, such as four balls, pre-
sented with verbal directions to place in order from smallest to
largest.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will place sets ofobjccts in orderaccording
to quantity.

Context: Three sets of objects of different quantities, witb verbal
directions to order from smallest to largest. For example, a set of fou r
balls, a set of five balls, and a set of six halls.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will place written numbers in order.
Context: Three flash cards of different numbers, consecutively
numbered on the numberline, presented with verbal directions to
place in order from smallest to largest.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Instruction should start with two objects with large differences;
gradually increase the number of objects and decrease the differ-
ences in size.
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given four balls of graduated size in a scrambled order and verbal
directions, "Put these balls in order from smallest to largest," the
student will place the balls from smallest to largest order.
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402 Tha Clinical Teacher

Given six blocks, three blocks, and ten blocks, and verbal directions
to place the sets in order from smallest to largest, the student will
correctly place the sets in order from smallest to lprgest.

Given flash cards ofthe numbers 7,2, an d 8, and verbal directions to
place the numbers in order from smallest to largest, the student will
correctly place the numbers in the order of 2, 7, and 8.

41g
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.02 MODULE CLUSTER Conservation of Number

2.023 MODULE Classification

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for classifying.

BEHAVIORAL, OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will classify a subset by removing a subset
with common attributes from a general set.

Context: A set of concrete objects with subsets presented with
verbal directions to remove the subsets from the general set. For
exampte, "Place all the things that belong together in this box."
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL, RESOURCES / OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

The teacher will give the student a group of objects in which a subset
can be extracted. The first subset to be removed should have an
obvious common characteristic. For example, given a group of mar-
bles (one zed, one yellow, one green, four blue) and verbal direc-
tions, "Remove all the marbles that belong together," the student
will remove the subset of marbles with a common characteristic.
Given a group of coins (i.e., five pennies, one dime, one quarter, one
half dollar) and verbal directions, "Remove all the coins that belong
together," the student will remove the subset of coins with a com-
mon characteristic.

Given a group of buttons of different colors, shapes, sizes, etc., and
verbal directions, "Remove all the buttons that belong together," the
student will remove a subset of buttons that share a common charac-
teristic. After the student removes the subset, the teacher will return
the subset of buttons to the remaining buttons, and then ask the child
again to "Ilemove another group of buttons that belong together."

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a set of twelve dolls (three boys in blue, three boys in red,
three girls in blue, and three girls in red) and the verbal directions,
"Put some things that belong together over here," the student cor-
rectly separates one subset,

PI
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.02 MODULE CLUSTER Conservation of Number

2.024 MODULE Labeling Sets

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for labeling sets.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will match by pointing to a written numeral
and its appropriate set.
Context: A concrete set of objects and a numeral on a flash card
presented with verbal directions to match the appropriate numeral
to the appropriate set.
Criterion:. 100% accuracy over four trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Have the student work with locldng numbers.
Involve the student in activities with playing cards.
Involve the student in activities with number readiness posters.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given three pencils and flash cards of the nuinerals 1.10 with verbal
directions to point to the numeral which shows how many pencils
there are, the student correctly points to the numeral three.
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.02 MODULE CLUSTER Conservation of Number

2.025 MODULE One-to-One Correspondence

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for one-to-one
correspondence.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will demonstrate he has the concept of
one-to-one correspondence between two equal sets by physically
matching an object of one set to an object of another set.
Context: Two equal sets of objects, with verbal directions to match
the objects.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will demonstrate he has the concept of
one-to-one correspondence between,two unequal sets by physically
matching oat object of one set to an object of another set, and stating
which set has more, and which has less.
Context: Two unequal sets of objects, with verbal directions to
match the objects and state which is less and which is more.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The teacher will provide the student with six cups and six buttons.
Place the six cups in a row and the buttons in a pile nearby. Ask the
student to set one button for each cup and then to check his work by
dropping each button into a cup. The buttons are then removed and
put in a pile. Ask the student if there is still the mune number of
buttons and cups or if there are more buttons or more cups. This
procedure may then be repeated, varying the objects.
The teacher gives the student a sheet of paper with six dolls on it. He
tens the student to draw a hat on each doll. The teacher asks the
student if there is the same number of dolls and hats.
The teacher gives the student a sheet of paper with an equal number
of dolls and hats, with the dolls on one side of the paper and the hats
on the other. The student draws a line from one doll to one hat, The
teacher asks the student if t bere is the same number ofdolls and hats.
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The teacher gives the student a sheet of paper with four horses on
one side and six saddles on the other. The student draws a line from
one horse to one saddle. The teacher asks if there is the same number
of saddles and horses.

See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given two sets of four balls each, the student will match all balls from
one set w ith all balls from the other set, demonstrating the concept of
one-to-one correspondence.

Given a sheet of paper with five cats on one side and six mice on the
other, the student will draw a line from the cats to the mice and name
correctly which set has more and which has less.
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.02 MODULE CLUSTER Conservation of Number

2.026 MODULE Recognition of the Empty Set

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills to recognize the
empty set (zero).

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will point to the box containing zero
objects.

Context: Three boxes, each containing a different number of ob-
jects, with one containing zero objects, presented with verbal direc-
tions to point to the box containing zero objects.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over thrce trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The teacher will present three balls and ask the student,"How many
balls do I have?" After the student answers three, the teacher takes
one away and asks, "How many balls do I have now?" The student
answers two and the teacher then takes away another ball, asking the
student, "How many balls do I have now?" The student replies,
"One." Then the teacher takes away the last ball and asks the stu-
dent, ':' rHow many balls do I have now The child then replies,
"Zero.

The same procedure can be used with edible objects having the
student eat them until there are none left (i.e., cookies, popcorn,
candy).

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given three boxes, one containing two objects, one containing five
objects, and one containing no objects, and the verbal directions to
point to the box with zero objects in it, the student correctly points to
the box with zero objects.

OS-
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.02 MODULE CLUSTER Conservation of Number
2.027 MObULE Identification of the Numeral Zero-

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identifying
the numeral zero.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will name the numeral zero.
Context: The numeral zero written on a chalk board with verbal
directions, "What is this number?"

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The student uses the Language Master and Cards.
The student plays number bingo.
The teacher shows the student the numeral zero and says, "This is
the number zero."
The teacher has the student paste thy peas on a paper number zero,
and then has the student wear the number on a string around his
neck.
See Appendix.r
SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given the numeral zero written on a chalk board with the verbal
directions, "What is this number?", the student correctly replies,
"Zero."
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.02 MODULE CLUSTER Conservation of Number

2.028 MODULE Recall and Reproduction of Zero

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for recall and
reproduction of the numeral zero.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will write the numeral zero.
Context: Verbal directions telling the student to write the numeral
zero.

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Flash card muneml zero.
Kinesthetk numeral cards.

Number line.
The student should practice writing the muneral while koking at the
numeral.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given verbal directions to write the numeral zero, the student will
write the numeral using paper awl pencil.

Lin
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2.0 COMPETENCY Mithmetic

2.03 MODULE CLUSTER Fractional Parts
2.031 MODULE Recognition of Fractional Parts (half,
quarter, third)

..
PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for recognition of
fractional parts.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will tell how many of a given fractional part
are needed to make its whole.
Context: A whole object divided into given fractional parts and the
given fractional part with verbal directions to tell how many of the
parts make up the whde.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The teacher takes an apple and cuts it in half in front of the student.
The teacher then asks the student how many pieces there are in the
apple.
The teacher draws a square on the chalk board and then draws lines
dividing it into quarters. He asks the student how many parts there
are in the square.
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEM

Given a third of a circle, and a circle divided into three sections with
verbal directions to tell how many of the sections are needed to tnake
a whole, the student will correctly answer three.
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.04 MODULE CLUSTER Place Value

2.041 MODULE Units Place (Ones)

411

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identifying
the value that a particular unit place (ones) holds.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will point to the units column.
Context: A written multi-digit number presented with verbal di-
rections to point to the units place?

Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will name the value of the digit in the units
column.
Context; A written multi-digit number presented with verbal di-
rections to name the value of the digit in the units column. For
example, "How many ones are in the units column?"
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Have the student work with the place value chart/place value paper.

Have the student work with cuisenaire rods.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given the number 463 and verbal directions to point to the units
column, the student will point to the three.
Given the number56and verbal directions to tell how man) ones are
in the units column, the student will correctly answer six.

919
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.04 MODULE CLUSTER Place Value

2.042 MODULE Tens Place

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identifying
the value that a particular tens place holds.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will point to the tens column.
Context: A written multi-digit number presented with verbal di-
rections to point to the tens place.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will name the value of the digit in the tens
column.

Context: A written multi-digit number presented with veibal di-
rections to name the value of the digit in the tens column. For
example, "How many tens are in the tens column?"
Criterion: 100% accuracy over thiee trials.

Outcome: The student will name the value of the digit in the tens
place in terms of both ones and tens.
Context: A written multi-digit number presented with verbal di-
rections to name the vahie of the digit in the tens column in terms of
ones and tens. For example, "How many tens are here?" (the tcacher
points to the tens cohttnn), and "How many ones are here?" (the
teacher points to the tens column).
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Have the student work with a place value chart.
Have the student work with place value paper.
Have the student work with cuisenaire rods.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given tbe number 937 and verbal directions to point to the tens
column, tbe student will point to tbe three.
Given tbe number 71 and verbal directions to tell bow many tens are
in the tens column, tbe student will correctly answer seven.

Given the nuinber 62 and an exphmation that there are six tens in the
tens column, tbe student will tell bow many ones are in the six tens,
when asked.

tic)- i
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.04 MODULE CLUSTER Place Value

2.043 MODULE Hundreds Place

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for identifying
the value that a particular hundreds place holds.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Outcome: The student will point to the hundreds column.
Context: A written multi-digit number presented with verbal di-
rections to point to the hundreds place.
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will name the value of the digit in the
hundreds column.
Context: A written multi-digit number presented with verbal di-
rections to name the value of the digit in the hundreds column. For
example, "How many hundreds are in the hundreds column?"
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

Outcome: The student will name the value of the digit in the
hundreds place in terms of ones, tens, and hundreds.
Context: A written multi-digit number presented with verbal di-
rections to name the value of the digit in thc hundreds column in
terms of ones, tcns, and hundreds. For example, "How many hun-
dreds are here ?" (the teacher points to the hundreds column); "How
many tens are here?" (the teacher points to the tens column); "How
many ones are here?" (the teacher points to the ones column).
Criterion: 100% accuracy over three trials.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Have the student work with the place value chart.
Have thc student work with place value paper.
Have the student work with cuiscnaire rods.
See Appendix.
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SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

Given the number 6,430 and verbal directions to point to the hun-
dreds column, the student will point to the four.
Given the number 363 and verbal directions to tell how many hun-
dreds ate in the hundreds column, the student will correctly answer
three.
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.05 MODULE CLUSTER Addition

2.051 MODULE Single Digit Addition

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for addition of a
one digit number pins a one digit number.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student vill add a one digit number plus a one digit
number.
Context: Written answers to ten addition problems.
Criterion: 90% accumey.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sampk probkm for this module is 4 + 3 .7. Niethods for solving
the sample problem:
Set Method Give the student four marbles: ask the student to
count the marbles and tell you how many there are. Cho the student
three marbles and ask him to count the marbles and ten you how
many there are. Then ask the student to combine all the inarbks and
count them. Review the problem for the student explaining to him
that 4 + 3.7.
Number Line NIethod On a number line, demonstrate the prob-
lem 4 + 3 =7 to the student by starting at 4 and taking a trip of 3 to the
right, counting I, 2,3. as you ascend the number line, to gi% e ) on the
answer 7.

1 2 3

1-1--1--4-1--1-4-1
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 0 8 9 10

See Appendix.
Developtner..tal Learning Materials. Mocing up in numbers, Blue,
Cards 11-20; Red, Cards 11-16.

lia4
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McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory, Addition
Level 1, Red, Cards 1, 2, 5, 6.,
Singer-Random House. Individualized mathematics, Block 1, Cards
1A&B,2A&B,3A&B,4A&B,5A&B.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

5 3 4 8
+ 2 + 6 + 3 + 5

,

471-.1,5"

e
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.05 MODULE CLUSTER Addition

2.052 MODULE Column Addition

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for addition of
one digit numbers.

BEHAVORIAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will add any quantity ofone digit numbers.

Context: Written answers to ten problems of addition.
Criterion: 90% accumcy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Set method ofaddition using blocks (see Module 2.051 Single-Digit
Addition).

Number line method (see Module 2.051 Digit Addition)
When presented with the problem:

5
1

+ 2
The student will solve the problem by adding the first two numbers
thinking the sum, and adding the third number to that sum. For
example:

5\41) think 6
11 (2) add 2 to the 6

±1_(2) write down the sum

If the student cannot do this in his head, he may need to write the
sum down as he adds. However, this crutch should be removed
eventually. This can be gradually extended to include more nu:,i-
ben in a column.
Developmental Learning Materials. Moving up in numbers, Red,
Cards 17-20.

McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory, Addition
Level 1, Red, Cards 12-17; Blue, Cards 2, 14.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

6 2 9 3
4 5 2 7

+ 4 + 6 5 4
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.05 MODULE CLUSTER Addition

2.053 MODULE A Two Digit Number Plus a One
Digit Number

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for addition of a
two digit number plus a one digit number without regrouping.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will add a two digit number plus a one digit
number without regrouping.
Context: Written answers to ten addition problems.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Set method of addition (See Module 2.051)
NumbeD line method (See Moduk 2.051)
Relating the problem to the fundamental facts. Show the student
how 15 + 2 = 17 is related to 5 + 2 c-- 7. Show the student 11..w 5 + 2 =
7,25+2=27,35 +2 =37,45+2=47,55+2= 57,etc.relate.This
pattern will aide the student in adding similar problems.

Singer-Random House. Individualized mathematics, Block I, Cards
I C #I, 2,3, 6, 7-9, 12, 14, 16-20; 2C #I, 2,5-8, II, 13, 14, 17-20;3 C
#I, 34,7, 10-12, 14-16, 18-20- 4 C #I, 3, 5,7,9, 11-17, 19,20;5C #2,
4-7, 9-11, 13, 14, 16-19;
Block 4, Cards I A #2,4-8, 10, I I, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19,20; 2A #2,4-8,10,
II, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20; 3 A #I, 3-5, 7, 9, I0, 12-14, 16-18, 20; 4 A
#2-4, 6, 7, 9, 11.15, 17, 18, 20; 5 A #2, 3, 5, 6, 8-10, 12, 14, 16-20.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS:

13 22 10 I I
+ 5 + 7 + 3 + 5

14:7
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.05 MODULE CLUSTER Addition

21)54 MODULE TwO Digit Addition

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for addition of a
two digit number plus a two digit number without regrouping.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will add a two digit number plus a two digit
number without regrouping.

Context: Written answers to ten problems of addition.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

Have the student use money/place value chart.
The student can use abacus.
Expanded Notation Present the student with the problem

2 tens + 3 ones
4 tens + 5 ones

asking him to solve for tens and ones. If the student has any trouble
with this pmblem the teacher may need to refer hnn to an abacus or
place value chart. The problem can then be presented to the student
to solve in the following manner:

20 + 3
40 + 5

arriving at the answer 60 + 8. The student then adds the 60 + 8 to
obtain the answer 68. ,
SingerRandom House. Individualized mathematics, Block 1, Cards
5 D #1, 2, 5, 9, 12, 13, 15, 19.

SAMPLE TEST:

36 27 13 35
+ 51 + 50 + 24 ± ja
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2.0 Cat iPETENCY Arithmetic

2.05 MODULE CLUSTER Addition

2.055 MODULE A Two Digit Number Plus a One
Digit Number

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for addition of a
two di"git number plus a one digit number with or without
regrouping.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will add a two digit number pl us a one digit
number with or without regrouping.
Context: Written answers to ten addition problems.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCE S I OPTIONS / ACTIVITI ES

The sample test problem for this module is 17 + 6 .--- 23. Methods of
solving the sample problem are: .

Place Value Chart Present the student with a place value chart
representing the number 17 with one ten-marker and seven one-
marlcers. Have the student add six one-markers to the ones. The
student then trades in ten one-marlcers for a ten-marker and adds the
ten-marker to the other tens. The student writes the new number
represented on the plaee value chart by counting the ten-markers
and the one-markers: 23.

Expanded Notation Present the problem in the form
1 ten + 7 ones

+ 6 ones
and arrive at the answer 1 ten + 13 ones -.4 2 tens + 3 ones. Explain to
the child that he trades in 10 ones for one ten.

17
Carrying Present the problem in the form + 6

Have the student add the units eoiumn obtaining the answer 13. The
student writes the answer as follows, placing the I above the tens
col um n:

4c2St
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1

17
+ 6

3
Review for the student that the 1 in 13 is a ten and should be placed
in the tens column. Then have the student add the tens column
obtaining the answer

.

17
+ 6

23
Here, the teacher needs to explain that in solving a problem you
begin with the units column and move to the tens. Addition is done
by working right to left and top to bottom when the problem is
presented in vertical form.
Singer-Random House. Individualized mathematics. Block 1, Cards
1 E, #1, 2, 4-7, 9, 12, 17; 5 E, #1-4, 7-10, 15, 16.

McCormick-Mothers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory, Addition
Level 1, Red, Cards 8 & 9; Blue, Card 3.

SAMPLE TEST 1TE MS

17 14 25 12
+ 6 + 7 + 9 + 9

ct3O
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.05 MODULE CLUSTER Addition

2.056 MODULi Two Digit Addition

423

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for addition of a
two digit number plus a two digit number, with or without
regrouping.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will add a two digit number plus a two digit
number.
Context: Written answers to ten addition problems.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

14
The sample problem for this module is + 37
Methods for solving the problem are:
Carrying Method The problem is solved in the same manner as
two digit plus one, digit with regrouping, except the student must
add three numbers down the tens column (1 in 14,3 in 37, and 1 in 11
(4 + 7)). See Module 2.053.

Expanded Notation Present the problem in the form
1 ten + 4 ones
3 tens + 7 ones

for the student to solve. He obtains the answer 4 tens + 11 ones. The
student then exchanges 10 ones for 1 ten obtaining the answer 5 tens
+ 1 one. The student places the numbers together as 51.
Developmental Learning Materials. Moving up in numbers, Green,
Cards 1-10.

McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory, Addition
Level 1, Red, Card 6; Blue, Card 6.
Singer-Random House. Individualized mathematics, Block 1, Cards
3 E, #1, 4, 10, 11, 14, 15, 19.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

17 25 99 87
+ 15 + 19 + 66 + 23

431
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.05 MODULE CLUSTER Addition
2.057 MODULE A Three Digit Number Plus a One
Digit, Two Digit, or Three Digit Number

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for addition of a
three digit number plus a one digit, two digit, or three digit number.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will add a three digit munber plus a one
digit, two digit, or three digit number.
Context: Written answers to ten addition problems.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

536
The sample problem for this module is + 79
Methods for solving this problem are:
Place Value Chart (See Module 2.053)

536
Present the problem in the form + 79 . Remind the student
that he should solve the problem by beginning in the units
column, move to the tens column, and then to the hundreds column,
carrying whenever necessary. Addition is always done by working
right to left and top to bottom when the problem is presented in
vertical form.

Developmental Learning Materials. Moving up in numbers, Green,
Cards 16-20.

McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratonj, Addition
Level 1, Red, Cards 21-24, 26-29; Blue, Card 13.

Singer-Random House. Individualized mathematics, Block 4, Cards
1 C, #2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 19, 20; 1 E, #1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15,
17-19; 2 E, #3,4,6-8, 10,12,16-19; 3 C, #2,4,6,8,9, 11, 15, 17-19.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

173 285 396 121
+ 9 + 18 + 254 + 999

44 3P-
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.05 MODULE CLUSTER Addition
2.058 MODULE Any Digit Addition
Including Column Addition

425

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for addition of
any quantity of any digit numbers. .

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will add any quantity of any digit.
Context: Written answers to ten addition problems.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES:

146
The sample problem for this module is 235

14
IM

Methods for solving this problem are:
Column Addition Explain to the student that he adds from top to
bottom and right to left. Also, explain that numbers ofthe same place
value are added together. If the student is eonfused by the ragged
columns, have him use graph or place value paper.
Developmental Learning Materials, Moving up in numbers, Blue,
Cards 11-20; Red, Cards 11-20; Green, Cards 1-20.

McCormicic-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory, Addition
Level 1, Blue, Card 19; Green, Level 2, Card 9.
Singer-Random House. individualized mathematics, Block 1, Pre-
test 1 E, 2 D, 3 D, 4 D, Post Test; Block 4, Cards 1 D, 2 D, 3 C, 4 C, 4
D, Post Test; Block 6, Pretest 1 A, 1 B, 1 C, 1 D, 1 E, 2 A,2 B, 2 A,2 B, 2
C,2D,2E,3A,3B,3C,3D,3E,4 A,4 B,4 C,4 0,4 E,5A,5B,5C,5
D, 5 E, Post Test.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS:

133 976 19 471 987 1486
+ 9 + 13 888 125 235 + 2657

44 + 137 + 102
+ 514 0
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.06 MODULE CLUSTER Subtraction
2.061 MODULE Single Digit Subtraction

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for subtraction of
a one digit number from a one digit number.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will subtract a one digit number from a one
digit number.
Context: Written answers to ten subtraction problems.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is 8 3 =5. Methods for solving
this problem are:
Set Method Give the student eight marbles; ask the student to
count the marbles and tell you how many there are. Then ask the
student to separate three marbles from the set, and have him count
how many are left. Review the problem for the student explaining to
him that 8 3 = 5.
Comparison Method Give the student a set of eight marbles and a
set of three marbles. Then ask the studer.t to match a marble from one
set to a marble from the other set. Then ask the student how many
more marbles are in the larger set. Review the problem for the
student explaining to him there are five more marbles in the larger
set and therefore 8 3 = 5.
Number Line Method On a number line, demonstrate the prob-
lem 8 3 = 5 to the student by starting at 8 and taking a trip of3 to the
left counting 1,2, 3 as you descend the number line, to give you the
answer 5.

3 2 1IIIII f--Y I

. 0 1 2 3 4 0 6 7 8 9

See Appendix.

Developmental Learning Materials. Mot ing up in numbers, Red,
Cards 1-10.

43 ct
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McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratonj, Subtraction
Level 1, Bed, Card 2.
Singer-Random House. Individualized mathematics, Block 2, Les-
son IA, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

9 5 7 8 5
7 2 4 2 I
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.06 MODULE CLUSTER Subtraction

2.062 MODULE A Two Digit Number Minus a One
Digit Number Without Regrouping

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for subtraction of
a one digit number from a two digit number without regrouping.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will subtract a one digit number from a two
digit number without regrouping.
Context: Written answers to ten subtraction problems.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is 18 - 3 = 15. Methods of
solving the sample problem are:
Set MethodGive the student eighteeu marbles; ask the student to
count the marbles and ten you how many there are. Then ask the
student to separate three marbles from the set, and have hint count
how many are left. Review the problem forthe student explaining to
him that 18 - 3 = 15.
Number Line Method On a number line, demonstrate the prob-
lent 18 - 3 = 15 to the student by starting at 18 and taking a trip of 3 to
the left, counting 1, 2, 3 as you descend the number line, to give the
answer 15.

I- 11111i-111111i 1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 J 16 17 18
Relating the Problem to the Fundamental Facts Show the student
how 18 - 3 = 15 relates to 8 - 3 = 5. For example show the student
the pattern between such problems as 8 - 3 = 5, 18 - 3 = 15,
28 - 3 = 25, 38 - 3 = 35, 48 - 3 = 45, 58 - 3 = 55, etc.
See Appendix.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS:

15
- 3

19 27 38
- 5 - 2 - 7

4 36)
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.06 MODULE CLUSTER Subtraction

2.063 MODULE A Two Digit Subtraction
Without Regrouping

429

PURPOSE To pmvide the student with the skills far subtraction et
a two digit number from a two digit number without regrouping.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome:- The student will subtract a two digit number from a two
digit number without regrouping.

Context: 'Written answers to ten subtraction problems.

Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is 39 15 = 24. Methods for
solving this problem are:

Money (dimes and pennies)

Present the student with three dimes and nine pennies explaining to
him that this amount represents the 390 in the problem 390 150 =

0 0 ® > dimes ®®®®®®®®©+ pennies
Have the student take away one dune and five pennies, explainingto
him that this amount represents the 150.

Ask the student how much money is left.

This problem may also be dernonstrated on paper, developing a
higher level of abstraction. Example:

100 100 100 100
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 If 10 10 10 10 10 =

100 100 00
10 jo io io elo lo lo to Jo

See Anpendix.

Problems Provide the student with substraetion problems to
work, explaining the procedure of working from right to left (starting
with the ones cohunn and proceding to the tens column).

Developmental Learn ing Materials..1focing up innumbers,Orange,
Card 19.
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McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratony, Subtraction
Level 1, Red, Card 17.

- -

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

29 99 45 57
17 39 31 34

438
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.06 MODULE CLUSTER Subtraction

2.064 MODULE A Two Digit Number Minus a One
Digit Number With or Without Regrouping

PURPOSE To provide th'e student with the skills for subtraction of
a one digit number from a two digit number with or without
regrouping.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student wg.11 subtract a one digit number from a two
digit number.

Context: Written answers to ten subtraction problems.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is 35 8 = 27. Methods for
solving this problem are:
Place Value Chart Present the student with a place value chart
representing the number 35 with 3 ten-markers and 5 one-markers.
Have the student replace 1 ten-marker with 10 one-markers. Then
have the student remove 8 ones, and state the new number rep-
resented on the place value chart.
Expanded Notation Have the student break down the problem,
35 8 = 27, as follows: 3 tens 5 ones. Then have the student

8 ones
regroup the problem as follows, explaining to the student that you
are taking one ten from the tens column and adding ten ones to
the ones column; 2 tens 15 ones

8 ones
2 tens 7 ones --> 27

Decomposition 1 n this step the student moves to solving problems
in a more abstract manner. Present the student with the problem:

35. If the preceding steps have been carefully developed the
8

student should be able to think of 35 as 20 + 15 by taking one ten
from the tens column and transferring ten ones to the ones coltnnn.
The student may work the problem as follows:

439
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MS

35
8

The student will then solve the problem by first subtracting the 8
from the 15 and then bringing down the 2.
*Note: When the problems have minuends ranging from 11-19, it is
desirable for the student to relate to these problems as fundamental
facts.

See Appendix.

Developmental Learning Materials. Moving up in numbers, Gray,
Cards 1-10.

McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory, Subtrac-
tion, Level 1, Blue, Card 2.

Singer-fiandom House. Individualized mathematics, Block 2, Cards
1C,2C,3C,4 C,5C;Block5,Cards 1 A,2 A,3A& 8,4A&B,5A.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

12 16 38 41
9 3 9 1

4-1-1,0
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.06 MODULE CLUSTER Subtiaction
2.065 MODULE Two Digit Subtraction

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for subtraction of
a two digit number from a two digit number with or without
regrouping.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will subtract a two digit number from a two
digit number.

Context: Written answers to ten subtraction problems.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is 74 29 --I, 45. Methods for
solving this problem are:
Place Vahie Chart See Module 2.064.
Expanded Notation See Module 2.064.
Decomposition The student will solve the problem, 74

29
using the steps in Module 2.064, Ill-C. The teacher may need to
instruct the student on working the problem through the tens col-
umn in the subtrahend, as follows:

74
29

*Note: Equal Addition always leads to solving a different problem.
Instead of 74 29, the problem now is 84 39.

See Appendix (Abacus)

McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory, Subtraction
Level 2, Card 2; Level 1, Red, Cards 18 & 19; Blue, Card 3.
Developmental Learning Materials. Moving up in numbers, Orange,
Cards 1-11, 15.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

57 98 77 45
- 79 - 31
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.06 MODULE CLUSTER Subtraction
2.066 MODULE A Three Digit Number Minus a One,
Two, or Three Digit Number

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for subtraction of
a one digit, two digit, or three digit number from a three digit number
with or without regrouping.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will subtract numbers of one digit, two
digits and three digits from a three digit number.
Context: Written answers to ten subtraction problems.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

Decomposition See Module 2.064
When a student begins to work subtraction problems involving a
three-digit number the procedures for borrowing should be ex-
plained as follows:
1. Start the problem on the right with the ones column, subtracting
the subtrahend from the minuend, borrowing from the tens column
when necessary.
2 Then the student subtracts the subtrahend from the minuend in
the tons column, this time borrowing from the hundreds column
wheri-necessary.
3. The student now either subtracts the subtrahend from the
minuend in the hundreds column or brings down the remaining
number.
Equal addition See Module 2.065
Developmental Learning Materials. Moving up in numbers, Orange,
Cards 12-15, 16-18, 20.

McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory, Subtraction
Level I, Red, Cards 20, 23, 21; Blue, Cards 5-8.

Singer-Random House. Individualized mathematics, Block 5, Card
3 C.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

391 274 516 535
149

4 471;
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.06 MODULE CLUSTER Subtraction

2.067 MODULE Any Quantity of Any Digit Subtraction

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for subtraction of
a number of any digit from a number of any digit with or without
regrouping.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student win subtract numbers of any digit from
numbers of any digit.
Context: Wiitten answers to ten subtraction problems.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

Developmental Learning Materials. Moving up in numbers, Orange,
Cards 1-20; Grey, Cards 1-10; Red, Cards 1-10.
McCormick-Mathers Pub. Cu. Mathematics laboratory, Subtraction
Level 1, Blue, Cards 10-13, 15-17.
Singer-Random House. Individualized mathematics, Block 2, Cards
1 0,2 B, 2 D,3 D, 4 0,5 D; Block 5,Cards1B,C, 0,E; 2 B, C,0,E;3
B, C, D, E; 4 B, C, D, E; Block 7, entire block.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

703 535 831 400zja - 149 145 =HE

Li 43
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.07 MODULE CLUSTER Multiplication
2.071 MODULE Single Digit Multiplication

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for multiplica-
tion of a one digit number times a one digit number.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will multiply a one digit nnmber times a
one digit number.
Context: Written answers to ten problems of multiplication.
Criterion: 90% accuracy

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is 3 x 2. Methods of solving this
sample problem are:
Set Method Give the student thrtte cazdboard horses; ask the
student to count the horses and tell you how many there are. Then
give the student three riders to put on the horses and ask him to put
them on the horses. Then ask the student how many horses and
riders there are all together. Review the problem for the student
explaining to him that 3 x 2 = 6. (There are two sets of three that
equal six.)

Number Line Method (This should be used for problems with
sums less than 20.) On a number line, demonstrate the problem
3 x 2 = 6 to the student by starting at zero and take a trip of three
twice, to give the answer 6.

1 2

(--v---,111111111
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Here you shonld explain that 2 x 3 = 3 x 2, b) gh ing the student
three groups of two to count.
Abaeus Have the student set apart three beads on the abacus.
Then have him pnt three more beads wider the first group. Have him
count all the beads. Review the problem for the student explaining to
him that 3 x 2 = 6.

4144
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Addition Method Have the student rewrite the problem 3 x 2 = 6
in the addition fortn, 3 + 3 = 6. ExplWn to the student that the
equations are equal, and that repeated addition (3 +3) is another way
of solving the multiplication problem (3 x 2).

.

Property of zero Give the student a group of four marbles. Ask him
how many groups of four he has. He should reply one. Explain to the
stndent that one group of four marbles could also be thought ofas 4 x
1 = 4. Give the student a second set offour marbles and ask him how
many groups of four he now has. The reply shonld be two. Then
xplain to the student that two groups of four marbles could also be
thought of as 4 x 2 . 8. Then take away both groups of marbles and
ask the student how many groups ()flour he now has. lithe student
replies none, the teacher should ask him foranother !espouse which
will mean that there are no groups of four. The student should then
reply zero. The teacher then explains that four marbks could also be
thought of as 4 x 0 = 0. The teacher can then gradually introduce
maltiplication problems dealing with the property of zero in written
form.

Multiplicative Identity ofOne Give the student a group of three
objects. Ask him how many times he has that set of three. Give him
another set offive objects and ask him how many times he has that set
of five and how many objects there are in that set. The teacher then
explains that 5 x 1 = 5, orany number muhiplied by one, equals that
nmuher.
Arrays Give the student a block and has e him divide the block into
three rows across and two (Aumns down. Then have the student
count the number of squares in the block. Review the problem
3 x 2 = 6 for the student.

wips
..=
111

1

Skip Counting l las e the student 4:ount by threes and stop at the
second number (for example. 3,6). Review the problem 3 x 2 -.6 for
the student.
Computer Fingers See Wagner, Hosier, & Gilloley. Arithmetic
games& activities, Teachers Pub. Corp., Darien, Connecticut, 1964.

Alger, L. Finger multiplication.Arillimetic Teacher, April, 1968,pp.
341-43.

Adler, I. Magic house of numbers, Signet Books.

Brandes, L. Yes, math can be fun!, J. Weston Wakh.

44-5
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Magic Nine Have the student write from nine to zero down in one
column and nine to zero up in a second column next to the first.The
number at the bottom is equal to the equation 9 x 1, the second
number is equal to the equation 9 x 2, and on up to the top number,
equal to 9 x 10. For example:

90
81

"I 6
72

54
45
36
27
18
09

Developmental Learning Materials. Moving up in numbers, Brown,
Cards 1-7, 9, 10.
McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory,
Multiplication Level 1, Red, Cards I, 3, 5, 6; Blue, Card 1.
SingerRandom House. Individualized mathematics. Block 11,
Cards 1 A, B, C: 2A, B, C; 3 A, B, C; 5A, B,C; Block 15, Pretest, 1 A, B,
C; 2 A, B,C; 3 A,B,C; 4 A, B,C; 5 A,B,C; Block 17,Cards 1A, B; 2 A,
B; 3 A, B; 4 A, B; 5 A, B.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS:

4 5 4 9
x 2 x 6 x 4 x 3
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic .

2.07 MODULE CLUSTER Multiplication
2.072 MODULE Two Digit Number Times a One Digit
Number Without Regrouping

PURPOSE To piovide the student with the skills for multiplica-
tion of a two digit number times a one digit number without
regrouping.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will mulfiply a two digit number times a
one digit number without regrouping.
Context: Written answers to ten problems of multiplication.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is 23 x 3. Methods for solving
this problem are;
Expanded Notation Present the student with the problem:

2 tens and 3 ones
x 3 ones

for him to solve for tens and ones. Explain to the student that he will
multiply the ones and then the tens by the three. Finally the problem
is presented as follows:

23
x 3

for the student to solve, arriving at the answer 69.

Abacus Have the student group three sets of 23 beads on the
abacus and count them. Explain to the student that this is shown by
the equation 23 x 3.
Cuisenaire Rods Present the student with a collection often-unit
rods and one-unit rods. Have the student select two ten-unit rods and
three one-unit rods for the number 23. Then have the student make
two more groups of 23 so that there are three groups of23. Have the
student count all of the tenunit rods and all the one-unit rods to get
the answer.

L/q7
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Developmental Learning Materials. Moving up in numbers, Brown,
Cards 8, 11-15.

McCormick-Matbers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory,
Multiplication Level 1, Red, Cards 19, 20; Blue, Card 3.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

11 23 19 12
x 8 x 3 x 1 x 4
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.07 MODULE CLUSTER Multiplication

2.073 MODULE Two Digit Number Times a One Digit
Number With or Without Regrouping

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for multiplica-
tion ofa two digit number times a one digit number wfth or without
regrouping.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will multiply a two digit number times a
one digit number with or without regrouping.
Context: Wrftteu answers to teu problems of multiplication.

Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample 3rol31e1n for this module is% 45
x e)

Methods for solving this problem are:

Abacus Have the student set apart two groups of 45 and then count
the beads for the total. Explain to him how this is equal to the
equation 45 x 2 a-- 90,
Expanded Notation Present the student with the problem:

4 tens and 5 ones
x 2 ones

and have the student multiply 2 x 5 and write down 10 and then
multiply 2 x 4 and write down the 8. Have the student exchauge the
10 ones for 1 ten. Have the student add the 1 ten to the 8 tens to make
9 tens, or 90.
Carrying Present the problem: 45

x 2
First he ntuhiplies 2 x 5. He puts clown the zero hi the units column
and carries the one in the tens column:

itqf
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1

45
x 2

Then he multiplies 2 x 4 to obtain the answer 8. He adds the 1 that he
carried to the 8 to obtain 9 and writes the 9 in the tens column:

i

45
x 2

90

Developmental Learning Materials. Moving up in numbers, Brown,
Cards 8, 11-20.
McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory,
Multiplication Level 1, Red, Cards 22, 23; Blue, Card 4.

Singer-Random House., Tftdividualized mathematics, Block 17,
Cards 1 C, D, E; 2 C, D, E; 3 C, D, E; 4 C, D, E; 5 C, D, E.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

36 17 25 37
x 7 x 6 x 5 x 3

4 50
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2-07 MODULE CLUSTER Multiplication

2074. MODULE Two Digit Multiplication

443

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for multiplica-
tion of a two digit number times a two digit nu mber.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will multiply a two digit number time., a two
digit number.
Context: Written answer to ten problems of multiplication.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL. RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is: 43
x 21

l," ...aods for solving this problem are:
Present the sample problem to the student. Have the student multi-
ply the 1 times the 3 (in 43) and write the solution in the units
colu mn. Then, the student multiplies 1 times the 4 (in 43) and writes
the solution in the tens column.

43
x 21

43
Next, the student multiplies the 2 (in 21) times the 3 (in 43), writing
the scautioh below the first partial product in the following manner:

43
x 21

43

Have the student then multiply the 2 (in 21) times the 4 (in 43). This
solution is written to the left of the first number in the second partial
product:

43
x 21

43
Sk.

451
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The two partial products are added together to solve for the final
product:

43
x 21

43
_EL

903

McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory,
Multiplication Level 1, Blue, Cards 6, 7.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

42 20 10 67
x 13 x 36 A jo. x H.

415 a
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.07 MODULE CLUSTER Multiplication

2.075 MODULE A Three Digit Number Times a One
Digit, Two Digit, or Three Digit Number.

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for multiplica-
tion of a three digit number times a one digit, two digit, or three digit
number.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will multiply a three digit number times a
one digit, two digit, or three digit number.
Context: Written answers to ten problems of multiplication.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is: 457
x623

Methods for solving this problem are:
The student multiplies by th e 3 (in 623) and writes down the prOduct
starting in the units column.
3 x 7 = 21, put down the 1 and carry the 2.
3 x 5 = 15, add the 2 to equal 17, put down the 7 and carry the 1.
3 x 4 = 12, add the 1 to equal 13, put down the 13.

457
x¢2,1

1371

The student multiplies by the 2 (in 623) and writes down the second
partial product starting in the tens column.
2 x 7 = 14, put down the 4 and carry the 1.
2 x 5 = 10, add the 1 to equal 11, put down the 1 and carry the 1.
2 x 4 = 8, add the 1 to equal 9, put down the 9.

457
x 623

1

463
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The student multiplies by the 6 (in 623) and writes down the product
starting in the hundreds column.
6 x 7 = 42, put down the 2 and cany the 4.
6 x 5 = 30, add the 4 to equal 34, put down the 4 and cany the 3.
6 x 4 = 24, add the 3 to equal 27, put down the 27.

457
x 623

1371

The student adds the partial products, to solve for the final product:

457
x 623

1371
914

2742
284711

McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory,
Multiplication Level 1, Blue, Cards 5, 12, 18, 21; Red, Cards 21, 24,
25.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS:

301 169 472 713
25.1 AM x 248 x 4

4541
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.07 MODULE CLUSTER Multiplication
2.076 MODULE Any Digit Multiplication

447

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for multiplica-
tion of any digit number times any digit number.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will multiply an) digit number times any
digit number.

Context:. Written answers to ten problems of multiplication.
Criterion. 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

iievelopmental Learning Materials.Moving up in numbers, Brown,
Cards 8, 11-20.

MCtormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory,
Multiplication Level I, Blue, Card 15, 16, 17, 23.
Singer-Random House. Individualized mathematics, Block 17,
Cards I C, D, E; 2 C, ll, E; 3 C, D, E; 4 C, D, E; 5 C, D, E.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

1624 72 51 9
x 395 x 444 x 30 x 9

£155
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.08 MODULE CLUSTER Division
2.081 MODULE Single Digit Division With No
Remainder

..-

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for dividing a one
digit number by a one digit number with no remainder.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will divide a one digit number by a one
digit number with no remainder.
Context: Written answers to ten problems of division.

Criterion: 90% accuracy

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is 9 + 3. Methods for solving
this problem are:
Set Method Present the student with nine cards and :Gil the
student to deal out three hands of cards until all the cards are gone.
Then have the student count how many cards are in each hand.
Review the problem for the student saying, ``We had nine cards and
made three groups of cards with three cards in each group. So,
9 3 = 3."
Repeated Subtraction on the Abacus Have the student separate
nine beads. Tell the student to take away three beads from the group
of nine. After he has done this, tell the student to continue taking
away thiee beads until no beads are left. Ask the student how many
groups of three he had to take away to reach zero. Review the
problem explaining that 9 3 = '.
Multiplication Meth od Presen t the problem in the forms 9 , 3 = 3
and 9 = 3 x 3. Read the equations saying, "Nine divided by three
equals three, and nine equals three times three." Explain that a
division problem can be written as a inultiplication problem by
changing the division sign to an equal sign and the equal sign to a
multiplication sign. The student who knows his fundamental multi-
plication facts can successfully sohe problems by this method. Stu-
dents without a knowledge of the fundamental fiwts may find this a
difficult method.

4.%
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The Role of Zero a d One in Division Dividing by zero is impos-
sible; example: cannot be done.

Zero divided by any number equals zeiu; example; 0 .

3 FF
Any number divided by itself equals one; example: 1 .

o rr
One divided into any number equals that number; example: 6

- r-6-

These properties should be introduced to th e student gradually, first
by providing examples in the concrete and then moving to the
abstract. This will eliminate much unnecessary learning for the
student.
Developmental Learning Materials, Mooing up in numbers, Purple,
Card 1.

McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratony, Division
Level 1, Red, Card 1.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

6 + 3 4 17c 10 5 117
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.08 MODULE CLUSTER Division
2.082 MODULE A Two Digit Number by a One Digit
Number with No Remainder

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for division of a
two digit number by a one digit number with no remainder.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will divide a two digit number by a one
digit number with no remainder.
Context: Written answers to ten problems of division.

Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is 3 rig. Methods for solving
this problem are:
*Note: The teacher may want to explain to the student that when the
divisor is greater than the first number in the dividend, it is neces-
sary to divide into the entire dividend. In the sample problem, the
student will divide into each number rather than the whole
dividend.
Se Method See module 2.081.

Repeated Subtraction on the Abacus See module 2.081.

Multiplication Method Present the student with the problem
3 Ilk Explain to the student that he works only with the first
number in the dividend, 36. Have the student determine what fimes
3 equals 3. The student writes the first partial quotient above the 3 in
36. Have the student continue by dividing the 3 into the 6, deciding
what fimes 3 equals 6. The student writes the second partial quotient
above the 6. The problem has been solved and oan be read 36
divided by 3 equals 12.
Developmental Learning Materialf. Mot:Mg up in numbers, Purple,
Cards #2-12.
MeCormick-Mathers Pub. Co, Nlathematics laboratory Division
Level I. Blue Card 1; Red. Cards 1.4.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS:

16 ÷ 1 5 frO 458, 9 117 6 174
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.08 M-ODULE CLUSTER Division

2.083 MODULE Two Digit Division Without a
Remainder

451

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for division of a
two digit number by a two digit number without a remainder.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will divide a two digit number by a two
digit number without a remainder.

Context: Written answers to ten problems of division.
Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is 36 + 12 = 3. Problems of
division of a two digit number by a two digit number should be
written as 12 IT6to be solved. Methods for solving this problem are:

Set Method This method is applicable when the numbers are
small enough to work in the concrete (see module 2.081).
Repeated Subtraction Method See module 2.081.

Multiplication Method This iiLeAtiod is worked in the same man-
ner as module 2.081. However, the problem is written as 12 56.
Arrows may be drawn to explain the process such as:

.,
12 36
*t..../

divided by

The student then checks the quotient b> multipl>ing ns the arrows
indicate:

ot..ro 3

12 36
-..."
equals

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

11 riT 13 PT

451

12 RiT 10 IrD
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.08 MODULE CLUSTER Division

2.084 MODULE A Two Digit Number by a One Digit
Number With or Without a Remainder

PURPAE: To provide the student with the skills for division of a
two digit number by a one digit number.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will divide a two aigit number by a one
digit number.
Context: Written answers to ten problems of division.

Criterion: 90.% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is 3 fif. Methods for solving
this problem are: -'

Set Method See module 2.081. This method may be used with
cards, blocks, or other manipulatives where the numbers are rela-
tively small. When there is a re mainder this should be written by the
student as, "11 1, 2, or 3," etc.

Repeated Subtraction on the Abacus See module 2.081. The
student will take away three beads at a time until 1 bead remains.
'Explain to the student that this problem has a remainder of 1.
M ultiplication Method (Long Division) This method is worked in
the same manneras module 2.081. However, present the problem in
the form: 3 rw-7. At this point, the teacher will introduce long divi-
sion to the student, working the problem as follows:

e.e./2312 22E)
3 ir/ 4.4 3TV/ 3 r67

6k
"1,44

6
Remainder (D
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The teacher should explain each step of the long division process to
the student while working the problem. After the student has
worked many problems in this manner and understands the process,
he may be able to eliminate some of the steps, for example:

22 111
3 FW

66
1

McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics labaratory, Division
Level 1, Blue, Cards 1, 4, 5; Red, Cards 1-4, 10-12.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

kof

8 l. 7 F,Vt
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.08 MODULE CLUSTER Division
.. 2.085 MODULE Two Digit Division With or Without

Remainder

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for division of a
two digit number.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will divide a two number by a two digit
number.
Context: Written answers to ten problems of division.

Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES / OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

The sample problem for this module is 12 ill. Methods for solving
this problem are:
Set Method This can be used when the numbers are small enough
to be worked using concrete materials. See module 2081..

Repeated Subtraction Method See module 2.081.
Mnitiplication Method (Long Di vision) See module 2.084 III C
for long division procedures. The teacher will present the problem
for the student to solve: 12 rig. The student will need to estimate
how many times 12 will go into 49. Assuming that the student
estimates 4 as the quotient, this will be placed over the 9 in the
dividend. He then multiplies 4 x 12, obtains the answer 48, and
writes this under the dividend:

4
12 nT

48

LgpR
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The student will then subtract to obtain the remainder (if any) and
write the remainder in the quotient, as follows:

4E)
12 rig.

48
1

lithe student underestimates the answer (for example putting 3 in
themotient) he should be able to recognize his mistake when be
obtains a remainder greater than the divisor, for example:

3
12 rg

lithe student overestimates the answer (for example, putting 5 in the
quotient) he will be unable to subtract the sum of 5 x 12 from the
dividend, for example:

12 rg

A smaller number in the quotient must then be tried.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

13 FPI 17 176

46,3

12 ni ii riT
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.08 MODULE CLUSTER Division

2.086 A Three Digit Number by One, Two, or Three
Digit Number

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for division of a
three digit number by a one' digit, two digit, or three digit number.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will divide a three digit number by a one,
two, or three digit number.

Context: Written answers to ten problems of division.
Criterion: 90% accuracy .

INSTRUCTIONAL. RESOURCES / OPTIONS / ACTIVITIES

The sample problem forth is module is 21 rm. Methods for solving
this problem are:
Multiplkation Method (Long Division) See Module 2.084 III-C
for long division procedures. Present the sample problem for the
student to solve:

21111T3 a.

Again the student will need to estimate the quotient, working the
problem through in long division. See Module 2.085 III-C for sug-
gestions to help the student determine errors in estimation.
McCormick-Mathers Pub. Co. Mathematics laboratory, Division
Level 1, Mue, Cards 7, 8, 9, 10; Red, Cards 15-22; Level 11, Green,
Cards 2, 3

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS:

2 ng 3 F3T)5 11 rai ' 178 FilF

4W
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2.0 COMPETENCY Arithmetic

2.08 MODULE CLUSTER Division
2.087 MODULE Any Quantity of Any Digit Division

PURPOSE To provide the student with the skills for division of
any-digit number by any-digit number.

BEHAVIOML OBJECTIVE

Outcome: The student will divide an any-digit number by an any-
digit number, where the divisor is less than the dividend.
Context: Written answers to ten problems of division.

Criterion: 90% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES I OPTIONS I ACTIVITIES

Estimation Higher level division is a guessing process. The first
step in solving a problem such as 291 'ti-fg is to guess at the first
partial quotient. Techniques for guessing exist, but frustration and
errors are part of guessing. Frustration should be eliminated
whenever possible. See Module 2.0851114 for suggestions to help
the student determine errors in estimation. It will be necessary to
use long division when solving division problems of this quantity.
See Module 2.084.

McCormick-Mathers Pub. co. Mathematics laboratory, Division
. ?vel I, Blue, Cards I, 4, 5, 7-11, 17-19; Level I, Red, Cards I-4,
10-12, 15-22; Level II, ilreen, Cards 2-9.

SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

II ITZ I 7ri 1 FT
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TESTS

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST

AUDITORY CHANNEL

MODULES 1.011-1.031

Given the series "clips, tapes, fingers, books," spoken at the rate QC
one word per second, the student will repeat (not necessarily in
order) the series after a pause of five seconds and after bearing the
sentence, "We don't have any clothes to wear except what we have
on us now."
Given the series 2, 7, 3, 0, spoken at the rate of one per second, the
student will repeat the numbers in any order.
Given the series 3, 8, 4, 1, spoken at the tate of one per second, the
student will repeat the numbers in any order after a pause of five
seconds and after hearing the sentence, "Run out in the yard and
catch the dog."
Given orally a nine-word sentence, "John is going to the store for
some gum," the student will repeat the sentence.
Giver orally the series of four numbers 3,5, 6, 1, spoken at the rate of
one per second, the student will repeat the numbers in sequence.
Given orally the series of three directions: "Fold yourbands, scratch
your head, stand up," the student wiH perform the required actions
in sequence.
Given the story of the "Gingerbread Boy," presented orally, the
student will verbally recall five details of tbe story.
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST

TACTILE CHANNEL

MODULES 1.041-1.064

1. Given the three-dimensional (3-D) number 8 to feel, the student
will name it without visual or auditory clues.

2. Given the 3-D number 1 to feel, the student will name the
number without visual or auditory clues.

3. Given a piece of velvet to feel without visual or auditory clues,
the student Will correctl., name the texture.

4. Given the 3-D shape of a pyramid to feel, the student will naine it
without visual or auditory clues.

5. Given the 3-D shape of a square to feel, the student will name it
without visual or auditory clues.

6. Given a rubber ball to feel, the student will name it w ithout
visual or auditory clues.

7. Given the 3-D numbers 6, 4, 8, to feel without visual or auditory
clues, the student will replace those numbers in order after the
order has been scrambled.

8. Given the 3-D numbers 3,5, 1, to feel without visual or auditory
clues, the student will replace those numbers in order after the
order has been scrambled.

9. Given a series of textures to feel (velvet, corduroy, and sand-
paper, in that order), the student will replace the textures in
correct order, without visual or auditory clues, after they have
been scrambled.

10. Given a series of 3-D shapes to feel (cube, sphere, rectangular
block and pyramid, in that order), the siddent will replace the
shapes in correct order, without visual or auditory clues, after
they have been scrambled.

11. Given a series of 3-D shapes to feel (square, triangle, circle, and
rectangle, in that order), the student will rephice the shapes in
correct order, without N i sual or auditor) clues, after the) have
been scrambled.

12. Given a series of unfamiliar objects to feel for five seconds
(ashtray, bottle, eyeglass case, and wall socket plate, in that
order), the student will replace the objects in correct order,
without visual or auditory clues, after they hav e been scrambled.
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13. Given the 3-13 number 6 to feel, the student will select the
number from a group of three 3-D numbers, without visual or
auditory clues.

14. Given the 3-D number 5 to feel, the student then selects the
number from a group of three 3-D numbers.t

15. Given a piece of corduroy feel, without visual or auditory
clues, the student selects the corduroy from a series of 3 other
objects.

16. Given the 3-D shape, pyramid, presented for 5 seconds without
visual or auditory clues, the student will select the pyramid
when presented with 3 other 3-D shapes,

17. Given the 3-D shape, square, presented for 5 seconds without
visual or auditory clues, the student will select the square when
presented with 3 other flat 3-D shapes.

18. Given a toy hainmer to feel, without auditoiy or visual clues, the
student will select that object when presented in a series with
three other objects.

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST

VISUAL CHANNEL

MODULES 1.071-1.094

1. Given a ball and verbal directions to point to the object previ-
ously seen, the student will select it from the group of ball, bat,
glove, and hat.

2. Given a block and verbal directions 4o point to the shape previ-
ously seen, the student will select it from the group of block, ball,
diamond, and pyramid.

3. Given a 3-D circle and verbal directions to point to the shape
previously seen, the student will select the shape from the group
circle, square, rectangle, and triangle.

4. Given the number 6 printed on a flash card, and % erbal directions
to point to the number previously seen, the student will select
the number from the group 9, 2, 6, 4.

5. Given the symbol 4- printed on a flash card and % erbal direoions
to point to the symbol pre', iously seen. the student will point to
the symbol when presented in the group +, , =, r.

LiGg
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6. Giveria sequence of book, pencil, and pen, the student will place
the objects in sequence after they have been scrambled.

7. Given ball, pyramid, and block, the student will correctly re-
place the shapes in order after they have been scrambled.

8. Given a triangle, circle, and square, printed on flash cards, the
student will correctly replace the shapes iu order after they :rave
been scramblea.

9. Given a sequence of flash cards of the numbers 5, 2, and 8, the
student will correctly replace the numbers in order after they
have been scrambled.

10. Given a sequence of flaSh cards of the symbols -I-, , =, and I',
the student will correctly replace the symbols in order after they
have been scrambled.

II. Draw a line connecting matching numbers: 4 2
3 9
9 4
2 3

12. Given flash cards and the numbers I to 10 and verbal directions
to point to the number 5, the student will point to the number 5.

13. Given the number 9 printed on a flash card, the student will
point to the number named.

14. Given the verbal directions to write the number 3, the student
will write the number using pencil and paper.

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST

VOCABULARY, ROTE COUNTING, AND
CONSERVATION OF QUANTITY

MODULES 1.111.16, I.21, 1.31

I. Given a drawing of the quantity "full" and the question, "What
euantity does this show?", the student says, "full."

2. Given a drawing of the position "in" and the question, "What
position does this show?", the student says, "in."

3. Given a series of five drawings showing taller, greater than,
shorter, less than, equal to, and verbal directions to point to the
picture showing "shorter7 the student points to the picture
showing "shorter."

4(09
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4. Given a square on a flash card and the question, "What is this
shape?", the student correctly names the shape.

5. Given a drawing of a ditne and verbal directions to name it, the
student correedy names the money.

6. A) Given two balls of clay in identical form, and the question,
"Which has more clay?", the student says, 'Neither, they are the
same:,
B) After the teacher rolls one of the balls of clay into a hot dog
shape, and asks the student, "Why does this piece of day (point-
ing to the hot dog shape' have more day?", the student responds
that it does not, that they are both the same.

7. Given the word "nights' presented orally, and verbal directions
to raise his hand for a time word, the student , ill raise his hand.

8. Given verbal directions to count to seven, the student will orally
count from one to seven.

9. Given verbal directions to count cars out loud and a set of six cars,
the student will count from one to six.

10. Given verbal directi. ns to count out five cars from a set of fifteen
cars, the student will count five cars.

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST

CONSERVATION OF NUMBER AND
RATIONAL COUNTING

MODULES 2.011.2.029

1. Given a set o f three red blocks with stars on them, three plaai, red
balls, three blue balls with stars en them, and earee blue blocks,
the student will correctly select the three blue balls with stars
wh_ n given the veybai directions, "Give me the blue balls with
stars on them."

2. Given flash cards of the numera)s 7, 2, and 8, and the verbal
direction: to place thc numerals in order from smallest to largest,
the student will correctly place the_ numerals in the order of 2, 7,
and 8.

3. Given a set of twelve dolls (three boys in blue, three boy s in red,
three girls in blue, and three girls in red) and the veibi.,! direc-
tions, "Put some things that belong together over here," the
student correctly separates one subset.

4/70
..MMI
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4. Given three pencils and flash cards of the numerals 1 through 10
with verbal directions to point to the numeral which shows how
many pencils, the student correctly points to the numeral 3.

5. Given two sets of four balls each, the student will match all balls
from one set with all balls from the other set, demonstrating the
concept of one-to-one correspondence.

6. Given a sheet of paper with five cats on one side and six mice on
the other, the student will draw a line from the Cats to the mice
and name correctly which set has more and which set has less.

7. Given three boxes, one containing two objects, oft containing
five objects, and one containing no objects, and the verbal direc-
tions to point to the box with zero objects in it, the student
correctly points to the box with zero objects.

8. Given the numeral 0 written on a chalk board with the verbal
directions to name the numeral, the student correctly identifies
the numeral.

463

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST

FRACTIONAL PARTS ?

MODULE 2.031

1. Given a third of a circle, and a cirde divided into three sections
with verbal directions to tell how many of the sections are
needed to make a whole, the student will correctlyanswer three.

CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST..

PLACE VALUE

MODULES 2.041-2.043

1. Given the number 463, and verbal directions to point to the units
column, the student will point to the three.

2. Given the number 56 and verbal directions to tell how many
ones in the units column. the student will correctly answer six.

-

3, Given the numbe r 62 and an explanation that there are ,ix tens in
the tens column, the student will tell how many ones are in the
six tens, when asked.

It'71
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4. Given the number 6,430 and verbal directions to point to the
hundreds column, the student will point to the four.

5. Given the number 363 and verbal directions to tell how many
hundreds are in tSe hundreds column, the student will correctly
answer three.

L VIP-
-
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST

ADDITION

MODULES 2.051-2.058

(1) 5 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 9 (5) 8
+2 +6 +3 +2 + 5

3 9
(6) 3 (7) 2 (8) 6 (9) 7 (10) 2

2 5 4 4 5
+ 5 + 6 + 4 + 6 + 4

(11) 13 (12) 22 (13) 10 (14) 11 (15) 12
+ 5 + 7 + 3 + 5 + 13

06) 15 (17) 87 (0) 35 (19) 17 (24) 14
+ 83 + 12 + 31 + 6 + 7

(21) 25 (22) 36 (23) 12 (24) 17 (26) 25
+ 9 + 8 + 9 + 15 + 19

(26) 99 (27) 87 (28) 173 (29) 285 (30) 396
+ 66 + 23 + 9 + 18 4- 254

(31) 221 (32) 133 (33) 976 (34) 888 (35) 125
+ 999 + 9 + 13 + 44 + 1p7

(36) 987 (37) 36 (38) 27 (39) 13 (40) 35
+ 235 + 51 + 50 + 24 + 14

473
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ANSWER KEY t,..z

ADDITION

MODULES 2.051-2.058

(1) 7 (21) 34
(2) 9 (22) 43
(3) 7 (23) 21
(4) 11 (24) 32
(5) 13 (25) 44
(6) 10 (26) 165
(7) 13 (27) 110
(8) 14 (28) 182
(9) 20 (29) 303

(10) 20 (30) 650
(11) 18 (31) 1120
(12) 29 (32) 142
(13) 13 (33) 939
(14) 16 (34) 932
(15) 25 (35) 262
(16) 93 (36) 1222
(17) 99 (37) 87
(18) 66 (38) 77
(19) 23 (39) 37
(20) 21 (40) 49

The Clinical Teacher
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST

SUBTRACTION

MODULES 2.061-2.067

(1) 9 (2) 5 (3) 7 (4) 8 (5) 5
7 2 4 2 1

(6Y 15 (7) 19 (8) 27 (9) 38 (10) 29
3 5 2 7 17

(11) 57 (12) 99 (13) 45 (14) 12 (15) 23
34 36 31 9 7

(16) 38 (17) 41 (18) 98 (19) 55 (20) 77
9 5 79 46 28

(21) 44 (22) 391 (23) 516 (24) 274 (25) 875
27 7 106 95 776

(26) 703 (27) 535 (28) 831 (29) 400
274 149 145 265

ANSWER KEY

SUBTRACTION

MODULES 51 2.067

(1)4 2 (16) 29
(2) 3 (17) 36
(3) 3 (18) 19
(4) 6 (19) 9
(5) 4 (20) 49
(6) 12 (21) 17 irr

(7) 14 (22) 384
(8) 25 (23) 410
(9) 31 (24) 479

(10) 12 (25) 99
(11) 23 (26) 429
(12) 63 (27) 386
(13) 14 (28) 686
(14) 3 (,9) 135
(15) 16

415
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST

MULTIPLICATION

MODULES 2.071-2.076

(1) 4
x 2

(2) 5
x 6

(3) 4
x 4

(4) 9
x 3

(5) 11 (6) 23 (7) 19 (8) 12
x 8 x 3 x 1 x 4

(9) 36 (10) 17 (11) 25 (12) 37
x 7 x 6 x 5 x 3

(13) 42 (14) 20 (15) 10 (16) 67
x 13 x 36 x 10 x 11

(17) 301 (18) 169 (19) 472 (20) 713
x 9 x 49 x 248 x 4

-
(21) 16124 (22) 72 (23) 51 (24) 9

x 395 x 444 x 30 x 9

ANSWER KEY

MULTIPLICATION

MODULFS 2.071-2.076

(1) 8 (13) 546
(2) 30 (14) 720
(3) 16 (15: 100
(4) 27 (16) 737
(5) 88 (17) 2709
(6) 69 (18) 8281
(7) 19 (19) 117,056
(8) 48 (W) 2852
(9) 252 (21) 641,480

(10) 102 (22) 31,968
(11) 125 (23) 1,530
(12) 111 (2,4) 81
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY TEST

DIVISION

MODULES 2.081-2.087

469

(1) 6 3 (2) 4 8 (3) 10 5 (4) 1 4

(5) 16 1 (6) 5 20 (7) 9 18 (8) 6 24

(9) 7 21 (10) 6 19 (11) 8 35 (12) 7 48

(13) 11 22. (14) 13 39 (15) 12 60 (16) 10 70

(17) 2 426 (18) 3 303 (19) 11 121 (20) 178 716

(21) 11 1463 (22) 1 13 (23) 7 14 (24) 1 1

(25) 13 17 (26) 17 36 (27) 12 28

(28) 11 19

AN SW E R KEY

DIvISION

MODULES 2.081-2.087

(1) 2 (15) 5
(2) 2 (16) 7
(3) 2 (17) 213
(4) 4 (18) 101
(5) 16 (19) 11

(6) 4 (20) 4r.4
(7) 2 (21) 133
(8) 4 (22) 13
(9) 3 (23) 2

(10) 3r.1 (24) 1

(11) 4r.3 . (25) lr.4
(12) 6r.6 (26) 2r.2
(13) 2 (27) 2r.4
(14) 3 (28) lr.8

L,71 7 7
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ARITHMETIC GLOSSARY
Addend: numbers to be added.
Algorithm: some special process of solving a certain type o f problem;
any standardized procedure for the solution of a particuhir type of
problem.

Borrowing: used in subtraction to increase a figure in the minuend
by ten ones units, and making tip for it by decreasing the next larger
denomination by one.

Carrying: used in addition to rename a figure in the sum by decreas-
ing the figure by ten ones units and making up for it by increasing the
next larger denomination by one.
Classification: a systematic arrangement in groups or categories ac-
cording to established criteria.

Conservation of Number: the construction of one-to-one correspon-
dence between two sets of objects conserving the correspondence.

Conservation of Quantity: a concept proposed by Piaget belonging
in the concrete operational stage. The child has the ability to deter-
mine two equal quantities as equal when the perceptual image
shows the quantities as unequal.
Difference: the result of subtracting one quaurtv from another.
Dividend: the given product into which the known factor is divided
in order to find the missing factor (quotient).
Divisor: the known factor which is divided to find a missing fiictor
(quofient).

Expanded notation: a system of figures used to represent an entire
number, with the figures represented by different units of place
vaitie with the denomination written beside each figure.
Fundamental facts: those facts in addition, subtraction, mukiplica-
tion, and division which the student should know immediately upon
presentation of the problem, mastery of these facts are advantagt ous
for other skills.

.

Minuend: the quantity from which another quantity is to be
subtracted.
Multiplier: a number by which another number is multiplied.
Number line: a line in which points are given number names.
One-to-one Correspondence: a correspondence between two set& A
and B in which each element of A is paired with one element only of
B and conversely.

471m,.
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Place Value: the value given to a digit by virtue of the plat it
occupies in the number relative to the units place.

Product: the result of multiplication.
Quotient: the result of division.

Rational Counting: in:itching the number names to the ol jects in a
set to determine the number of elements in a set.

Regrouping: the process of renaming munbers in place value units.
This can be done either by decreasing the figure by ten and increas-
ing the next larger denomination by one (carry ing for addition), or by
increasing the figure by ten and decreasing the next larger denomi-
nation by one (borrowing for subtraction).

Remainder: the number left over when di% iding into equal groups.

Rote Counting: naming successi% e numbers in order without refer-
ence to any set; purely a rote-type of memory counting.

Set: a collection of objects or numbers.

Sedation: process of ordering a series by length.

Skip Counting: naming numerals% here aconsistent integral is miss-
ed between each name.

Sorting: a group set up on the basis of any eonunon characteristics.

Subtrahend: a quantity to be subtracted from another quantity.

Sum: the quantity obtained by adding two positi% e quantities.


